143 pages. Hardie Grant. Import. Pub. at $12.95

YOU CAN'T MAKE THIS STUFF UP: The Abs Diet Eat Right Every Time Guide. By David Zinczenko with T. Spiker. Pinpoints the foods that you should choose to burn away the belly fat no matter where you are. With a list of 789 on-the-go food choices, a complete supermarket survival guide, and a collection of 60 six-minute meals, it's filled with all the info you need to lose pounds. 230 pages. Rodale. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.95 $6.95

DISTANT HEALING: A Complete Guide. By Jack Angelo. This guide teaches over 50 exercises that draw on the power of spiritual intention to allow you to send healing energy wherever it is needed. Covers the anatomy of the human energy system; how to sense energy fields; body balancing and breathing exercises, and more. 230 pages. Sounds True. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.95 $3.95

Why Won't You Apologize? By Harriet Lerner. A renowned psychologist and peacemaker and master mediator, this timely and moving client stories, each lesson will help you find the peace, healing, and growth you desire. 285 pages. Skyhorse. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.95 $8.95

I Want to Be Organised: How to De-Clutter Your Life, Manage Your Time and Get Things Done. By Harriet Griffee. Full of practical solutions, tips and inspiration, this guide gives you the ideas and tools needed to help reduce untidliness, chaos and stress, leaving you with more space and time to enjoy life. Small steps, big change–you too can be more organized. Illus. 143 pages. Hardie Grant. Import. Pub. at $12.95 $4.95

The Biggest Loser Complete Calorie Counter. By Cheryl Forberg et al. Millions of viewers have been inspired to change their lives by the incredible transformations on The Biggest Loser, and you can too. This guide provides calorie measurements and full nutritional analysis for more than 5,000 foods. 226 pages. Rodale. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99 $2.95

6842240 WHY WON'T YOU APOLOGIZE? By Harriet Lerner. A renowned psychologist and bestselling author shows us how a meaningful apology restores trust, while silence and defensiveness can cause excruciating pain. Lerner shares stories from her clinical work and personal life to offer insight, advice, and compassion to both the offended and the offender. 195 pages. Touchstone. Pub. at $24.00 $6.95

De-escalate: How to Calm an Angry Person in 90 Seconds or Less. By Douglas E. Noll. Based on the author's practical real-world experience as a lawyer turned peacemaker and master mediator, this timely and prescriptive guide provides listening and communication skills that solve the problem of what to do to diffuse emotionally volatile situations—at home, at work, or anywhere! 228 pages. Atria. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.00 $11.95

5813522 BUGS, BOWELS, AND BEHAVIOR: The Groundbreaking Story of The Gut-Brain Connection. Ed. by Teri Arranga et al. Informns you of the myriad additional factors impacting the health of the gastrointestinal tract and how that, in turn, can have far-reaching and significant effects in other systems of the body—even adversely affecting development and how people think. 285 pages. Skyhorse. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.95 $8.95

3561333 YOU CAN'T MAKE THIS STUFF UP: Life-Changing Lessons from Heaven. By Theresa Caputo with K. Gish. The star of Long Island Medium explores the life-changing wisdom she’s learned from channeling God, Spirit, and her clients’ families and friends. Pairing her infectious wit and positivity with moving client stories, each lesson will help you find the peace, healing, and growth you desire. 253 pages. Atria. Pub. at $25.00 $3.95

6471382 THE ABS DIET EAT RIGHT EVERY TIME GUIDE. By David Zinczenko with T. Spiker. Pinpoints the foods that you should choose to burn away the belly fat no matter where you are. With a list of 789 on-the-go food choices, a complete supermarket survival guide, and a collection of 60 six-minute meals, it's filled with all the info you need to lose pounds. 230 pages. Rodale. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.99 $3.95

5913314 I WANT TO BE ORGANISED: How to De-Clutter Your Life, Manage Your Time and Get Things Done. By Harriet Griffee. Full of practical solutions, tips and inspiration, this guide gives you the ideas and tools needed to help reduce untidliness, chaos and stress, leaving you with more space and time to enjoy life. Small steps, big change–you too can be more organized. Illus. 143 pages. Hardie Grant. Import. Pub. at $12.95 $4.95

6567282 DISTANT HEALING: A Complete Guide. By Jack Angelo. This guide teaches over 50 exercises that draw on the power of spiritual intention to allow you to send healing energy wherever it is needed. Covers the anatomy of the human energy system; how to sense energy fields; body balancing and breathing exercises, and more. 230 pages. Sounds True. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.95 $3.95

The Groundbreaking Story of The Gut-Brain Connection. Ed. by Teri Arranga et al. Informs you of the myriad additional factors impacting the health of the gastrointestinal tract and how that, in turn, can have far-reaching and significant effects in other systems of the body—even adversely affecting development and how people think. 285 pages. Skyhorse. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.95 $8.95

3628835 RODNEY YEE’ S CORE CENTERED YOGA. The acclaimed yoga instructor helps you make small adjustments for amazing results. Split into five parts–Lower Balance, Back Balance, Internal Balance, Bending Balance; and Restorative Balance–this program reveals the importance of finding your “core center” as a pathway to heal in mind and body. 62 minutes. Mill Creek. Pub. at $14.98 $3.95

1874020 THE BIGGEST LOSER COMPLETE CALORIE COUNTER. By Cheryl Forberg et al. Millions of viewers have been inspired to change their lives by the incredible transformations on The Biggest Loser, and you can too. This guide provides calorie measurements and full nutritional analysis for more than 5,000 foods. 226 pages. Rodale. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99 $2.95
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Health & Medical References
- 677399 THE CASE AGAINST SUGAR. By Gary Taubes. From the author of Why We Get Fat comes groundbreaking and urgent recipient makes the convincing case that sugar is the tobacco of the new millennium: backed by powerful lobbies, entrenched in our lives, and making us very sick. 365 pages. Anchor. Paperback. Pub. at $16.00 $11.95
- 6714773 THE 21-DAY BELLY FIX. By Tae-sun Bhatia. Combining the latest research and cutting-edge science with proven alternative nutritional remedies, Dr. Taz presents a simple plan that aims to turn your digestive system, help fight disease, and strip away pounds in just 21 days. 242 pages. Zinc Ink. Paperback. Pub. at $20.00 $3.95
- 6763766 THE HUNGRY BRAIN: Outsmarting the Instincts That Make Us Overeat. By Stephen J. Gwynet. Takes readers on an eye-opening journey through cutting-edge neuroscience that has never before been available to the lay person. Gwynet delivers profound insights into why the brain undermines our weight goals and offers guidelines for eating well and staying slim. 291 pages. Flamin Boooks. Pub. at $27.99 $6.95

Nutrition & Weight Management
- ★653278 8 MINUTES IN THE MORNING FOR EXTRA-EASY WEIGHT LOSS. By Jorge Cruise. Shows simple exercises to do each morning that will restore your metabolism by creating new lean muscle that burns fat 24 hours a day. Color photos. 253 pages. HarperCollins, 7¼x9¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95
- 6705323 THE PRIME: Prepare and Repair Your Body for Spontaneous Weight Loss. By Kulreet Chaudhary with E. Adamson. Integrative neurologist Dr. Chaudhary discovered a beautiful side effect to eating and lifestyle tools she gave her brain patients: shedding excess pounds. Here she brings the tools to a unique guide to sharpening the brain, healing the gut, and dropping the weight. 308 pages. Harmony. Pub. at $26.00 $4.95
- 5749026 TRADITIONAL FOODS ARE YOUR BEST MEDICINE: Improving Health and Longevity with Native Nutrition. By Ron F. Schmid. Discover how a return to a traditional diet—vastly different from today’s Western diet that has ravaged public health—can help you reduce your risk of heart attack, fight allergies, chronic fatigue, arthritis, and more. Revised from a book that has sold hundreds of tips, tools, self-assessments, recipes and checklists in this guide will help you feel fabulous and revitalize your sex life. 242 pages. Harper. Paperback. Import. Pub. at $16.95 $3.95

Exercise & Fitness
- ★684121X SUICIDE BY SUGAR: A Startling Look at Our #1 National Addiction. By N. Appleton & G.N. Jacobs. Once associated only with cavities and simple weight gain, sugar is now linked to everything from heart disease, to stroke, to cancer, to obesity, and more. The authors provide shocking information about the amount of sugar found in so many popular foods and beverages. 160 pages. Square One Books. Paperback. Pub. at $15.95 $11.95
- ★6878399 THE CASE AGAINST SUGAR. By Gary Taubes. From the author of Why We Get Fat comes groundbreaking and urgent recipient makes the convincing case that sugar is the tobacco of the new millennium: backed by powerful lobbies, entrenched in our lives, and making us very sick. 365 pages. Anchor. Paperback. Pub. at $16.00 $11.95
- ★6857116 REFUEL: A 24-Day Eating Plan to Shed Fat, Boost Testosterone, and Pump Up Energy and Stamina. By John La Puma with G. Lees. The author shows men how to stop testosterone from turning into estrogen, lose the gut, and supercharge fat loss without dieting or forfeiting flavor. No calorie counting or hunger required—it’s timed to tested plan and start refueling. 292 pages. Harmony. Pub. at $25.00 $4.95
- 6824933 BUDDHA’S DIET. By T. Cottrell & D. Zigmond. Modern science confirms what Buddha knew all along. It’s not what you eat that’s important, it’s when you eat it. You have to follow a few guidelines that Buddha provided and are illuminated in this volume, and you will feel better, stop obsessing about food—and lose weight. 240 pages. Running Press. Pub. at $15.99 $4.95
- 6802400 EXTREME TRANSFORMATION: Lifelong Weight Loss in 21 Days. By Chris & Heidi Powell. The hosts of the hit TV show Extreme Weight Loss share their proven, life-changing, step-by-step guide for losing weight and keeping it off. With their help, readers will see the hidden path of transformation, be guided through fast and fun exercises; and enjoy dozens of gourmet recipes. Illus. 308 pages. HarperOne. Pub. at $15.99 $4.95
- 6845975 MEDITATE YOUR WEIGHT. By Tiffany Cruikshank with M. van Aalst. This 21 day plan optimizes health as well as body image by tapping the hidden strength of the mind. You will learn a whole new way to lose weight, and it takes just a few relaxing and energizing minutes a day. As you lighten up on the inside, you’ll lighten up on the outside. 321 pages. Harmony. Pub. at $22.00 $4.95
- 6899405 THE APPETITE SOLUTION: Lose Weight Effortlessly and Never Be Hungry Again. By Joe Coletta. Hunger means something is off, and you can’t lose the weight you want while fighting through the pangs. With this guide, weight-loss specialist Dr. Coletta presents a six week, three phase plan to help you diminish cravings while achieving your goal weight. Sets you free from hunger forever! 296 pages. HarperOne. Pub. at $26.99 $4.95
- 6865276 20 POUNDS YOUNGER. By Michele Promaulayo with L. Tedesco. Includes a chapter that makes nutritious eating easy. A 6-week get-fit guide to increasing your metabolism and strength, brain tricks to overcome cravings, simple pointers for younger looking skin and energy enhancing techniques for reducing stress and sleeping more deeply. Illus. 280 pages. Rodale. Pub. at $24.99 $3.95
- ★684121X SUICIDE BY SUGAR: A Startling Look at Our #1 National Addiction. By N. Appleton & G.N. Jacobs. Once associated only with cavities and simple weight gain, sugar is now linked to everything from heart disease, to stroke, to cancer, to obesity, and more. The authors provide shocking information about the amount of sugar found in so many popular foods and beverages. 160 pages. Square One Books. Paperback. Pub. at $15.95 $11.95
- ★6714773 THE 21-DAY BELLY FIX. By Tae-sun Bhatia. Combining the latest research and cutting-edge science with proven alternative nutritional remedies, Dr. Taz presents a simple plan that aims to turn your digestive system, help fight disease, and strip away pounds in just 21 days. 242 pages. Zinc Ink. Paperback. Pub. at $20.00 $3.95
- 653278 8 MINUTES IN THE MORNING FOR EXTRA-EASY WEIGHT LOSS. By Jorge Cruise. Shows simple exercises to do each morning that will restore your metabolism by creating new lean muscle that burns fat 24 hours a day. Color photos. 253 pages. HarperCollins, 7¼x9¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95
- 6705323 THE PRIME: Prepare and Repair Your Body for Spontaneous Weight Loss. By Kulreet Chaudhary with E. Adamson. Integrative neurologist Dr. Chaudhary discovered a beautiful side effect to eating and lifestyle tools she gave her brain patients: shedding excess pounds. Here she brings the tools to a unique guide to sharpening the brain, healing the gut, and dropping the weight. 308 pages. Harmony. Pub. at $26.00 $4.95
- 5749026 TRADITIONAL FOODS ARE YOUR BEST MEDICINE: Improving Health and Longevity with Native Nutrition. By Ron F. Schmid. Discover how a return to a traditional diet—vastly different from today’s Western diet that has ravaged public health—can help you reduce your risk of heart attack, fight allergies, chronic fatigue, arthritis, and more. Revised from a book that has sold hundreds of tips, tools, self-assessments, recipes and checklists in this guide will help you feel fabulous and revitalize your sex life. 242 pages. Harper. Paperback. Import. Pub. at $16.95 $3.95
- ★686093 EAT YOUR WAY TO SEXY. By Elizabeth Somer. Inspires you to take charge of your health and become more energetic, confident, and sexy than you’ve ever been before. Hundreds of tips, tools, self-assessments, recipes and checklists in this guide will help you feel fabulous and revitalize your sex life. 242 pages. Harper. Paperback. Import. Pub. at $16.95 $3.95
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286 pages. Ballantine. Pub. at $27.00

2708698 THE TOP 100 IMMUNITY BOOSTERS. By Charlotte Haigh. Your guide to eating well today for a healthier tomorrow. The Top 100 Immunity Boosters: The healthy foods explained, a simple and delicious recipe for each food, and key health benefits of each food. You can also look up your ailment to see which foods will help you. Of the most. 128 pages. Duncan Baird. Paperback. Import. Pub. at $9.95 $3.95

6722555 EAT CLEAN, LEAN: 300 Real Foods and Recipes for Lifelong Health and Lasting Weight Loss. By the eds. of Prevention with W. Bazilian. Eating healthy really means eating clean, or choosing whole foods sourced from the earth with the least processing and fewest possible ingredients that sound like hair dye. This visual guidebook to better health, delicious food, and a slimmer you will show you how to make 300 delicious choices in the supermarket and 150 cleaner fast meals at home. 294 pages. Rodale. Paperback. Pub. at $21.99 $5.95

5603017 GOT MILKED? The Great Dairy Deception and Why You’ll Thrive Without Milk. By Alissa Hamilton. Challenges much of the accepted wisdom about milk and leaves you prepared to take charge of your health. Not only will you find it easy to drop milk from your diet, you will learn why you can thrive without it. Hamilton also delivers dairy-free, filled-to-the-brim food plans that deliver the same nutrients found in dairy products, without all the sugar or negative side effects. 319 pages. Morrow. Pub. at $26.99 $3.95

4635213 THE COMPLETE GUIDE TO BEATING SUGAR ADDICTION. By Jacob Teitelbaum et al. Uncovers four types of sugar addiction and gives a step by step plan for resolving their underlying causes, breaking sugar cravings forever, and achieving dramatically improved health and energy levels, while also making it easier to lose weight. 304 pages. Fair Winds Press. Paperback. Pub. at $19.99 $5.95

6794254 GET OFF YOUR ACID: 7 Steps in 7 Days to Lose Weight, Fight Inflammation, and Regain Health & Energy. By Daryl Gioffre. Inflammation is the culprit behind many of our current ailments, from weight gain to chronic disease. In this accessible reference, Dr. Gioffre shares his revolutionary plan to rid your diet of highly acidic foods, alkalize your body and balance your pH. Includes alkaline recipes for easy, delicious snacks and meals. 284 pages. Da Capo. Paperback. Pub. at $17.99 $12.95

5939976 50 WAYS TO BOOST YOUR METABOLISM. By Fredrik Paulun. Swaps simple swaps for one nutrition guru who writes the perfect guide for anyone looking to live his or her healthiest. With these easy to follow tips, you can boost the effect of your diet plan, increase your physical energy levels, and give us back our daily bread. Yafa finds that the culprit is not wheat. It’s not gluten. It’s the way the grain is milled and processed. This visual guidebook to better health, delicious food, and a slimmer you will show you how to make 50 tricks in the supermarket and 150 cleaner fast meals at home. 294 pages. Rodale. Paperback. Pub. at $21.99 $5.95

5603017 GOT MILKED? The Great Dairy Deception and Why You’ll Thrive Without Milk. By Alissa Hamilton. Challenges much of the accepted wisdom about milk and leaves you prepared to take charge of your health. Not only will you find it easy to drop milk from your diet, you will learn why you can thrive without it. Hamilton also delivers dairy-free, filled-to-the-brim food plans that deliver the same nutrients found in dairy products, without all the sugar or negative side effects. 319 pages. Morrow. Pub. at $26.99 $3.95

6794254 GET OFF YOUR ACID: 7 Steps in 7 Days to Lose Weight, Fight Inflammation, and Regain Health & Energy. By Daryl Gioffre. Inflammation is the culprit behind many of our current ailments, from weight gain to chronic disease. In this accessible reference, Dr. Gioffre shares his revolutionary plan to rid your diet of highly acidic foods, alkalize your body and balance your pH. Includes alkaline recipes for easy, delicious snacks and meals. 284 pages. Da Capo. Paperback. Pub. at $17.99 $12.95

5939976 50 WAYS TO BOOST YOUR METABOLISM. By Fredrik Paulun. Swaps simple swaps for one nutrition guru who writes the perfect guide for anyone looking to live his or her healthiest. With these easy to follow tips, you can boost the effect of your diet plan, increase your physical energy levels, and give us back our daily bread. Yafa finds that the culprit is not wheat. It’s not gluten. It’s the way the grain is milled and processed. This visual guidebook to better health, delicious food, and a slimmer you will show you how to make 50 tricks in the supermarket and 150 cleaner fast meals at home. 294 pages. Rodale. Paperback. Pub. at $21.99 $5.95

6832140 THE MINDSPAN DIET: Reduce Alzheimer’s Risk, Minimize Memory Loss, and Keep Your Brain Young. By Preston Estep III. Shatters myths about food and shows us not because what’s in our brains, this examination reveals a simple plan to stop cognitive decline. Complete with food recommendations, shopping lists, advice on reading nutrition labels and more than seventy delicious recipes, 286 pages. Ballantine. Pub. at $27.00 $4.95

6780008 THE GRAIN BRAIN WHOLE LIFE PROGRAM. By David Perlmutter with K. Lobez. This official guide to Dr. Perlmutter’s revolutionary approach to vibrant health includes his three-step protocol; practical advice on nutrition and sleep, stress management, and exercise; and a fourteen day meal plan with recipes. 294 pages. Little, Brown. Pub. at $28.00 $5.95

6859054 GLUTEN EXPOSED. By P.H. Green & K. Jones. Provides an in-depth examination of every symptom and condition associated with gluten intolerance and similar reactions. The authors offer clear, welcome guidance and a practical road map that can help anyone achieve a healthier, symptom-free life. 352 pages. Morrow. Pub. at $25.99 $4.95

6822194 THE VIRGIN DIET: Drop 7 Foods, Lose 7 Pounds, Just 7 Days. By BJ Virgin. Fitness expert BJ Virgin reveals the real secret behind weight loss: the connection between food and health. With this guide she’ll show you how to eat plenty of anti-inflammatory, healing foods that will never leave you feeling hungry or deprived. In just one week you can drop weight, lose belly bloat, gain energy, clear up inflammation, and feel better than ever. 181 pages. Skyhorse. Paperback. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

6860406 ULTRAMETABOLISM: The Simple Plan for Automatic Weight Loss. By Mark Hyman. Hyman unveils his groundbreaking but simple plan for automatic weight loss. Never before have all seven powerful, interrelated biochemical keys to permanent weight loss been integrated into a single plan. Discover how to turn on the messages of weight loss and turn off the messages of weight gain and disease. 353 pages. Altria. Paperback. Pub. at $17.00 $7.95

6841201 SOFT FOODS FOR EASIER EATING COOKBOOK. By S. Woodruff & L. Gilbert-Henderson. Easy to follow guide that offers maximum nutrition and taste when soft or smooth foods are needed. Part One highlights simple strategies for eating soft foods. Living with chronic illness,oup this guide she’ll show you how to eat plenty of anti-inflammatory, healing foods that will never leave you feeling hungry or deprived. In just one week you can drop weight, lose belly bloat, gain energy, clear up inflammation, and feel better than ever. 181 pages. Skyhorse. Paperback. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95
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**677896 THE HEALING POWERS OF TEA: A Complete Guide to Nature’s Special Remedy.** By Cal Grey. Discover the benefits of tea for your body and mind in this fascinating guide that explores the rich history of this beloved beverage, as well as the ever-expanding list of health and weight loss benefits found within its leaves. Includes healthy recipes, home remedies, and weight loss tips. 256 pages. Citadel. Paperback. Pub. at $15.95. **$11.95**

**657897 THE MAYO CLINIC DIET.** This diet program helps you make simple, healthy, pleasurable changes that will result in a weight you can maintain for the rest of your life. Using clinically tested techniques, it puts you in charge of reshaping your lifestyle by adopting new habits and breaking unhealthy old ones. Illus. in color. 270 pages. Good Books. Paperback. Pub. at $18.95. **$15.95**

**4642805 THE GUT BALANCE REVOLUTION: Boost Your Metabolism, Restore Your Inner Ecology, and Lose the Weight for Good!** By Gerard E. Mullin. A leading authority on digestive health and the gut microbiome shares a proven, science-based program to restore and retain weight loss by achieving a balanced gut flora. He reveals how to stifle the fat-forming, disease-promoting gut bacteria, reseed your gut with good fat-burning ones, and fertilize those friendly flora with just the right foods. 409 pages. Rodale. Pub. at $26.99 **$7.95**

**6843889 THE GUT BALANCE REVOLUTION.** By Gerard E. Mullin. Mullin shares the first proven, science-based program to restore and retain weight loss by achieving a balanced gut flora. He reveals how to stifle the fat-forming, disease-promoting gut bacteria, reseed your gut with good fat-burning ones, and fertilize those friendly flora with the right foods to reboot, rebalance, and remodel your health–and lose weight for good. 409 pages. **$5.95**

**6775438 THE ALKALINE DIET FOR OPTIMUM HEALTH, REVISED SECOND EDITION.** By Christopher Vasey. Discover how a simple change in diet to follow your acid-alkaline needs can result in vast improvements in health. Provides the latest information on proper hydration and deacidification, important alkalizing supplements, and how to eliminate the "acid load". 202 pages. Healing Arts. Paperback. Pub. at $12.95. **$9.95**

**6778284 HEAL YOUR GUT AN A TO Z GUIDE: Healthy Bowel, Healthy Body.** By Sandra Cabot. Presents the latest research to overcome bowel problems and gives you the vital preliminary steps for a healthy digestive system. Includes 150 bowel-friendly recipes that are gluten-free, dairy-free, nut free and sugar free; and fertilize those friendly flora with the right foods to reboot, rebalance, and remodel your health–and lose weight for good. 409 pages. Rodale. Pub. at $16.99 **$5.95**

**6839908 THE SWEET POTATO DIET: The Super Carb-Cycling Program to Lose Up to 12 Pounds in 2 Weeks.** By Michael Morelli. A popular fitness guru removes all the guesswork and takes away the fear from traditional carb-cycling by simplifying it down to a step-by-step eating schedule–without food-weighing or calorie-counting. Includes 45 easy recipes that will leave your taste buds happy and your stomach satisfied. Well illus. in color. 304 pages. Adams Media. Paperback. Pub. at $22.00 **$5.95**

**6858895 THE EVERYTHING GUIDE TO ADRENAL FATIGUE.** By Maggie Luther. Offers a natural lifestyle plan to identify symptoms, calm adrenal glands, and restore energy levels. Features more than 130 hormone-balancing recipes to help reverse adrenal fatigue, including Almond Joy Smoothie, Pork Chops with Balsamic Glaze; and Chipotle-Lime Mashed Sweet Potatoes, and many more. Illus. 304 pages. Adams Media. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95 **$5.95**

**6865581 YOU ARE YOUR OWN GYM: The Cookbook.** By Mark Lauren with M. Greenwood-Robinson. Offers you delicious recipes that adhere to the author’s unique “calorie shifting” nutritional philosophy to help you look and feel your best. Includes recipes for muscle gain, and improved fitness performance. These 125 recipes cover your needs for breakfast, lunch, dinner, snacks, desserts, and even Ballantine. Pub. at $22.00 **$5.95**

**5990483 HEAL YOUR WHOLE BODY: The 12-Day Power Plan to Flush Toxins, Balance Hormones & Reset Your Body’s Most Essential Organ.** By Frances Munchison. The health of your liver determines just how healthy you are and how good you feel. Here you’ll find a simple, 12-day plan to nourish and support your liver for lifelong health, clear thinking, fewer infections, and weight loss. Includes more than 50 delicious recipes. Illus. 339 pages. Rodale. Pub. at $31.95 **$7.95**

**662880X THE EVERYTHING LOW-FODMAP DIET COOKBOOK.** By Colleen Fanciulli. With the 300 low-Fodmap recipes included, and an extensive meal plan, you’ll be able to identify your sensitivities, eliminate problem foods, and control IBS symptoms. Recipes include Mixed Berry Cobbler, Quinoa, Corn & Zucchini Fritters, Roasted Parsnips with Rosemary; Citrus Flank Steak; and many more. Photos. 320 pages. Adams Media. Paperback. Pub. at $18.99 **$5.95**

**5788558 THE MIRACLE KIDNEY CLEANSE: An All-Natural, At-HomeFlush to Purify Your Body.** By Laurie Felt. Felt helps you cleanse toxins and maximize the benefits of the body’s natural cleansing system, including preventing painful kidney stones; boosting immune function; increasing energy; moving to a low-back kidney pain; and more. 233 pages. Ulysses. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95 **$11.95**

**6737196 EAT REAL FOOD: Simple Rules for Health, Happiness and Unstoppable Energy.** By Julie Montagu. A yoga teacher and health coach takes healthy eating back to basics, guiding you to make simple but positive dietary choices to increase your intake of the “Flexi-Five”–five healthy food groups that are most important for keeping you brain and body balanced. 233 pages. Houghton Mifflin. Hardcover. Pub. at $15.95. **$5.95**

**67776EX THE PLANT PARADOX: The Hidden Dangers in Healthy Foods That Cause Disease and Weight Gain.** By Steven R. Gundry with O.B. Bueh. Illuminates the hidden dangers that lie within foods, and shows you how to eat whole foods in a whole new way. Dr. Gundry offers simple hacks that can help you avoid lectins; a full list of lectin-containing foods and simple substitutes for each; and a step by step detox eating plan that will have you feeling amazing in just 100 days. Harper. Pub. at $27.99. **$21.95**

**59565X THE MAYO CLINIC DIABETES DIET.** Ed. by Donald Hensrud et al. Packed with meal plans, practice solutions, and specific tips on how to improve health and lose weight safely, this guide will ensure that you enjoy life while remaining healthy. Well illus. in color. 286 pages. Good Books. Paperback. Pub. at $17.95 **$5.95**

**27693X THE LIVER HEALING DIET.** By M. Lai & A.R. Kasaranehi. With a complete program to rejuvenate your liver through optimal nutrition and routine exercise, this guide shows you how to improve liver function, beat fatty liver disease, detoxify the liver, boost all-around health, and nourish the body with delicious recipes. 184 pages. Ulysses. Paperback. Pub. at $15.95. **$11.95**

**2763206 SMOOTHIES FOR KIDNEY HEALTH: A Delicious Approach to the Prevention and Management of Kidney Problems & So Much More.** By V.L. Hullet & J.L. Waybright. This guide pairs easy to understand dietary information and guidance with luscious smoothie recipes. Ed. by Donald Hensrud et al. Packed with meal plans, practice solutions, and specific tips on how to improve health and lose weight safely, this guide will ensure that you enjoy life while remaining healthy. Well illus. in color. 286 pages. Good Books. Paperback. Pub. at $17.95 **$5.95**

**6560067 THE GREEN SMOOTHIE PRESCRIPTION.** By Victoria Boutin. Provides a comprehensive guide to the healing capabilities of green smoothies. Easy to use and packed with information, it features over 150 delicious recipes and an A-to-Z list of the most effective nutrients in battling everything from inflammatory conditions, to weight loss. Includes more than 50 quick and delicious recipes. Illus. 339 pages. Rodale. Pub. at $19.95. **$7.95**
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**6847900** GENIUS FOODS. By Max Lugavere with P. Grevel. This powerful new guide offers a cutting-edge yet practical road map to eliminating brain fog and optimizing the brain’s health and performance today and decades into the future. Lugavere shares invaluable insights into how to improve your brain power including the nutrients that will boost your memory and improve mental clarity and where to find them. 388 pages. HarperWave. Paperbound. Pub. at $27.99 $21.95

**6794343** KETO: The Complete Guide to Success on the Keto Diet, Including Simplified Science and No-Cook Meal Plans. By Maria & Crissi. hers take you on a journey that helps you lose weight, build muscle, and live the life nature intended you to live. Includes a detailed explanation of the science behind the diet; an overview of the nutrients needed for optimal wellness; tips for correcting common keto mistakes; and two no-cook meal plans. 320 pages. Victory Belt. Paperbound. Pub. at $29.95 $21.95

**6782373** NUTRITIONAL HEALING WITH CHINESE MEDICINE. By Ellen Goldsmith with M. Klein. Apply the ancient wisdom and traditions of Chinese medicine in the kitchen. Whether you are looking to boost vitality or to feel more balanced, this easy-to-navigate guide offers a comprehensive review of the basic principles of Chinese dietary theory and how to apply them to daily life. 480 pages. Robert Rose. Paperbound. Import. Pub. at $24.95 $19.95

**68822X** FOOD PHARMACY: A Guide to Gut Bacteria, Anti-Inflammatory Foods, and Eating for Health. By L.N. Aurell & M. Clase. Marrying scientific research with 17 supplementary recipes, practical advice, and a quirky voice, this refinement exalts the kitchen’s anti-inflammatory heroes—avocado, cloves, kale, cinnamon, green bananas and more—to help you live your healthiest life through quality knowledge and food. Well illus. in color. 184 pages. Skyhorse. Pub. at $17.95 $12.95

**659192** NOURISHING FATS: Why We Need Animal Fats for Health and Happiness. By Sally Fallon Morell. Drawing on extensive research, Morell offers the science behind why animal fats are vital for fighting infertility and inflammation, improving memory and preventing chronic disease and allergies. She features easy solutions in the form of some delicious recipes, for adding these essential fats back into your diet. Handsome, full-color photos. 200 pages. Chelsea Green. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95 $19.95

**6590861** THE METABOLIC APPROACH TO CANCER. By N. Winters & J.H. Kelley. Offers a comprehensive, nutrition-focused protocol to managing cancer. Cancer survivor, Dr. Natasha Winters and her partner—the late Henry R. Jensen’s—terrain—including the microbiome, the immune system, and blood sugar balance—as they relate to the cancer process, and describes The Optimal Terrain Ten Protocol approach to slow cancer’s pages. Chelsea Green. Pub. at $29.95 $24.95

**6728901** THE COMPLETE LEAKY GUT HEALTH & DIET GUIDE. By Makoto Trotter with D. Cook. Discover the safe and effective treatment plans, information, and advice, you’ll find 150 easy to prepare recipes that will enable you to incorporate the diet plan into your daily life. 352 pages. Robert Rose. Paperbound Import. Pub. at $24.95 $19.95


**669114** THE KETO CURE: A Low-Carb, High-Fat Dietary Solution to Heal Your Body & Optimize Your Health. By Adam S. Nally et al. This guide will help you lose weight and have difficulty losing it; the dubious history of how a low fat diet became the standard for health; tips for customizing your keto approach to your individual needs, and more than 60 delicious low carb, high fat recipes to get you started. Color photos. 328 pages. Victory Belt. Paperbound. Pub. at $29.95 $21.95

**6806333** TURBO METABOLISM: 8 Weeks to a New You. By Panjak Vij. A concise guide that distills a mass of medical research into a simple, effective program for vibrant health. The author provides practical advice, case studies of ordinary people, and brief sections that debunk common medical myths. 288 pages. New World Library. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.95 $12.95

**6864686** THAT SUGAR BOOK. By Damon Gameau. A companion book to Damon Gameau’s documentary film, That Sugar Film, this volume features in-depth interviews with health experts and offers sensible solutions to kicking the sugar habit. He includes a detox plan and over 30 recipes to show what foods to avoid, how to shop, and how to read food labels. Well illus. in color. 240 pages. Flatiron Books. Paperbound. Pub. at $23.99 $5.95

**6592201** FOODS TO FIGHT CANCER: What to Eat to Reduce Your Risk. By R. Beliveau & D. Gnaras. Two-thirds of all cancers can be avoided through simple changes in lifestyle, including diet. Nature provides us with an abundance of foods rich in molecules with very powerful anticancer properties. Discover which everyday foods are scientifically proven to be cancer prevention props and updated to the latest scientific findings. 240 pages. Dorling Kindersley. Paperbound. Pub. at $22.95 $17.95


**6673295** THE KETOGENIC BIBLE: The Authoritative Guide to Ketosis. By J. Wilson & R. Lowery. Here is your one-stop shop to everything you want to know about the ketogenic lifestyle: its history, the science behind it, the top benefits and how you can incorporate it part of your life. Bursting with practical tips for following keto, along with more than 75 easy and delicious recipes. Color photos. 384 pages. Victory Belt. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95 $19.95

**6719808** NOURISH YOUR BRAIN COOKBOOK: Discover How to Keep Your Brain Healthy with 60 Delicious Recipes. By Rika K. Kek. Our food choices can affect our mental capacity and even our emotions. Discover what foods will increase energy levels, improve your mood, help you focus, and sharpen your memory. Includes tips on how to incorporate a vegetarian and vegan options for breakfast, lunch and dinner, sides and snacks, smoothies, desserts and treats. Well illus. in color. 160 pages. CICO Books. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95

**6585767** THE HEALTHY HUTG HANDBOOK. By Damon Gameau. A practical guide to living your best, healthiest, and happiest life. This volume features in-depth interviews with health experts and offers sensible solutions to kicking the sugar habit. He includes a detox plan and over 30 recipes to show what foods to avoid, how to shop, and how to read food labels. Well illus. in color. 240 pages. Flatiron Books. Paperbound. Pub. at $22.99 $17.95

**6841198** DEADLY HARVEST: The Intimate Relationship Between Our Health and Our Food. By Geoff Bond. This groundbreaking book exposes how the food we eat today is far too similar common with the foods of our ancestors, and why this is important to our health. It also offers a proven program to enhance health, combat illness, and improve longevity. 325 pages. Square One. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.95 $12.95
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**6828337 THE ELITE FORCES MANUAL OF MENTAL & PHYSICAL ENDURANCE.** By Alexander Stiller. Using techniques developed by special forces to build their recruits, this manual reveals how to build up your endurance in a matter of weeks, and how your quality of life will benefit in the process. Well illus. 192 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperback. Pub. at $23.99 $6.95

**5884888 WALK OFF WEIGHT: Burn 3 Times More Fat With This Proven Program.** By Michele Stanton. Slim down and firm up with this revolutionary walking program for permanent weight loss. Over the course of 8 weeks, you’ll learn innovative interval walking and workout techniques that will blast fat and tone all your trouble spots. Well illus. 320 pages. Rodale. 8½x10¾. Paperbound. Pub. at $22.99 $4.95

**6849830 THE STRETCHING BIBLE: The Ultimate Guide to Improving Fitness & Flexibility.** By Lexie Williamson. Guides you through key exercises to gain mobility and improve flexibility, whatever your age or ability. Organized into sections for easy reference—warm-up and cool down sequences, for running, cycling and weight training; tailored sequences for commuters, manual workers and desk workers; and more. Fully illus. in color. 272 pages. Rodale. 8½x10¾. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.99 $6.95

**6872973 THE HIGH INTENSITY FITNESS REVOLUTION FOR MEN: A Fast and Easy Workout with Amazing Results.** By Pete Cerqua. Proposes a new, high-intensity program that has you working out smarter, not longer. Ranging from three to fifteen minutes, these little workouts will shape your body in no time, and can work for anyone from the incredibly fit to the out-of-shape couch potato. Well illus. in color. 135 pages. Skyhorse. Paperback. Pub. at $14.99 $6.95

**5955741 THE MEN’Sypertionopyright12-Week Program for Burning Fat and Building Muscle.** By Larry Keller et al. Bodybuilding plan features The Hard-Body Diet—a sensible eating plan which allows you to eat six times a day—and the revolutionary Pab to Power for last results without spending half your life in the gym. Illus. 408 pages. Rodale. 8½x10¾. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.99 $6.95

**6842658 CONBODY: The Revolutionary Bodyweight Prison Boot Camp—Born from an Extraordinary Story of Hope.** By Coss Marte with B. Snead. Based on Marte’s work with thousands of clients at his ConBody gym and workshops, the program is for everyone. The workouts included in this guide can be done at the gym, in your living room, in a hotel room, or at a park. All you need is yourself and the space of a six-by-nine jail cell to get it done! Photos. 220 pages. Skyhorse. Paperback. Pub. at $17.99 $12.95

**6832199 100 BEST YOGA & PILATES.** Compiled by Gillian Haslam. The perfect guide to beginning and maintaining a life with these ancient practices, encouraging physical well-being and a calming of mind and body. Includes a comprehensive introduction; exercises and positions for beginner through advanced; the correct breathing techniques; and how to achieve the best results for your personal balance. Fully illus. in color. 320 pages. Parragon. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95 $4.95

**6765572 THE MEN’S HEALTH GYM BIBLE, SECOND EDITION.** By M. Murphy & M. Mejia. The authors walk you through a typical gym and give you hundreds of exercises for free weights, strength machines, cardio equipment, small balls and stationary bikes and much more. Packed with hundreds of photos that demonstrate proper technique for every exercise, this guide contains 2,000 exercises to get you in the best shape of your life. Well illus. 474 pages. Rodale. 8½x10¾. Paperback. Pub. at $29.99 $14.95

**6807066 FIRE YOUR GYM! Simplified High-Intensity Workouts.** By A. Petranek & R.M. Wallack. Two top authorities in the fitness world deliver a challenging, exciting, and natural way to burn off life’s stresses, enhance your overall well-being, and allow you to enjoy life to the fullest. This guide is the ideal introduction to four of the most popular therapies used today. Fully illus. in color. 258 pages. Parragon. Paperback. Import. Pub. at $12.95 $3.95

**5788722 SPARTAN WARRIOR WORKOUT.** By Dave Randolph. In just one month, the high intensity workouts presented in this program will turn you into a jaw-dropping physique of history’s greatest soldier. This guide takes you from merely being in shape to having the strength and endurance to withstand the ultimate challenge. Includes info on active rest and nutrition. Well illus. 158 pages. Rodale. Paperback. Pub. at $15.95 $11.95

**6708552 THE COMPLETE GUIDE TO STRENGTH TRAINING, 5TH EDITION.** By Anita Bean. Blending expert information with accessibility, this is the ultimate resource for anyone wanting to increase strength and sculpt their body. Featuring proven training programs and evidence based nutritional guidance, it delivers workouts for beginners, intermediates, and elite athletes alike. Fully illus. 608 pages. Bloomsbury. Paperback. Pub. at $25.00 $5.95

**669795X JUST MOVE! A New Approach to Fitness After 50.** By James P. Owen. Can you really get fit at 50, 60, 70 or beyond? Yes, you can! This program eases you into fitness one day at a time, so you can feel as young, banish aches and pains and stay mobile, while lowering your risk of serious disease. Make your coming years the best they can be! Illus. in color. 223 pages. Rodale. Paperback. Pub. at $15.00 $11.95

**6709419 THE POP-UP GYM: How to Keep Fit Wherever You Are.** By Jon Denorius. An easy to use, effective portfolio of exercises for people who want to get fit with the minimum of fuss. Designed for people who hate gyms and want to save money, this book includes an effective six-week routine, plus lots of motivational tips, nutritional information, and other useful advice. Well illus. in color. 176 pages. Bloomsbury. Spiralbound. Pub. at $18.00 $4.95

**6040590 MOBILITY WORKOUT HANDBOOK.** By David Kirschen. Designed to help you reach a range of potential to give your performance at all levels of the fitness spectrum, these cutting-edge training routines bring the leading concepts in injury prevention and mobility development to the everyday athlete. Illus. 214 pages. Hatherleigh. Paperback. Pub. at $16.95 $4.95

**6823467 PUMPING IRONY: How to Build Muscle, Lose Weight, and Have the Last Laugh.** By Andrew Ginsburg. A fitness expert presents a workout and diet program that helps you lose weight, build muscle, and sculpt a unique body. By combining extensive fitness knowledge with engaging humor, this guide makes the notion of going to the gym a fun and exciting one. Drawings & photos. 210 pages. Skyhorse. Paperback. Pub. at $16.99 $4.95

**6614817 BLACK BELT FITNESS FOR LIFE.** By Tae Sun Kang. Through the practice of Grandmaster Kang’s 7-week plan you will gain an improved portfolio of exercises designed to realign your spine and strengthen your shoulders, neck, and back as well as guidance on how to redesign your workspace to be more ergonomic. Photos. 122 pages. Hatherleigh. Paperback. Pub. at $15.00 $4.95

**6536216 STRETCH FIT: Stretch to Get Fit and Stay Fit.** By Karen McConnell. Comprehensive guide to greater levels of flexibility and fitness through stretching. Whether you’re a beginner, someone who maintains a regular exercise program, or a participant in competitive sports, you’ll find these stretches for every part of your body will ease your workout routine. Illus. in color. 128 pages. Barron’s. Paperback. Pub. at $14.99 $4.95

**5943523 COMPLETE GUIDE TO YOGA, PILATES, MEDITATION & STRESS RELIEF.** By James P. Owen. Combines information on how to redesign your workspace to be more ergonomic, and allow you to enjoy life to the fullest. This guide is the ideal introduction to four of the most popular therapies used today. Fully illus. in color. 258 pages. Parragon. Paperback. Import. Pub. at $12.95 $3.95

Geographic: 8½x10¾. Paperback. Pub. at $22.99 $6.95
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<tbody>
<tr>
<td>THE BACK BIBLE</td>
<td>Jenny Sutcliffe</td>
<td>Rodale</td>
<td>305</td>
<td>8¾x11</td>
<td>Spiralbound</td>
<td>$6.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NO-RISK PILATES: 8 Techniques for a Safe Full-Body Workout</td>
<td>B. Calais-Germain &amp; B. Raison</td>
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<td>185</td>
<td>8½x11</td>
<td>Paperback</td>
<td>$11.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fascia to Free Your Body</td>
<td>Suzanne Wylde</td>
<td>Rodale</td>
<td>246</td>
<td>7¾x10¼</td>
<td>Paperback</td>
<td>$7.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>THE ALEXANDER TECHNIQUE MANUAL: Take Control of Your Posture</td>
<td>Richard Brennan</td>
<td>S&amp;S</td>
<td>305</td>
<td>8½x11</td>
<td>Spiralbound</td>
<td>$9.95</td>
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<td>METHODS OF PILATES: The Best Muscle-Building System</td>
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<td>Paperback</td>
<td>$11.95</td>
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<td>STRONG &amp; TONED FOR A SAFER FULL-BODY WORKOUT</td>
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**3558549 THE MEN’S HEALTH LITTLE BOOK OF EXERCISES.** By Adam Campbell. A portable handbook that compiles the most effective muscle-building fat-burning exercises ever created into one compact, take-anywhere package. Includes step by step instructions, challenging new workouts, and handy tips and tricks for packing muscle and sculpting a beach-ready body. Color photos. 236 pages. Rodale. 6/4 ‘07. Paperback. $11.95

**3568016 THE MEN’S HEALTH BIG BOOK OF EXERCISES: Four Weeks to a Leaner, Stronger, More Muscular You!** By Adam Campbell. In 28 days, you can finish this muscle manual bulges with useful tips, the latest findings in exercise science, and cutting edge workouts from the world’s top trainers. Includes 619 exercises and hundreds of workouts, all shown in step by step color photographs. 570 pages. HarperCollins. Pub. at $26.99

**6786022 PAIN-FREE POSTURE HANDBOOK: 40 Dynamic Easy Exercises to Look and Feel Your Best.** By L. Pavlick & N. Alstedter. Featuring everyday exercises for the home, workplace, and on the go, this guide offers expert advice: easy to follow illustrations; posture-building techniques; and breathing exercises that keep you mobile property throughout the day. Paperback. $15.95

**6796206 YOGA: Relaxation, Postures & Daily Routines.** By C. Yabsley & D. Smith. Includes step by step instructions for all key poses, from standing, floor-based and twists, to back bends, balances and inversions. It is an all around mind-body workout that will leave you energized, relaxed, toned and just generally feeling great. Fully illus. in color. 176 pages. Flame Tree. Spiralbound. Pub. at $15.99

**3429504 THE ANATOMY OF STRETCHING, SECOND EDITION.** By Body韵. Looks at stretching from every angle, including: physiology and flexibility; the benefits of stretching; the different types of stretching; rules for safe stretching; and how to stretch properly. Arranged by body area, all the primary and secondary muscles, worked in the exercises are illustrated. 192 pages. North Atlantic. 7 1/4 x 10 1/2”. Paperback. $24.95

**6859194 LIFT: Fitness Culture, from Naked Greeks and Acrobats to Jazzercise and Ninja Warriors.** By Daniel Kunitz. How did tumbling and high kicks become the gold standard of fitness? What is the appeal of the stripped-down, functional approach to fitness that’s currently on the rise? Kunitz sets out, in this captivating narrative, on a journey through history to answer these questions and more. Photos. 320 pages. HarperCollins. Pub. at $26.99

**3412383 FELON FITNESS: How to Get a Hard Body Without Doing Hard Time.** By T. Teufel & W.S. Kroger. Jacked inmates and certified trainer Teufel and convicted Kroger have locked down an exercise regimen that’s guaranteed to show real results. So if you’re fresh meat looking to tone up, you will be yard-ready in less than a three-month stint. Witty, illus. 214 pages. Adams Media. Paperback. $11.95

**6785697 THE ESQUIRE GUIDE TO BODYWEIGHT TRAINING.** By Adam Schersten with C. Klimek. Features 75 do-anywhere exercises; three progressive training programs; and special guidelines, an intro to mobility training; and mini features on using bodyweight training to reduce low back pain, improve your golf game, and eye exercises. Illus. in color. 270 pages. Rockridge. Paperback. Pub. at $18.99

**5955040 EVERY WOMAN’S GUIDE TO FOOT PAIN RELIEF: The New Science of Healthy Feet.** By Bob Bennett. No matter what’s causing your pain, this guide has the answer on how to make your feet feel better. Bowman offers an innovative set of exercises to help those suffering from bunions; hammer toes, planar fasciitis, tight calves and low back pain, plantar fascia pain, and Achilles tendinitis; and other common ailments. Illus. 180 pages. S&S. Pub. at $19.99

**6731554 ANATOMY OF MUSCLE BUILDING: A Trainer’s Guide to Increasing Muscle Mass.** By Craig Ranney. A master trainer guides you through some of the best exercises for building and toning key muscle groups. Each exercise is presented with clear step by step instructions, full-color photography, and detailed anatomical illustrations that allow you to see just which muscles you are exercising.

**6632748 ANATOMY OF STRETCHING: A Guide to Increasing Your Flexibility.** By Craig Ranney. Master Broadway dancer Craig Ranney guides you through a “Stretching Session” which targets all of the major muscle groups, and he includes a full-color poster of the “Quick Stretch Program” for those who don’t have time for a full session. Special sections include exercises for mothers, partners, and the office. Fully illus. in color. 160 pages. Thunder Bay. Paperback pub. at $14.99

**5796075 MINDFULNESS IN MOTION: A Happier, Healthier Life Through Body-Centred Meditation.** By Tamara Russell. Presents the Body in Mind Training program: a truly groundbreaking approach to mindfulness that you can practice without realizing you’re moving your body. Includes over 45 brain-training exercises, many illustrated with step-by-step photos, that can be done any time. 144 pages. Watkins. Paperback Import. Pub. at $17.95

**429310X WARRIOR CARDIO: The Revolutionary Metabolic Training System for Burning Fat, Building Muscle, and Getting Fit.** By Martin Rooney. Offers a fitness and diet program that will help you “bring out the warrior within.” Includes an easy to follow workout and diet plan that efficiently burns fat and builds muscle in less time than you ever thought possible. Well illus. in color. 401 pages. Morrow. 8 1/4 x 10 1/2”. Paperback. Pub. at $29.99

**1600020 WARRIOR WORKOUTS, VOLUME 1.** By Stewart Smith. Designed to get you into the best shape of your life, this guide includes a full-color poster of the “Quick Stretch Program” and a workout and diet program that will help you “bring out the warrior within.” Includes an easy to follow workout and a diet plan that efficiently burns fat and builds muscle in less time than you ever thought possible. Well illus. in color. 232 pages. Hatherleigh. Paperback. Pub. at $15.00

**6672954 WARRIOR WORKOUTS, VOLUME 2.** By Stewart Smith. Features 100+ workouts designed to simulate the year-long periodized training of Navy SEALs and special forces elite. Combines a wide range of exercise information with tailored progression plans from a legendsary fitness expert and former Navy SEAL. 232 pages. Hatherleigh. Paperback. Pub. at $15.00

**4615360 HIGH PERFORMANCE VISION.** By Donald S. Teeg. In addition their physical skills, most athletes also possess another advantage: good vision. Special program store training in visual enhancement. His training program can optimize your eye-sight and allow you to achieve new heights of athletic success. Outlines at-home and in-office exercises. Illus. 155 pages. Square One Publishers. Paperback. Pub. at $17.95

Emphasizing your best features, the celebrity make-up artist gives you all the tools you need to age gracefully and beautifully. Fully illus. in color. 256 pages. HarperDesign. Pub. at $29.99

The tools you need to age gracefully and beautifully. Fully illus. in color. 128 pages. Perigee. Pub. at $16.99

By Malinide Thomas. Blending stories, science, DIY recipes, and tons of savoir faire, Thomas covers everything from how to use natural ingredients such as oil and honey to wash your face, what foods to eat for healthier hair, skin, and nails, plus the most notable cosmeceuticals and which you should avoid when decaling a label. 263 pages. Avery. Pub. at $26.95

SHAMPOO-FREE. By Savannah Born. Learn about the beauty trend that’s changing the way we think about our hair and improve your hair by learning what ingredients you should look for and which you should avoid. Fully illus. in color. 189 pages. Skyscraper. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.99
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**Beauty & Skin Care**

**5910188 THE FINISHING TOUCH: Cosmetics Through the Ages.** By Julian Walker. A fascinating new volume that explores some of the materials and makeup methods that women have used in the past to enhance or hold onto their looks. A story of ingenuity and imagination, but also of self-deception, trickery and exploitation. Illus. 176 pages. British Library. Import. Pub. at $16.95.

PRICE CUT to $9.95

**5975115 MOUSTACHES, WHISKERS & BEARDS.** By Lucinda Hawkesley. From historic times to the present day, Hawkesley takes a tour of facial hair through the ages. Along the way, she explores the proliferation of whiskers among Regency beau’s, the rise of the beard during the Crimean War, its decline during WWI, and facial hair’s fascinating reemergence in the 21st century. Well illus. in color. 256 pages. Storey. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95.


**Health & Medical References**

**4307891 THE PILL BOOK, REVISED 15TH EDITION.** Ed. by Harold M. Silverman. Provides much needed information about the 1,800 of the most commonly prescribed drugs in the United States, with guidelines from leading pharmacists. This edition includes more than 200 new important drugs and dozens of new brand names for older drugs. 280 pages. Workman. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.99.

**4573153 DAVIS’S POCKET GUIDE TO HERBS AND SUPPLEMENTS.** By Catherine Ulbricht. Rely on this handy, portable resource to provide the information you need about the risks of using herbs/ supplements, vitamins, and nutraceuticals. More than 600 entries organized alphabetically by most common name, with adverse drug reactions and life-threatening side effects highlighted. 261 pages. F.A. Davis. Paperbound. Pub. at $26.95.


**5770343 DON’T EAT THIS IF YOU’RE TAKING THAT: The Hidden Risks of Mixing Food and Medicine.** By Madelyn & John Fernstrom. The ultimate guide to food and drug interactions. Readers can easily find a medication, see what foods to avoid, and make some smart swaps. Consumers can easily personalize their healthiest eating plan to work with their particular medicines. 254 pages. Skyhorse. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.99.


**2667177 APPLE CIDER VINEGAR FOR HEALTH: 100 Amazing and Unexpected Uses for Apple Cider Vinegar.** By Brandy Brandon. Shows you how to use the all-natural product in your daily product and health routine, from crafting a wholesome weight-loss tonic to giving your skin a lovely glow. Featuring step by step instructions and plenty of tips, this book will help you discover the power of apple cider vinegar.


**5783143 TURMERIC FOR HEALTH.** By Britt Brannon. Discover all the benefits this simple spice can bring. Details 100 amazing turmeric solutions to utilize the wonders of turmeric to help soothe digestion, relieve daily aches and pains and reduce inflammation, improve metabolic function and weight loss, and promote healthy skin, hair, and nails.


**464154X BEAT OSTEOPOROSIS WITH EXERCISE.** By Karl Knopf. Regardless of your current fitness level, you can radically improve all aspects of your health, including preventing bone loss, increasing mobility, avoiding fractures, building strength, lowering the risk of injury, improving balance, and increasing your appropriate customizable age-appropriate exercise. It will help you exercise offers stability while lowering risk of injury.


**6558515 CONQUERING HEART ATTACKS AND STROKES: A Simple 10-Step Plan for Lifelong Cardiovascular Health.** By Sarah Harder and Dr. Gerald S. Bemer. Arms you with everything you need to combat the potent cardiovascular enemies that make heart attacks and strokes the leading causes of death in North America. You’ll learn how to recognize the danger signs, assess your risk, and adjust your lifestyle in easy steps. Illus. in color. 256 pages. Reader’s Digest. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99.

**3405516 SPECIAL OPERATIONS FORCES MEDICAL HANDBOOK, SECOND EDITION.** By John Albano et al. This handbook is a product of top medical officers and medics from U.S. Navy, Marines and Special Forces, and covers everything from basic first aid to field obstetrics and even veterinary medicine. Prepares you for any medical crisis, whether you’re in the midst of battle, on vacation, or on a hike in the wilderness.


**6833071 STAYING ALIVE.** By Matthew Hahn. The ultimate medical survival guide for the twenty-first century patient. Drawing on his vast experience, Hahn teaches you to recognize medical emergencies in time. He then follows up with advice on taking advantage of available preventive care and changing your lifestyle to avoid these emergencies in the future.


**5986575 A PATIENT’S GUIDE TO UNNECESSARY KNEE SURGERY: How to Avoid the Pitfalls of Hasty Medical Advice.** By Ronald P. Grelacher. Public perception of knee care is at valley rock bottom. The public is often misled by practitioners who are incompletely educated about knee issues and/or shamelessly unscrupulous. After reading this guide, you should be better able to recognize a bad idea when you hear or read one, and able to take care of your knee—both before and after it starts to hurt. Illus. 217 pages. Skyhorse. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99.

**5813697 RANGER MEDIC HANDBOOK.** By U.S. Department of Defense. After decades of medic experience in wars theaters throughout the world, the U.S. Army Rangers have distilled the critical components of lifesaving first aid into this essential handbook. Learn how to handle large and small wounds,electrocution, burns, traumatic head injuries, amputations, and more. Skyhorse. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99.

**6766412 OVERDOSED AMERICA: The Broken Promise of American Medicine.** By John Abramson. Reveals the ways in which drug companies have misused and manipulated the public’s trust and confidence, misled doctors and patients, and compromised our health. The good news is that the best scientific evidence shows that claiming responsibility for your own health is often far more effective than taking the latest drug.


**See more titles at erhbc.com/636**
**Health & Medical References**

**5805309**  
*TOKIN TOXOUT: Getting Harmful Chemicals Out of Our Bodies and Our World.* By B. Laurie & R. Smith. Gives practical and often surprising advice for removing toxic chemicals from our bodies and homes. With humor, the authors give us the good news about what is in our control, the steps we can take to help our bodies remove our toxic burden—and what we can do to avoid it in the first place. 290 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.95 $3.95

**4530357**  
*TOKIN TOXOUT: Getting Harmful Chemicals Out of Our Bodies and Our World.* By B. Laurie & R. Smith. Gives practical and often surprising advice for removing toxic chemicals from our bodies and homes. With humor, the authors give us the good news about what is in our control, the steps we can take to help our bodies remove our toxic burden—and what we can do to avoid it in the first place. 290 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.95 $3.95

**9363990**  
*50 WAYS TO LOWER YOUR CHOLESTEROL.* By John M. McCown & J.M. Chopra. Offers 50 expert, practical tips you can use to keep high cholesterol, a potentially life-threatening condition, at bay. Includes dietary changes; nutritional supplements; effective exercises, lifestyle changes, and medical options. 182 pages. McGraw-Hill. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95

**6878826**  
*A INSIDER’S GUIDE TO ORTHOPEDIC SURGERY: A Physical Therapist Shares the Keys to a Better Recovery.* By Elizabeth Kaufmann. A must-read for successful orthopedic surgery, providing an excellent orientation to help you and your doctor. Offering all the advice you need without all the jargon, this thorough, accessible, and practical guide will make you an informed patient in no time. 168 pages. Skyhorse. Paperback. Pub. at $12.99

**6823343**  

**5956401**  
*SUPER GENES: Unlock the Astonishing Power of Your DNA for Optimum Health and Well-Being.* By Deepak Chopra & R.E. Tanzi. By understanding how we affect our own genome on a daily basis, Chopra and Tanzi offer dozens of ways to begin changing your life now. When you make lifestyle choices that optimize how your genes behave, you can reach for a state of health and fulfillment undreamed of a decade ago. It will revolutionize how we understand ourselves and the health of those around us. 326 pages. Harmony. Pub. at $26.00 $5.95

**6753612**  
*THE ENZYME CURE: How Plant Enzymes Can Help You Relieve 36 Health Problems.* By Lila Lee with L. Turner. Presents a low cost self-help enzyme therapy that can change your life for the better by replacing your harmful habits and reversing such conditions as allergies, intestinal disorders, kidney stones, asthma, diabetes, and weight problems. 296 pages. Square One Publishers. Paperback. Pub. at $18.95

**6874401**  
*FOREST BATHING: How Trees Can Help You Find Health and Happiness.* By Qing Li. As a society we suffer from nature deficit disorder. The author shows how forest bathing can reduce your stress levels and blood pressure, strengthen your immune system and overall well-being, build your energy, mood, creativity, and concentration, and even help you lose weight and live longer. Color photos. 310 pages. Viking. Pub. at $20.00 $14.95

**7665529**  
*Beyond Buds: Marijuana Extracts—Hash, Vaping, Dabbing, Edibles, Baking.* By R.W. Snyder & K. Khaliqhi. A new world of marijuana enjoyment is in full bloom, from pure medicines and inhaled vapors to tinctures and topicals infused with cannabis. This guide provides the information you need to make and enjoy these products, offering plenty of tips and full color photos. Well illus. in color. 230 pages. Quick American. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95 $16.95

**6764984**  
*a PERSONAL PRESCRIPTION CHECKLIST.* By R.W. Snyder & K. Khaliqhi. Personalize and keep track of your medication regimen with this invaluable guidebook, packed with checklists covering essential questions; heart and blood pressure medications; pain treatment; antibiotics; natural supplements and more. Plus: journal pages for easy record-keeping. 242 pages. Sterling. $4.95

**5327350**  
*A-Z GUIDE TO DRUG-HERB-VITAMIN INTERACTIONS, REVISED 2ND EDITION.* Ed. by Alan R. Gaby et al. By examining the major classes of prescription and over-the-counter drugs, as well as vitamins and natural medicines, you need to know which combinations are potentially helpful and which can be extremely dangerous. More than 18,000 such interactions are revealed here. 338 pages. Three Rivers. 8/310% Paperbound. Pub. at $22.95 $11.95

**5795621**  

**6585741**  
*MYOCLINICAL WELLNESS SOLUTIONS FOR HIGH BLOOD PRESSURE.* By Elizabeth Kaufmann. A doctor provides a practical, holistic solution to help you control high blood pressure. Changing the way you live can change the way you feel. Presented in three parts: Understanding Your Condition, Eat Well, Feel Well, and Soothing Therapies. Includes a 52-page Mayo Clinic My Stress Solution booklet. 93 minutes. Gaiaum. Pub. at $19.98 $3.95

**5916534**  
*THE TELOMERE EFFECT: A Revolutionary Approach to Living Younger, Healthier, Longer.* By Elizabeth Long & Dr. George C. Martin. Reveals that sleep quality, exercise, diet, and even certain chemicals profoundly affect our telomeres (which protect our genetic heritage) and that chronic stress, negative thoughts, strained relationships, and even the wrong neighborhoods can eat away at them. The authors show how you can make simple changes to keep your chromosomes and cells healthy. 398 pages. Grand Central. Pub. at $28.00 $21.95

**6787487**  
*THE TELOMERE EFFECT: A Revolutionary Approach to Living Younger, Healthier, Longer.* By Elizabeth Long & Dr. George C. Martin. Reveals that sleep quality, exercise, diet, and even certain chemicals profoundly affect our telomeres (which protect our genetic heritage) and that chronic stress, negative thoughts, strained relationships, and even the wrong neighborhoods can eat away at them. The authors show how you can make simple changes to keep your chromosomes and cells healthy. Illus. 398 pages. Grand Central. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.99 $12.95

**6684327**  
*RADIATION NATION: The Fallout of Modern Technology.* By Daniel T. & Ryan P. DeBoer. Constant exposure to electromagnetic frequency (EMF) radiation produced by modern technology such as cell phones, tablets and Wi-Fi is one of the fastest growing health issues facing our society today. This comprehensive guide offers all the education you need to make smart choices and stay safe. Illus. 207 pages. Icaro. Paperbound. Pub. at $13.95 SOLD OUT

**6557974**  
*CLEAN: The Revolutionary Program to Restore the Body’s Natural Ability to Heal Itself.* By Alejandro Junger with A. DelBaun. Designed to be easily incorporated into your busy schedule, while providing all the practical tools necessary to support and rejuvenate your body. Dr. Junger’s program is nothing short of transforming. Navigating health problems will disappear, extra weight will drop away, and more. 332 pages. HarperOne. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99 $5.95

**5770319**  
*THE DOCTOR’S GUIDE TO SURVIVING WHEN MODERN MEDICINE FAILS.* By Scott A. Johnson. Instead of running to the doctor every time you feel sick, now you have a game plan. A new world of marijuana enjoyment is in full bloom, from pure medicines and inhaled vapors to tinctures and topicals infused with cannabis. This guide provides the information you need to make and enjoy these products, offering plenty of tips and full color photos. Well illus. in color. 230 pages. Quick American. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95 $16.95
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5981375 FUNCTIONAL ANATOMY OF THE BELPS AND THE SACRILACRION JOINT: A Practical Guide. By Miriam Kalamin. A comprehensive guide to assessing the pelvis and sacral joint, exploring all aspects of this crucial area, and providing detailed information about how to recognize pain and dysfunctional patterns that arise from these critical regions. Offers techniques to identify and correct impaired patterns, as well as functional exercises that promote recovery. Well illus. in color. 288 pages. North Atlantic. 8 1/4x10 1/4. Paperback. Pub. at $34.95.

6601813 SKINNY LIVER. By Kristin Kirkpatrick with I. Hanouneh. An easy-to-follow guide to health and wellness for your body and brain that includes a four-week program to get your liver health on track with everything from exercise to healthy eating, along with delicious liver-friendly recipes. 293 pages. Da Capo. Pub. at $27.00.

6673155 THE MAGNESIUM MIRACLE, SECOND EDITION. By Carolyn Dean. Updated and revised with the latest research, this guide discusses the vital role that magnesium plays in your body and life. Discover magnesium's amazing but largely unused uses: lowering cholesterol, reducing the risk of heart disease, easing anxiety and depression, alleviating insomnia, and more. 553 pages. Ballantine. Paperback. Pub. at $20.00.

6617425 THE HUNDRED-YEAR LIE. By Randolph Fitzgerald. Reveals that human beings are fast becoming one of the most polluted species on the planet and, as a result, is a call to green revolution that you that would never pass an FDA inspection. The author shatters dozens of myths perpetrated by the chemical, pharmaceutical, and processed food industries. 292 pages. Plume. Paperback. Pub. at $11.95.

6752616 THE WHOLE BRAIN: The Microbiome Solution to Heal Depression, Anxiety, and Mental Fog Without Prescription Drugs. By Raphael Kellman. Introduces you to the complete system that affects your mental health, not just the brain. With your gut, microbiome, and dysbiosis as a key to success, we show you how to take charge of your life by using the healing power of probiotics. Includes more than 30 delicious and nutritious probiotic-rich recipes. 292 pages. Da Capo. Pub. at $25.95.


KETO FOR CANCER: Ketogenic Metabolic Therapy as a Targeted Nutritional Strategy. By Miriam Kalamin. The author has drawn on a decade of experience to lay out comprehensive guidelines on how to adopt the ketogenic diet as a metabolic therapy for cancer. Kalamin addresses the nuts and bolts of the diet, an invaluable resource for both beginners and seasoned users as well as health-care professionals. Green. Paperback. Pub. at $24.95.

PHANTASTICA: A Classic Survey on the Use and Abuse of Mind-Altering Plants. By Miriam Kalamin. Includes hilarious illustrations and enlightening explanations of loads of bodily emissions, fascinating facts, and wise humor. Every label in PDR includes information on dosages, side effects, and safety information, such as contraindications, pregnancy ratings, and interactions with food and alcohol. Data on clinical trials is also included. 2600 pages. PDR. 8x11. Paperback. Pub. at $97.95.


6911729 DESIGNED TO MOVE: THE SCIENCE-BACKED PROGRAM TO FIGHT SITTING DISEASE & ENJOY LIFELONG HEALTH. By Joan Vernikos. The human body is designed to move, not stay still for hours at a time. Dr. Vernikos presents a simple, easy-to-follow, science-based movement program to help you regain your good health and stay healthy for life. Her program offers a variety of easy, low-impact exercises that can improve your strength, balance, mood, and longevity. 333 pages. Back Bay Books. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95.

6839215 MIND OVER MEDS: Know When Doctor Alerts Readers to the Problem of Over-medication and Outlines When Medicine Is Necessary and When It Is Not. By Andrew Weil. This bestselling author and doctor alerts readers to the problem of over-medication and outlines when medicine is necessary and when it is not. We show you how we can take control of our health without medication, and provides reliable integrative-medicine approaches to treating common ailments. 290 pages. Little, Brown. Paperback. Pub. at $24.95.

5989208 MIND OVER MEDS: KNOW WHEN DOCTOR ALERTS READERS TO THE PROBLEM OF OVER-MEDICATION AND OUTLINES WHEN MEDICINE IS NECESSARY AND WHEN IT IS NOT. By Andrew Weil. This bestselling author and doctor alerts readers to the problem of over-medication and outlines when medicine is necessary and when it is not. We show you how we can take control of our health without medication, and provides reliable integrative-medicine approaches to treating common ailments. 290 pages. Little, Brown. Paperback. Pub. at $24.95.


593835X THE AMAZING HEALING POWERS OF NATURE. By Karen McGehee et al. In a series of comprehensive articles, this engaging text highlights cutting-edge research into treatments for all major diseases and conditions, including diabetes, cancer, Alzheimer's disease, and other debilitating conditions, which vary from more than 100 species of plants, animals, and microorganisms. Well illus. in color. 320 pages. Reader's Digest. Pub. at $7.95.

†590000X HEALTH SECRETS: THE BEST REMEDIES FROM AROUND THE WORLD. Text by Ruth Binney et al. Collection of information from around the world on special diets, prescription drugs, herbal medicines, and common treatments. Drawing on the wisdom of tribal societies as well as top academic institutions, the guide includes authoritative advice for how to tackle everyday ailments. Fully illus. in color. 320 pages. Reader's Digest. Pub. at $7.95.

†590000X HEALTH SECRETS: THE BEST REMEDIES FROM AROUND THE WORLD. Text by Ruth Binney et al. Collection of information from around the world on special diets, prescription drugs, herbal medicines, and common treatments. Drawing on the wisdom of tribal societies as well as top academic institutions, the guide includes authoritative advice for how to tackle everyday ailments. Fully illus. in color. 320 pages. Reader's Digest. Pub. at $7.95.

†590000X HEALTH SECRETS: THE BEST REMEDIES FROM AROUND THE WORLD. Text by Ruth Binney et al. Collection of information from around the world on special diets, prescription drugs, herbal medicines, and common treatments. Drawing on the wisdom of tribal societies as well as top academic institutions, the guide includes authoritative advice for how to tackle everyday ailments. Fully illus. in color. 320 pages. Reader's Digest. Pub. at $7.95.

†590000X HEALTH SECRETS: THE BEST REMEDIES FROM AROUND THE WORLD. Text by Ruth Binney et al. Collection of information from around the world on special diets, prescription drugs, herbal medicines, and common treatments. Drawing on the wisdom of tribal societies as well as top academic institutions, the guide includes authoritative advice for how to tackle everyday ailments. Fully illus. in color. 320 pages. Reader's Digest. Pub. at $7.95.

†590000X HEALTH SECRETS: THE BEST REMEDIES FROM AROUND THE WORLD. Text by Ruth Binney et al. Collection of information from around the world on special diets, prescription drugs, herbal medicines, and common treatments. Drawing on the wisdom of tribal societies as well as top academic institutions, the guide includes authoritative advice for how to tackle everyday ailments. Fully illus. in color. 320 pages. Reader's Digest. Pub. at $7.95.
Diseases & Disorders

★ 6863957 WHAT YOU MUST KNOW ABOUT AGE-RELATED MACULAR DEGENERATION. By J. Arshel & L. Stevens. A guide for AMD offers the latest information on how AMD develops and the common risk factors; which foods contribute to eye health and which can damage your vision, and recommendations for lifestyle changes you can make to improve your condition. 274 pages. Rodale. Publisher: Pub. at $17.95 $12.95

5894921 IRITABLE BOWEL SYNDROME & diverticulosis: A Self-Help Plan. By Shirley Trickett. Offers an alternative plan for treating IBS that puts you in charge! The plan focuses on cleaning and healing the digestive system with natural methods and not just patching over symptoms with drugs. Includes self-help techniques, supplements, therapeutic massage, relaxation techniques, and more. 228 pages. Coran Press. Publisher: Pub. at $14.95 $6.95

6852514 THE EVERYTHING GUIDE TO HASHIMOTO'S THYROIDITIS. By Aimee McNew. Discover the causes and symptoms of this autoimmune condition, as well as the link between gut health and thyroid health, and learn what foods can help improve your condition. Includes meal plans, 200 nutritious recipes, and easy tips for transitioning to the Paleo lifestyle. 287 pages. Adams Media. Publisher: Pub. at $18.99 $5.95

6359556 THE MERCK MANUAL GO-TO HOME GUID E FOR SYMPTOMS. Ed. by R.S. Porter & J.L. Kaplan. From the publishers of the world's bestselling health reference comes this comprehensive resource providing a detailed look at common symptoms, from abdominal pain to headache, itching, nausea, wheezing, and more. 509 pages. Merck. Publisher: Pub. at $17.95 $12.95

6884244 GOODBYE PARKINSON'S, HELLO LIFE! By Alex Kerten with D. Brinn. Reveals a breakthrough technique that combines dance therapy, behavior modification, and martial arts to prove that there is life beyond your doctor’s diagnosis of Parkinson’s disease. Includes 20 easy to follow exercises that could eliminate many of your symptoms. 205 pages. Divine Arts. Publisher: Pub. at $18.95 $4.95

6763472 THE FIBROMYALGIA HANDBOOK, THIRD EDITION REVISED. By H.H. McIlwain & D.F. Bruce. A proven 7-step treatment Program that can help relieve the symptoms of fibromyalgia. Includes specific exercises to reduce deep muscle pain, to increase strength and energy, and to alleviate stress and anxiety and a comprehensive guide and reference. 308 pages. Holt. Publisher: Pub. at $21.95 $4.95

6722849 THE THYROID CURE: The Functional Mind-Body Approach to Reversing Your Autoimmune Condition. By Michelle Corey. Discover how to take control of your diet and lifestyle to lose weight, regain energy, balance mood swings, eliminate achy joints, and do away with brain fog. This guide shows you how to assess your autoimmune health and understand the underlying cause of your condition; naturally detox your body; and more. 496 pages. Rodale. Publisher: Pub. at $26.99 $7.95

5780365 LIVING WELL WITH HEART FAILURE, THE MISNAMED, MISUNDERSTOOD CONDITION. By E.K. Kasper & M. Knudtson. Gives an honest account of this misunderstood disease; explains the complex science of heart failure; and looks critically at the link between gut health and heart health, and learn what foods can help improve your condition. Includes meal plans, 200 nutritious recipes, and easy tips for transitioning to the Paleo lifestyle. 287 pages. Adams Media. Publisher: Pub. at $18.99 $5.95

★ 5881633 CANCER HATES TEA: A Unique Preventive and Transformative Lifestyle Solution for All Cancer Patients. By Maria Usponski. After her own battle with cancer, Usponski researched tea and discovered hundreds of studies that showed how powerful a five-cup-a-day steeping habit could be. Tea is an invaluable ally and this three-week plan brings this restorative and great-tasting beverage to your arsenal. Includes recipes. Well illus. in color. 206 pages. Page Street. Publisher: Pub. at $21.95 $19.95

★ 6863948 PROSTATE CANCER BREAKTHROUGHS: The New Options You Need to Know By Dale E. Bredesen. Begin your very own search for answers by taking a look at the entire diagnostic process, up to and including the diagnosis. Dr. Cohen then provides new information on PSA testing, targeted biopsy, and groundbreaking prostate cancer treatments, providing you with the information you need to know to make the choices that are right for you. 158 pages. Square One Publishers. Publisher: Pub. at $15.95 $11.95

6800408 THE FIBRO FIX: Get to the Root of Your Fibromyalgia and Start Reversing Your Chronic Pain in 21 Days. By Dale E. Bredesen. A comprehensive 21-day program which will help you determine if in fact you’re suffering from actual fibromyalgia or from one of a myriad of other conditions often diagnosed as fibromyalgia. The plan offers self-tests which include detoxifications, changes, and movement. Solutions include both medical and natural approaches, based on your specific root cause. Photos. 278 pages. Rodale. Publisher: Pub. at $16.99 $5.95

6800138 AFT ER CANCER CARE: The Definitive Second Guide to Getting and Staying Well. By Gerald M. Lempert et al. In this comprehensive, research-backed guide the authors fill the post-treatment gap and offer you holistic information to thrive after cancer treatment and every day they show you down hard steps toward a palatable, practical takeaways for you to enjoy many years of cancer-free serenity. 288 pages. Rodale. Publisher: Pub. at $17.99 $3.95

6825591 THE LUPUS BOOK, THIRD EDITION: A Guide for Patients and Their Families. By Daniel J. Wallace. A guide to virtually every aspect of lupus, from the disease itself to the symptoms to advice on how a patient can take an active role in fighting the disease. 291 pages. Oxford. Publisher: Pub. at $30.00 $5.95

6789501 THE CANCER REVOLUTION: A Groundbreaking Program to Reverse and Prevent GETTING Cancer. By S.M. Fachotiker & J.J. Stuart. A modern classic that has literally saved lives and lives with comprehensive and authoritative guide to vitamin B12 deficiency. Newly revised, updated, and expanded with the latest scientific findings, it reveals how standard medical practice has misdiagnosed this disease, and how you can protect yourself. 322 pages. Quill. Publisher: Pub. at $16.95 $12.95

6843427 BEAT DIABETES NATURALLY. By M. Murray & M. Lyon. A comprehensive and authoritative resource for diabetes prevention and management, whether your goal is to take charge of your diabetes or to avoid the disease altogether. Includes strategies for weight loss, stress management, whether your goal is to take charge of your diabetes or to avoid the disease altogether. Includes strategies for weight loss, stress management, and to live a healthy lifestyle. Includes meal plans, 200 nutritious recipes, and easy tips for replating your life, and more. 496 pages. Rodale. Publisher: Pub. at $26.99 $7.95

★ 6785573 COULD IT BE B12? SECOND EDITION: An Epidemic of Misdiagnoses. By S.M. Fachotiker & J.J. Stuart. A modern classic that has literally saved lives and lives with comprehensive and authoritative guide to vitamin B12 deficiency. Newly revised, updated, and expanded with the latest scientific findings, it reveals how standard medical practice has misdiagnosed this disease, and how you can protect yourself. 322 pages. Quill. Publisher: Pub. at $16.95 $12.95

★ 6854866 THE MICROBIOME SOLUTION: A Radical New Way to Heal Your Body from the Inside Out. By Robynne Chutkan. In this comprehensive guide to the microbiome, Dr. Chutkan explains how the standard Western diet and our super-sanitized lifestyles are starving our microbiomes, disrupting the balance between the good bugs that are crucial for keeping us healthy. She offers a practical, effective plan for replenishing and optimizing the vital ecosystem in our gut. 262 pages. Avery. Publisher: Pub. at $25.95 $5.95

6717020 THE END OF ALZHEIMER'S: The First Program to Prevent and Reverse Cognitive Decline. By Dale E. Bredesen. The author shows that Alzheimer’s disease and cognitive decline can not only be prevented but, in many cases, reversed. He reveals that it is not one condition, but several, all dramatically influenced by imbalances in 36 metabolic factors that are closely linked to your brain. 308 pages. Avery. Publisher: Pub. at $27.00 $19.95

6793112 SLEEP TO SAVE YOUR LIFE: The Complete Guide to Living Longer and Healthier Through Restorative Sleep. By Blumenthal & D. Brinn. Executive sleep consultant reveals the link between gut health and sleep, and the connection between sleep, metabolism, and energy, and to alleviate stress and anxiety and a comprehensive guide to living longer and healthier. 368 pages. Rodale. Publisher: Pub. at $19.95 $3.95

6748886 THE TOTAL HEALTH TURNAROUND. By David Brady. Breaks down the barriers between your symptoms and the root cause, using the latest scientific research. Pingle shows how today’s most common health concerns can be linked to stress and its impact on the health of your microbiome, and how it can affect your health and your immune system. Includes meal plans, 200 nutritious recipes, and easy tips for replating your life. 368 pages. Rodale. Publisher: Pub. at $19.95 $3.95

6710609 THE TOTAL HEALTH TURNAROUND. By David Brady. Breaks down the barriers between your symptoms and the root cause, using the latest scientific research. Pingle shows how today’s most common health concerns can be linked to stress and its impact on the health of your microbiome, and how it can affect your health and your immune system. Includes meal plans, 200 nutritious recipes, and easy tips for replating your life. 368 pages. Rodale. Publisher: Pub. at $19.95 $3.95

6631000 TOTAL HEART SUPPORT. By Robynne Chutkan. A comprehensive, evidence-based program that heals the root of your heart condition and improves your heart health. Includes meal plans, 200 nutritious recipes, and easy tips for replating your life. 368 pages. Rodale. Publisher: Pub. at $19.95 $3.95

5780365 LIVING WELL WITH HEART FAILURE, THE MISNAMED, MISUNDERSTOOD CONDITION. By E.K. Kasper & M. Knudtson. Gives an honest account of this misunderstood disease; explains the complex science of heart failure; and looks critically at the link between gut health and heart health, and learn what foods can help improve your condition. Includes meal plans, 200 nutritious recipes, and easy tips for transitioning to the Paleo lifestyle. 287 pages. Adams Media. Publisher: Pub. at $18.99 $5.95

★ 6863948 PROSTATE CANCER BREAKTHROUGHS: The New Options You Need to Know By Dale E. Bredesen. Begin your very own search for answers by taking a look at the entire diagnostic process, up to and including the diagnosis. Dr. Cohen then provides new information on PSA testing, targeted biopsy, and groundbreaking prostate cancer treatments, providing you with the information you need to know to make the choices that are right for you. 158 pages. Square One Publishers. Publisher: Pub. at $15.95 $11.95
HEAL YOUR JOINTS; and reducing inflammation, to live an arthritis-free
cause of the condition and heal the body permanently by treating
Blume's three-step protocol is designed to address the underlying
Conquering Arthritis Naturally.

Explains causes and common symptoms, diagnostic tests, and both
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heals tumors, to strengthen the immune response,
Josef Issels. Guided by his desire to cure the patient,
habitats. Through cutting-edge research and clear
exercise, mental composure, and healthy living
teaches us that we have the power to control
Overcoming Diabetes.

Dr. Barnard has shown that it is often possible to
improve insulin sensitivity and tackle type 2
diabetes by following his step by step plan which
includes recipes, an exercise guide and more.

REVISED EDITION.

* By Darin Ingels. Ingels shares his revolutionary approach to
treating and healing acute and chronic Lyme.

* By Gary Null. Null provides a path to wellness by
treating and healing acute and chronic Lyme.

IN A DIFFERENT KEY: The Story of One of the Brain's Most Mysterious Diseases.
By John M. Burkey. Presents clear
brain and physical health. Illus., some in color.

NATIONAL DIABETES MONTH. Rated 3 out of 5 stars.
A riveting, and deeply personal story of that race, and a
stop or reverse neurodegenerative conditions like
myalgic encephalitis.

By Michelle Honda. Learn how to work
with your body to achieve effective healing and see
improvement.

EDITION: 10 Steps to Natural Eyesight Improvement.
By Meir Schneider. Shares ten
elements of healthy vision which will help you
create an eye health routine that is not only
enhancing but also restorative, healing and easy
to incorporate into your life.
Includes eye-charts for exercises. Illus. 235 pages.
North Atlantic. Paperback. Pub. at $17.95

THE LYMIE SOLUTION: A 5-Part Plan to Fight the Inflammatory Auto-Immune Response and Beat Lyme Disease.
By Darin Ingels. Ingels shares his revolutionary approach to
treating and healing Lyme and chronic Lyme.

Drawing on his experience as a naturopathic physician,
as well as his own experiences as a Lyme patient, he provides a pathway to wellness
by fortifying the microbiome, enhancing the immune
system, and strengthening the body’s ability to heal from
infection. 372 pages. Avery. Pub. at $27.00

IN A DIFFERENT KEY: The Story of Autism. By J. Donvan & C. Zucker. This comprehensive volume tells the extraordinary
story of this often misunderstood condition, and of the rights and struggles waged by the families of those who have it.
From an era when families were
shamed and children were sent to institutions to
one in which people with autism push for
inclusion. This condition is explained in detail.

413 pages. Chelsea Green. Paperback. Pub. at $24.95

DIAGNOSIS: Cancer–Your Guide to the First Months of HealthySurvivorship. By Wendy Schlessel Harpham. First published in 1992, this classic work by a physician survivor has been updated to
reflect the latest information on diagnosis and treatment.
Covers all the important topics avoidance of

VISION FOR LIFE, REVISED EDITION: 10 Steps to Natural Eyesight Improvement.
By Meir Schneider. Shares ten
elements of healthy vision which will help you
create an eye health routine that is not only
enhancing but also restorative, healing and easy
to incorporate into your life.
Includes eye-charts for exercises. Illus. 235 pages.
North Atlantic. Paperback.Pub. at $17.95

IF YOU ARE HAVING DIFFICULTY WITH CHRONIC FATIGUE SYNDROME AND MYALGIC ENCEPHALITIS, By Sarah Myhill. Dr. Myhill examines the essential role our
mitochondria play in the production and management of energy.
This book reveals the key to understanding and overcoming Chronic Fatigue Syndrome and the inflammation that often accompanies it: Myalgic Encephalitis. Her
approach offers hope for those suffering from CFS/ME.


SOLD OUT
**5901960 FIGHTING CANCER WITH VITAMINS AND ANTIOXIDANTS, REVISED 4TH EDITION.** By Kedar N. & C. Che Phasad. **Art's. Paperbound.** Pub. at $16.95

**$13.95**  
**6752454 IN PURSUIT OF MEMORY: The Fight Against Alzheimer's.** By Joseph J. Barnelli. Neuroscientist Jellinek has written a very human history of a frightening disease that explains why the author feels so hopeful about a cure, but also why our best defense in the meantime is to understand the disease. A moving, eye-opening guide to the therapies, in three us guides now. 302 pages. Little Brown. Pub. at $28.00 **$21.95**

**5787505 ARTHRITIS-PROOF YOUR LIFE: Secrets to Pain-Free Living Without Drugs.** By Michelle Schottor Cook. Offers you the tools you need to enjoy pain-free living and an improved quality of life. Discover new and advanced natural treatments, including potent phytotherapies that combat joint damage, and enzyme therapy to alleviate both pain and inflammation. 222 pages. HarperPaperback. Pub. at $17.95

**$5949223 HOW CAN I GET BETTER? An Action Plan for Treating Resistant Lyme & Chronic Disease.** By Richard Arem. A must-read for anyone who suffers from thyroid disease, this groundbreaking guide offers Dr. Arem’s practical program for maintaining thyroid health through diet, exercise, and stress control—and through his revolutionary medical plan, which combines two types of hormone treatments. 467 pages. Da Capo. Pub. at $20.00 **$13.95**

**6616143 THE THYROID SOLUTION, THIRD EDITION.** By Ridha Arem. A must-read for anyone who suffers from thyroid disease, this groundbreaking guide offers Dr. Arem’s practical program for maintaining thyroid health through diet, exercise, and stress control—and through his revolutionary medical plan, which combines two types of hormone treatments. 467 pages. Da Capo. Pub. at $20.00 **$13.95**

**6729223 THE COMPLETE FIBROMYALGIA HEALTH, DIET GUIDE & COOKBOOK.** By L.S. McCrindle A.C. Bested. By eating healthy meals and avoiding inflammatory foods you can reduce chronic pain from fibromyalgia. This guide offers a comprehensive dietary program, including 28 days of menu plans, along with a thorough explanation of the condition; its symptoms; and tools to help patients help themselves. 288 pages. Robert Rose. Paperbound Import. Pub. at $23.95 **$19.95**

**6755755 IMMUNE: How Your Body Defends and Protects You.** By Catherine Carver. Draws on everything from Ancient Egyptian medical texts to cutting-edge medical science. Takes you on an adventure packed with weird and wonderful revelations about your own internal defensive system like: What is pus? Why is cancer so hard for our immune system to fight? and much more. Illus. 304 pages. Bloomsbury. Pub. at $27.00 **$19.95**

**3568210 THYROID MIND POWER: The Proven Cure for Hormone-Related Depression, Anxiety, and Memory Loss.** By Richard B. Horowitz. This ground-breaking guide offers new hope for millions suffering as a result of improper diagnosis and inadequate treatment of thyroid issues. It pinpoints the connection between thyroid imbalance and conditions such as depression, anxiety, and memory loss, and offers simple proven remedies. SHOPWORN. 288 pages. Rodale. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.99 **PRICE CUT to $4.95**  


**$4.95**

**5829407 THE DIABETES BREAKTHROUGH: Based on a Scientifically Proven Plan to Reverse Diabetes Through Weight Loss.** By O. Hamdy & S.R. Colberg. Offers a proven and effective 12-week plan to reverse type 2 diabetes, lose weight and diet the medication for good. Includes information on how to create checklists and goal sheets, an exercise plan that prepares you to reverse your weight, and plenty of success stories. Illus. 328 pages. Morrow. **PRICE CUT to $3.95**

**6571700 IMPROVE YOUR DIGESTION.** By Patrick Holford. Shows you how to tune up your gut with an easy-to-follow road map that will help you diminish your risk of digestive disorders, achieve optimum digestion, absorb nutrients, and eliminate. Unraveling the complex workings of the digestive system, Holford explains how to restore healthy digestion, balance your gut bacteria; combat candidiasis, identify hidden food intolerances; and much more. 414 pages. Piatkus. **PRICE CUT to $11.95**

**663401X UNDERSTANDING TYPE 2 DIABETES.** By Merlin Thomas. Learn what type 2 diabetes is and how it comes about; what the right diet is to combat joint damage, and enzyme therapy to alleviate both pain and inflammation. 222 pages. HarperPerennial. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.99 **PRICE CUT to $9.95**

**5601238 FATTY LIVER—YOU CAN REVERSE IT. By S. Cabot & T. Eanelli. Ofers effective and proven solutions for fatty liver problems, which are often triggers for obesity, metabolic disorders, and diabetes. Illus. 256 pages. SCB International. Paperbound. Pub. at $20.00 **PRICE CUT to $11.95**

**6571670 DEMEN'TIA IN THE FAMILY: Practical Advice from a Caregiver.** By Lee Cardwell. Provides helpful information using the author's personal stories as well as factual information and resources for anyone who is dealing with someone who is experiencing memory loss. Offers success stories. Illus. 328 pages. Morrow. **PRICE CUT to $9.95**

**6501297 THE HEALTHY LIVER & BOWEL BOOK.** By Sandra Cabot. Life saving strategies and natural and effective solutions are outlined in this guide for those with many health problems, including liver disease, bowel problems and weight excess. 304 pages. St. Martin's. **PRICE CUT to $2.95**

**6654592 CELIAC DISEASE AND LIVING GLUTEN-FREE.** By Julies E. Dowler Shepard. Explains everything you need to learn and do upon recycling your own or a family member’s diagnosis of celiac disease, an autoimmune disease characterized by the body’s extreme sensitivity to digest gluten. Prioritizes the most important information on diet and lifestyle changes, and offers meal plans and recipes. 282 pages. Da Capo. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.99 **PRICE CUT to $2.95**

**670462X A CANCER IN THE FAMILY: Take Control of Your Genetic Heritage.** By Theodora Ross. A go-to resource for anyone who worries that cancer runs in the family. Drawing on her own family’s story, along with the latest science in cancer genetics, Ross will empower you to make the right decisions for your family’s health. 286 pages. Avery. Pub. at $25.00 **$4.95**


**6654622 CURING HEPATITIS C.** By Gregory T. Everson. Provides a comprehensive overview of everything you need to know to take the right steps toward a cure. 179 pages. HarperPerennial. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.95 **$4.95**
Stress & Pain Management

6859445 THE URBAN MONK: Eastern Wisdom and Modern Hacks to Stop Time and Find Success, Happiness, and Peace. By Pedram Shojai. In the face of an open heart, sharp mind, and grounded sense of well-being, even in the most demanding circumstances, Shojai offers tools and techniques that can elevate your existence and give your body's systems, regular opportunities to rejuvenate. 272 pages. Rodale. Pub. at $25.99

★ $7.95

★ 6826628 JUST BREATHE: Mastering Breathwork. By Dan Brule. Gives you the tools to achieve benefits in a wide range of issues, including managing acute and chronic pain, helping with insomnia, weight loss, anxiety, and grief; improving information, focus, and leadership; and much more. Brule shows you how to harness your conscious breathing to benefit your body, mind, and spirit. 208 pages. Atria. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.00

$11.95

★ 6793975 THE THOMPSON METHOD OF BODYWORK: Structural Alignment, Core Strength, and Emotional Release. By C. Thompson & T.T. Lewis. Developed by Cathy Thompson through her many years as a bodywork therapist, the Thompson Method incorporates Zen shiatsu, Rolling, yoga, and Gestalt psychotherapy to heal pain in the physical body through bodywork and by recognizing the emotional blockages that often underlie chronic pain, tension, and poor alignment. Offers 90 corrective alignment exercises. Illus. in color. 318 pages. Healing Arts. 8x10. Paperbound. Pub. at $21.95

★ 5949947 RELIEVING PAIN NATURALLY: Safe and Effective Alternative Approaches to Treating and Overcoming Chronic Pain. By S. Goldfarb & R.W. Waddell. Begins by examining 37 of the most common chronic pain-related conditions, from fibromyalgia and sciatica to arthritis and tendonitis. Each disorder is explained, along with alternative pain treatments. Discusses 27 drug-free therapies, including conventional treatments and alternative modalities. 280 pages. Square One Publishers. 8x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.95

$13.95

★ 6874525 WHEN: The Scientific Secrets of Perfect Timing. By Daniel H. Pink. We all know that timing is everything but we assume that timing is an art. Here, Pink makes clear that timing is really a science. He distills cutting-edge research and data and weaves it into a fascinating narrative packed with irresistible stories and practical takeaways. 258 pages. Riverhead. Pub. at $28.00

$21.95

★ 5842743 END EVERYDAY PAIN FOR 50+. By Joseph Heinrichs et al. Offers over 1,400 drug-free, country-tested remedies, for everything from a cough and dark circles under your eyes to bunions, bronchitis, earaches, and menstrual pain. Remedies collected from over 250 country doctors, herbalists, nurses, midwives, dentists, and other medical professionals. Drawings. 500 pages. Skyhorse. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95

$9.95

★ 584992X THE MEDICINAL POWER OF CANNABIS: Using a Natural Herb to Heal Arthritis, Nausea, Pain, and Other Ailments. By Daniel R. Grinspoon & Steven H. Janis. The revolution in holistic health that many medical practitioners have overlooked: the natural healing powers of cannabis, also known as CBD. Like marijuana, CBD comes from the cannabis plant, and it has been shown to relieve anxiety, seizures, Alzheimer's, nausea, and more. 196 pages. Skyhorse. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.99

$9.95

★ 5989950 THE ESSENTIAL GUIDE TO ESSENTIAL OILS. By Roberta Wilson. Comprises an A to Z list of common conditions and their essential oils remedies along with the basic principles of using essential oils; the history, effects, and correct application of the most powerful healing formulas; recipes for  baked goods, entrees, desserts, and body. 340 pages. Avery. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.00

$14.99

★ 6732526 1,801 HOME REMEDIES. By M. Hoffman & E. Metcalf. You don't have to run to the doctor for every bruise, backache, cut, or cold. Plants are there, healing powers at hand. With the help of a board of medical advisors and modern research, the authors present the very best herbs, foods, and homeopathic remedies to treat more than 1,800 conditions. This is a book no home should be without. Reader's Digest. 7½x10. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.99

$9.95

★ 358576X THE SUPPLEMENT HANDBOOK. By Mark Moyad with J. Lee. Whether you're an alternative medicine convert or an interested supplement novice, this comprehensive, evidence-based guide is sure to become a must-have reference in your home. Here, Dr. Moyad and a board of medical advisors and- Prospective researchers present the very best herbs, foods, and homeopathic remedies to treat more than 1,800 conditions. This is a book no home should be without. Reader's Digest. 7½x10. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.99

$9.95

★ 635971X STOPPING INFLAMMATION. By Nancy Appleton with G.N. Jacobs. Begins with an explanation of inflammation and then looks at its many causes, including 27 drug-free techniques for using plant essence, aromatic oils; and unique beauty-care treatments for rejuvenating skin, hair, and body. 340 pages. Avery. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.00

$14.99

★ 659693X PAIN: From Suffering to Feeling Better. By Marie-Jose Rivard & D. Hewitt. A comprehensive, accessible guidebook to understanding and treating all kinds of pain to promote a normal, healthy life. Accessible chapters explain how pain occurs at a fundamental level, both psychologically and physically, and what makes ordinary pain debilitating. Ilus. in color. 375 pages. Dumont. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95

★ SOLD OUT

★ 593659 ACUPRESSURE TAPING. By H-U. Hecker & K. Liebchen. The authors show how many bodily dysfunctions can be self-treated through this innovative method, presenting therapeutic as well as preventive techniques for addressing acute and chronic pain, from back pain and tennis elbow to menstrual pain and tension headaches. Illus. in color. 122 pages. Healing Arts. 8x10. Price cut to $11.95

$19.95


$15.95

★
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★ 354706X LOWER BLOOD PRESSURE WITHOUT DRUGS. SECOND EDITION. Curing Hypertension Naturally. By Roberta Wilson. Essential hypertension is the most prevalent medical condition on the face of the earth: over 65 million Americans have high blood pressure, with another 40 million described as “pre-hypertensive.” This guide reveals how to fight hypertension without expensive and potentially dangerous drugs. 118 pages. Square One Publishers. Pub. at $9.95

$6.95

★ 3516555 HOME REMEDIES FROM A COUNTRY DOCTOR. By Jay Heinrichs et al. Offers over 1,400 drug-free, country-tested remedies, for everything from a cough and dark circles under your eyes to bunions, bronchitis, earaches, and menstrual pain. Remedies collected from over 250 country doctors, herbalists, nurses, midwives, dentists, and other medical professionals. Drawings. 500 pages. Skyhorse. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95

$9.95

★ 584982X THE MEDICINAL POWER OF CANNABIS: Using a Natural Herb to Heal Arthritis, Nausea, Pain, and Other Ailments. By Daniel R. Grinspoon & Steven H. Janis. The revolution in holistic health that many medical practitioners have overlooked: the natural healing powers of cannabis, also known as CBD. Like marijuana, CBD comes from the cannabis plant, and it has been shown to relieve anxiety, seizures, Alzheimer’s, nausea, and more. 196 pages. Skyhorse. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.99

$4.95

★ 5989950 THE ESSENTIAL GUIDE TO ESSENTIAL OILS. By Roberta Wilson. Comprises an A to Z list of common conditions and their essential oils remedies along with the basic principles of using essential oils; the history, effects, and correct application of the most powerful healing formulas; recipes for  baked goods, entrees, desserts, and body. 340 pages. Avery. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.00

$14.99

★ 6732526 1,801 HOME REMEDIES. By M. Hoffman & E. Metcalf. You don't have to run to the doctor for every bruise, backache, cut, or cold. Plants are there, healing powers at hand. With the help of a board of medical advisors and modern research, the authors present the very best herbs, foods, and homeopathic remedies to treat more than 1,800 conditions. This is a book no home should be without. Reader's Digest. 7½x10. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.99

$9.95

★ 358576X THE SUPPLEMENT HANDBOOK. By Mark Moyad with J. Lee. Whether you’re an alternative medicine convert or an interested supplement novice, this comprehensive, evidence-based guide is sure to become a must-have reference in your home. Here, Dr. Moyad and a board of medical advisors and- Prospective researchers present the very best herbs, foods, and homeopathic remedies to treat more than 1,800 conditions. This is a book no home should be without. Reader's Digest. 7½x10. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.99

$9.95

★ 635971X STOPPING INFLAMMATION. By Nancy Appleton with G.N. Jacobs. Begins with an explanation of inflammation and then looks at its many causes, including 27 drug-free techniques for using plant essence, aromatic oils; and unique beauty-care treatments for rejuvenating skin, hair, and body. 340 pages. Avery. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.00

$14.99

★ 659693X PAIN: From Suffering to Feeling Better. By Marie-Jose Rivard & D. Hewitt. A comprehensive, accessible guidebook to understanding and treating all kinds of pain to promote a normal, healthy life. Accessible chapters explain how pain occurs at a fundamental level, both psychologically and physically, and what makes ordinary pain debilitating. Ilus. in color. 375 pages. Dumont. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95

★ SOLD OUT

★ See more titles at erhbc.com/636
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5984645 COMPLETE GUIDE TO HERBS & SPICES: Remedies, Seasonings, and Ingredients to Improve Your Health and Enhance Your Life. By Nancy J. Heja. Learn the history and lore of more than 100 herbs, spices and seasonings, their health benefits and aromatic qualities. Features more than 50 original recipes and tips for growing, storing, preparing and combining herbs and spices. 320 pages. National Geographic. Paperback. Pub. at $16.99

6587030 COLLOIDAL SILVER: The Natural Antibiotic. By W. Kuhn and W. von Holst. Holst reveals the many uses and benefits of colloidal silver—a natural antibiotic that has been overshadowed by recent decades—for boosting immunity, reducing pain and inflammation, and treating more than 80 common diseases and conditions including acne, asthma, hay fever, and the like. 152 pages. Healing the Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95 $11.95

6562213 THE BEST MEDICINE IS YOU: A Doctor’s Advice on the Body’s Natural Healing Powers. By Frederic Saldmann. Verifies the common sense of folk medicine with the latest medical research to reveal simple do-it-yourself remedies. Saldmann reveals how to activate your body’s natural healing powers and address common ailments from allergies and sleep disorders to cardiovascular problems and excess weight. 195 pages. Collins. Paperback. $17.99

DVD 5982448 MAYO CLINIC WELLNESS SOLUTIONS FOR DIABETES. Offers an integrated health action plan designed specifically to improve control of diabetes. Changing the way you live can change the way you feel. Presented in three parts: Understanding Your Condition, Eat Well to Feel Well, and Soothing Therapies. Includes a 48-page Mayo Clinic My Stress Solution booklet. 92 minutes. Gaia. $9.98

6499971 NATURAL ALTERNATIVES TO AMOXICILLIN AND CLARITHROMYCIN. By Samuelagg. Discusses 16 natural antibiotics and herbal remedies that can prevent and treat the underlying cause of the problems. This guide offers safe, more effective alternatives that provide both immediate and long-term relief. 262 pages. Square One Publishers. Paperback. Pub. at $7.95

6625714 ADAPTATION: Herbal Remedies and Recipes to Improve Your Mood, Energy, Focus, and More. By Agatha Novelle. Reveals a class of herbs that improve your body’s reaction to emotional and physical stress while increasing your energy, stamina, endurance, and mental clarity. Details the health and wellness benefits to 23 of adaptogenic herbs, plus a wealth of recipes and tips for growing, storing, preparing and combining herbs and spices. 224 pages. Adams Media. Paperback. Pub. at $16.99

6735581 THE SECRETS OF PAIN RELIEF: Natural Remedies That Will End Your Suffering. By Luis Aligia. Clearly and effectively describes how to avoid pain to begin with, as well as the habits that can prevent pain, and natural solutions for common ailments. Includes invaluable information on back pain, headaches, menstrual discomfort, fever and many others. 170 pages. Skyhorse. Paperback. Pub. at $14.99

673491X BIOENERGY HEALING: Simple Techniques for Reducing Pain and Restoring Health Through Energetic Healing. By Csongor Daniel. Learn how to feel, see, and manipulate the energetic layers of the body and mind with energetic healing. Includes step by step instructions for treating various conditions and diseases such as: arthritis; headaches; pain; chronic fatigue; stress; insomnia; and much more. Illus. 241 pages. Velhagen. Paperback. Pub. at $17.99

6880760 HERBS FOR STRESS & ANXIETY: How to Make and Use Herbal Remedies to Strengthen the Nervous System. By Rosmary Gladstar. Profiles 21 herbs proven to be effective at soothing nervous system symptoms such as panic attacks, depression, headaches, migraines, herps, and insomnia. Enjoy them in tea decoctions and infusions, take them as capsules or tinctures, and relax in warm bath water enhanced by their calming scents. 124 pages. Storey. Paperback. Pub. at $8.95

6796844 BIOHARMONIC SELF-MASSAGE: How to Harmonize Your Mind, Emotioinal, and Physical Energy. By Yves Biligny. Drawing upon biological decoding, reflexology, lymph massage, and yoga as well as recent neuroscience and quantum physics research, this guide reveals how to harmonize the body’s natural potential with the mind through the release of tensions and emotional memories trapped within the muscles. 162 pages. Healing Arts. 8x10. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95

6628796 ESSENTIAL OILS FOR HEALTH. By KarynTempleton-Foehl. Features over 100 recipes and plenty of helpful tips, this guide offers 100 essential oil recipes that help: promote skin, hair, and nails; boost memory retention and concentration; reduce stress, anxiety, and fatigue; treat headaches, blemishes, dry skin, and more. 128 pages. Adams Media. Paperback. Pub. at $12.99

6753998 MAGNIFICENT MAGNESIUM: Your Essential Key to a Healthy Heart & More. By Dennis Goodman. Many drugs are designed to relieve symptoms of heart disease, but none of the medicines eliminates the root cause of the problem. This guide reveals how a simple natural mineral can improve your heart and help you regain control of your health. 174 pages. Square One Publishers. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95 $11.95

6792215 THE SUBTLE ENERGY BODY: The Complete Guide. By Maureen Lockhart. Ancient traditions of both the East and West have long maintained that the human being is a complex material and nonmaterial system of energy bodies. The “subtle body” is an energetic, psycho-spiritual entity of several layers, as examined here. Well illus., many in color. 370 pages. Inner Traditions. 8½x11.

6713688 HEALING WITH CHINESE HERBS. By Richard Hyalt. Beginning with an introduction to the history and traditions of Oriental medicine, this primer includes a detailed presentation of the many crude drugs that comprise the Chinese pharmacopeia. A theoretical section explores the principles of Oriental philosophy as it applies to medicine. 157 pages. Healing Arts. Paperback. Pub. at $12.95

671532X HOW YOU STAND, HOW YOU MOVE, HOW YOU LIVE. By Missy Vineyard. A step-by-step guide that presents an authoritative, comprehensive guide to the Alexander Technique (AT), a simple but powerful method for learning to skillfully control how your brain and body interact, allowing you to feel, move, and interact in ways that align with your mind’s thoughts and perceptions. 322 pages. Da Capo. Paperback. Pub. at $19.99


6772110 GEMMOTHERAPY: The Science of Healing with Plant Stem Cells. By Roger Halton. Gemmotherapy, the medical use of plant buds and young shoots, harnesses the healing power of traditional natural medicine, and alters the energetic alignment of an organism’s annual cycle. This guide describes the gemmotherapeutics and healing properties of 34 trees and plants, and includes a resource catalog of formulas, protocols, and more. 128 pages. Healing Arts. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95

6865232 101 AMAZING USES FOR GARLIC. By Susan Branson. Garlic is a natural anti-inflammatory, antibiotic, anti-fungal, and anti-parasite agent with benefits ranging from slowing collagen depletion and battling cancer cells to preventing hair loss and providing relief for cold. Provides 101 useful and unexpected reasons to add garlic to your diet and daily life. 141 pages. Familii. Paperback. Pub. at $12.99
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6655240  101 AMAZING USES FOR TURMERIC. By Susan Branson. Research suggests turmeric can improve brain function, tame heartburn, prevent inflammation, and provide many other health benefits. Provides 101 useful and unexpected reasons to consume turmeric, the spice of life. 143 pages. Familius. Paperback. Pub. at $12.99 $9.95

5940689 MEDICINAL PLANTS AT HOME. By M.T.L. Luengo & C.M. Ariso. Learn how to grow and use a variety of medicinal plants, and discover what they can do to boost your family’s health. More than 100 types of natural plants are presented grouped by the conditions they most effectively treat. More than 350 color photos. 237 pages. Skyhorse. Paperback. Pub. at $19.99 $4.95

6878188 99 FAVORITE AMISH REMEDIES. By Georgia Varozza. Discover creative ways to tend to your home and body with salves, ointments, and tonics to relieve aches and pains; leas to soothe collages, sinus and headaches; and home solutions to make cleaning around the house a snap. 123 pages. Harvest House. Spiralbound. Pub. at $9.99 $7.95

* 6753701 MINERAL MIRACLE: Stopping Cartilage Loss & Inflammation Naturally. By S. Lieberman & A. Xenakis. Presents a clear and comprehensive picture of a unique nature mineral blend, including how it was discovered and how it works. It then provides the compelling scientific evidence that supports its ability to reduce inflammatory joint pain safely and effectively. 164 pages. Square One Publishers. Paperback. Pub. at $15.95 $11.95

* 6623885 THE BODY HEALS ITSELF: How Deeper Awareness of Your Muscles and Their Emotional Connection Can Help You Heal. By Emily A. Francis. Your ideal guide to understanding the link between your emotions and muscles, explaining how to recognize and release stored emotions to let go of pain. You’ll discover which emotions are often paired with a specific muscle area, and how muscles speak of everything from past traumas to current celebrations. Illus. 269 pages. Llewellyn. Paperback. Pub. at $21.99 $16.95

* 6624987 CHLORELLA: The Emerald Food. By B.A. Potter & D. Biewick. Chlorella, a single celled microalgae, is the highest source of natural chlorophyll and has a mineral composition as rich in much protein as beef. This book explains the health-giving qualities of chlorella, and provides important information about its nutritional composition. Illus. 120 pages. Jonin. Paperback. Pub. at $7.95 $5.95

6435149 MAYO CLINIC BOOK OF HOME REMEDIES: What to Do for the Most Common Health Problems. Ed. by P. Hagen & M. Millman. Many common health problems can be treated with complementary health practices, often at home. Even if the steps you take don’t cure the problem, they can relieve symptoms and allow you to go about your daily life. This A-to-Z reference lists a variety of health problems and what you can do for yourself and your family. Home Enteraint. 7½x10. Pub. at $25.95 $7.95

★ 6632823 BAKING SODA FOR HEALTH: 100 Amazing and Unexpected Uses for Sodium Bicarbonate. By Britt Brandon. Discover all the benefits this all-natural powder can bring without dangerous chemicals or costly procedures: boost immunity, minimize migraines; ease allergies; aid post-workout recovery; relieve ulcer pain, and much more. 124 pages. Adams Media. Paperback. Pub. at $9.95 $4.95

★ 6715792 ACTIVATED CHARCOAL FOR HEALTH. By Britt Brandon. Discover everything that activated charcoal—a medical-grade powder most commonly made from coconut shells—can do, from combating chronic digestive diseases to fighting for common ailments. Learn how to integrate activated charcoal into your life so you can reap its myriad benefits daily! 126 pages. Adams Media. Paperback. Pub. at $12.99 $9.95

6628826 GINGER FOR HEALTH: 100 Amazing and Unexpected Uses for Ginger. By Britt Brandon. Offers 100 all-natural ginger solutions that help increase metabolism, support weight loss, promote healthy skin, and much more. It shows you how to use the plant in your daily health and beauty routine, from creating a nutritious detox smoothie to moisturizing dry hair to smoothing fine lines and wrinkles. 116 pages. Adams Media. Paperback. Pub. at $12.99 $4.99

6628710 COCONUT OIL FOR HEALTH: 100 Amazing and Unexpected Uses for Coconut Oil By Britt Brandon. From whitening teeth to soothing dry skin, and much more, coconut oil can be used to get rid of the unnatural problems in your daily health and beauty routine. 125 pages. Adams Media. Paperback. Pub. at $12.99 $4.95

6771813 THE COMPLETE BOOK OF ENERGY MEDICINES: Choosing Your Path to Health. By Helen E. Dziemidko. Explores how using energy medicines combining a medical doctor’s scientific viewpoint with an exhaustive knowledge of these methods, Dziemidko guides the reader through over 50 complementary therapies and the 21 most common ailments all of which are effective. Illus., some in color. 192 pages. Healing Arts. Paperback. Pub. at $18.00 $4.95

DVD 6551047 MASSAGE PRACTICE FOR COUPLES. By Michelle Kluck. Previously released as Couples Massage. Working with her partner, certified massage therapist Michelle Kluck takes you through two full-body massages—one for men—and shows how both partners can benefit from any or all of the techniques. Uses Swedish Massage techniques, 40 minutes. Gaiam. Pub. at $14.98 $4.95

DVD 5722039 REFLEXOLOGY: Massage Practice. By Michelle Kluck. Your feet are a virtual map of the body, and as this massage therapist Michelle Kluck reveals in this program, reflexology lets you use that mapping to your advantage. Discover how specific massage techniques can target the symptoms of migraines, high blood pressure, pain, stress, and more. 30 minutes. Gaiam. $3.95

DVD 5722020 ACUPRESSURE: Massage Practice. By Michelle Kluck. Certified massage therapist Michelle Kluck introduces viewers to the ancient Chinese art of using finger pressure to stimulate the flow of “chi” and enhance the body’s natural ability to heal itself. She demonstrates how acupressure techniques can help relieve back pain, insomnia, migraines, anxiety, headaches, and more. 30 minutes. Gaiam. $3.95

★ 6775527 THE MIRACLE OF REGENERATIVE MEDICINE: How to Naturally Reverse the Aging Process. By Elisa Lottor. Harnessing the advances of the new paradigm of medicine—which focuses on the regenerative abilities of the body rather than symptom management. By Lottor explains from each of us can turn on the body’s self-healing, prevent illness before it starts, and reverse the aging process. 308 pages. Healing Arts. Paperback. Pub. at $18.95 $14.95

★ 675368X MAGNET THERAPY: A Natural Solutions Definitive Guide. By William Neumayer & R. Stark. Exploring simple methods to combat illness by energizing your body with magnets, which have been clinically proven to relieve 35 health problems, among them arthritis, cancer, diabetes, heart disease, pain, respiratory problems, and more. Illus. 245 pages. Square One Publishers. Paperback. Pub. at $17.95 $12.95

★ 6774429 PAINTING THE ENERGY BODY: Signs and Symbols for Vibrational Healing. By P. Neumayer & R. Stark. Exploring simple methods to work with symbols for physical, emotional, and spiritual healing, the authors illustrate the key symbols used in New Homeopathy. They bring together traditional Chinese medicine, physics, dowsing, and homeopathy to harness the power of symbols to initiate healing. Illus. 148 pages. Healing Arts. Paperback. Pub. at $16.95 $4.95


686452X NATURE’S REMEDIES: An Illustrated Guide to Healing Herbs. By Jean Willoughby. Discover more than 60 herbs that can provide invaluable treatments for common ailments, boost your well-being and enhance your everyday life, plus tips for sourcing and enjoying them in a variety of simple preparations. Illus. in color. 160 pages. Chronicle. Pub. at $16.95 $8.95

---
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**6837190 WISDOM OF THE PLANT DEVAS: Herbal Medicine for a New Earth.** By Thea Summer Deer. Each plant has a story to share with us, a healing story hidden in the spirit of the plant. Used in the same way, herbal medicine becomes medicine for the New Earth that is presently unfolding. Reveals a new dimension in herbal medicine, one where the plant’s spirit is consulted for guidance and herbal prescriptions are fashioned. Illus. in color. Pages. Bear & Company. Paperback. Pub. at $16.00 $6.95

**5916693 NATURAL HEALING WISDOM & KNOW-HOW: Useful Practices, Recipes, and Formulas for a Lifetime of Health.** Compiled by Amy Ross. A tome that no one should be without. This massive volume shares tips and out of more than 7,000 valuable healing skills, supplemented with ingredients, tables, formulas, and recipes. Learn about healing herbs, minerals, stress reduction, yoga, massage, raw foods, reflexology, macrobiotics, and much more. Illus. 911 pages. Black Dog & Leventhal. 8x10. Paperback. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95

**6704255 HOME SPA AROMATHERAPY.** By Glenda Taylor et al. Whether you want a relaxing massage or help with a headache, the aromatherapy remedy is in this pack of 40 cards. Includes descriptions and definitions of oils and guidelines to making remedies. Fully illus. in color. Ryland Peters & Small. Paperback. Pub. at $12.95 $3.95

**6637892 THE HUMMING EFFECT: Sound Healing for Health and Happiness.** By Jonathan & Andi Goldman. The authors provide conscious humming and breathing exercises that promote beneficial effects, from lowering blood pressure and heart rate to stimulating the release of vital hormones such as melatonin and nitric oxide, that in turn will provide you with physical health, happiness and a general sense of well being. 130 pages. Althea. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95 $11.95

**6753888 WHAT YOU MUST KNOW ABOUT VITAMINS, MINERALS, HERBS & MORE.** By Pamela Wartian Smith. Explains how you can restore and maintain health through the wise use of essential vitamins, minerals, herbs and spices. Provides practical advice for children, women, men, and seniors. Includes more than 800 easy to follow recipes for essential nutrients. 384 pages. Square One Books. Paperback. Pub. at $15.95 $11.95


**6663792 HEALTHY EATING & HAPPy LIVING.** By Holly Bellebuono. A holistic treatment for a cute and chronic conditions. With Bellebuono’s Organized by body systems this detailed guide shows how to design a powerful approach to well being. Includes practical suggestions and herbal remedies for dozens of conditions. Drawings. 645 pages. Llewellyn. 8x10. Paperback. Pub. at $34.99 $26.95

**6808239 YOU CAN SLEEP WELL: Change Your Thinking, Change Your Life.** By Chris Izidkowski. A leading expert on sleep and its disorders. Dr. Izidkowski shares his special knowledge, tested and tried evidence-base, meditations and visualizations, as well as his practical tips on herbalism and aromatherapy to help you combat sleep problems and enjoy greater energy at home, work and play. 156 pages. Watkins. Paperback. Pub. at $9.95 $4.95

**5826381 THE MAGNesium SOLUTION FOR MIGRAINE HEADACHES.** By Jay S. Cohen. Discover why magnesium is essential for the prevention and treatment of migraine and cluster headaches. Dr. Cohen explains how the body uses magnesium to maintain normal vascular functioning, the problems with magnesium medications, and the best types of magnesium to use. 78 pages. Square One Publishers. Paperback. $4.95

**4615387 NATURAL ALTERNATIVES TO LIPITOR, ZOCOR & OTHER STATIN DRUGS.** By Jay S. Cohen. Explains the problems caused by statins and offers natural alternatives along with the proven effectiveness and superior safety of these. 136 pages. Square One Publishers. Paperback. Pub. at $7.95 $5.95

**1791761 THE MAGNesium SOLUTION FOR HIGH BLOOD PRESSURE: How to Use Magnesium to Help Prevent & Relieve Hypertension Naturally.** By Jay S. Cohen. Provides you and your doctor with all the information needed to understand why magnesium is essential for helping to prevent and treat high blood pressure. Dr. Cohen has made the evidence-based research on magnesium’s effectiveness highly readable and usable. 104 pages. Square One Publishers. Paperback. $4.95


**5913691 VINEGAR SOCKS: Traditional Home Remedies for Modern Living.** By K. Berndl & N. Hofer. Shares over 40 traditional home remedies that can help you deal with common ailments: illnesses from fevers and sinusitis to sore throats, bronchitis, and even nightmares. Using simple techniques the remedies can be easily created in your kitchen. 120 pages. Illus. in color. 112 pages. Hardie Grant. Import. Pub. at $19.95 $9.65
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5826470 WHAT YOU MUST KNOW ABOUT FOOD AND SUPPLEMENTS FOR OPTIMAL VISION CARE: Ocular Nutrition Handbook. By Jeffrey Anshel. For decades, studies have demonstrated that certain nutrients play a major role in the treatment of eye problems. This concise and easy-to-use guide provides a wealth of information on these powerful substances, helping you to promote optimal vision through mindful eating. Paperbound. Pub. at $10.95 $12.95


5814786 SACRED HERBS: Your Guide to 40 Medicinal Herbs and How to Use Them for Health and Well-Being. By Grigore. Learn how to harness the magical healing power of plants with this concise guide. Each herb's properties are described and illustrated in color photographs, so you can use your own herbscapable and how to use them to enhance your health. 128 pages. Sterling. Pub. at $14.95 $11.95

5401901 WHAT YOU MUST KNOW ABOUT KIDNEY DISEASE: A Practical Guide to Using Conventional and Complementary Treatments. By B. Byrde. After the initial diagnosis of kidney disease, patients and families usually have a myriad of questions about treatment options. This guide is designed not only to answer all your questions, but also to provide up-to-date information you need to evaluate and choose between both conventional treatments and complementary therapies. 186 pages. One Square Publishers. Paperback. Pub. at $17.95 $12.95


679503X THAI YOGA MASSAGE. By Kam Thye Chow. Combining well-illustrated postures with palming and thumbing techniques, this guide provides a comprehensive full-body treatment that will follow the body's energy lines and pressure points. One of the world's foremost teachers leads readers through every aspect of this ancient bodywork. 150 pages. Sterling. 8¼x11¼. Paperback. Pub. at $29.95 $7.95

4560671 HEALING OILS: 500 Formulas for Aromatherapy. By Carol & David Schiller. Provides a comprehensive guide to creating your own aromactic oils. Using essential oils extract from a vast library, you can make over 500 different formulas that cater to a multitude of needs and applications, from air and carpet fresheners to hair care formulas and massage oils. Illus. in color. 192 pages. Sterling. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95 $9.95

655430X THE RESONANCE EFFECT: How Frequency Specific Microcurrent Is Changing Medicine. By Carolyn McLean. A chiropractor specializing in fibromyalgia and myofascial pain, McLean describes her experience using a two-channel microcurrent device that has achieved astounding results, which have created new possibilities for suffering patients over the past twenty years. Case histories illustrate the efficacy of the treatment and include specific, personalized suggestions that each condition requires. Photos. 251 pages. North Atlantic. Paperback. Pub. at $16.95 $12.95

6637841 THE MIND HACK RECIPE. By Jason Mangrum. Mangrum reveals the specifics of how to hack into the brain’s function as the door to higher awareness. Using the techniques outlined you will gain power over desires to success, happiness and health, bring about a higher spiritual awareness. 111 pages. Morgan-James. Paperback. Pub. at $12.95 $9.95

5936896 NATURAL THERAPIES FOR EMPHYSEMA AND COPD. By Robert J. Green, Jr. Reveals that alternative holistic therapies ranging from herbs to homeopathy offer great promise in relieving the debilitating symptoms of chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD). Illus. 196 pages. Healing Arts. Paperback. Pub. at $16.95 $12.95


6712371 VITAL TONICS & SOOTHING TEAS: Traditional and Modern Remedies That Make You Feel Amazing. By Rachel de Thample. Created with the aid of a nutritional therapist, and using easily available, natural ingredients, these delicious recipes for tonics, teas and drinks will restore and invigorate—whether you want to light a calorie-burn your gut flora, or just boost your immune system. Well illus. in color. 95 pages. Kyle Books. Import. Pub. at $16.95 $12.95

6626009 ORTHOMOLECULAR NUTRITION FOR EVERYONE: Megavitamins and Your Best Health. By Helen Saul. This phenomenon for nearly 80 years of research proves that nutritional therapy works. Orthomolecular nutrition uses vitamins, minerals, and nutritional supplements to prevent and cure real diseases. This guide addresses common questions about orthomolecular therapy, including dosing, safety, and exactly what the vitamins do for you. 460 pages. Basic Health. Paperback. Pub. at $24.99 $17.95

6848109 THE HEALING POWER OF ESSENTIAL OILS. By Eric Zielinski. This thorough, evidence-based approach helps you take control of your health, whether you're new to essential oils or you're ready for advanced techniques. Recipes include citrus roll-on, anti-anxiety spray, inflammation-soothing capsules; sweet slumber diffuser blend; and more. 306 pages. Harmony. Paperback. Pub. at $18.00 $12.95

4758195 THE ENCYCLOPEDIA OF ESSENTIAL OILS. By Julia Lawless. A detailed and systematic survey of more than 190 essential oils revealing the common and uncommon oils and their many medicinal uses. Includes a therapeutic index, a botanical index, and a glossary of essential oil terms. Provides over 400 recipes and information. 232 pages. Conari Press. Paperback. Pub. at $21.95 $16.95

5823586 ESSENTIAL OILS FOR BACK PAIN. By Lisa Benavides. Provides a comprehensive full-body treatment that will follow the body’s energy lines and pressure points. One of the world’s foremost teachers leads readers through every aspect of this ancient bodywork. 150 pages. Sterling. 8¼x11¼. Paperback. Pub. at $29.95 $7.95

5823586 ESSENTIAL OILS FOR BACK PAIN. By Lisa Benavides. Provides a comprehensive full-body treatment that will follow the body’s energy lines and pressure points. One of the world’s foremost teachers leads readers through every aspect of this ancient bodywork. 150 pages. Sterling. 8¼x11¼. Paperback. Pub. at $29.95 $7.95

5823586 ESSENTIAL OILS FOR BACK PAIN. By Lisa Benavides. Provides a comprehensive full-body treatment that will follow the body’s energy lines and pressure points. One of the world’s foremost teachers leads readers through every aspect of this ancient bodywork. 150 pages. Sterling. 8¼x11¼. Paperback. Pub. at $29.95 $7.95
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**5911745 ROSEMARY GLADSTAR'S MEDICINAL HERBS: A Beginner's Guide.** Effective, safe and inexpensive, medicinal herbs are essential to health and survival. They can provide body against common ills and ailments. Gladstar offers a fresh introduction to growing and using 33 of her favorite herbs, complete with 124 of her medicinal recipes. Well, 22 pages. Storey. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95. $11.95

**5937086 WHEN HEALING BECOMES A CRIME.** By Kenny Ausbel. Expose the failure of the War on Cancer, while revealing how yesterday's "unorthodox" treatments are emerging as tomorrow's medical mainstream. Explore the history of cancer treatments and other unconventional treatments that show promise, delving into the corrosive medical politics and economic forces behind the suppression of alternative medicine. Photos. 461 pages. Healing Arts. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95. $15.95


**680196X UNMEDICATED: The Four Pillars of Natural Wellness.** By Madisyn Taylor. Take your well-being into your own hands and embark on a journey to well-being, from self-medicating behaviors. Through the author’s experiences and step-by-step practices, you’ll be inspired to examine your own life and embrace a new, healthy, and holistic way of living. 165 pages. Atria. Paperback. Pub. at $17.99. $13.95

**1835432 NATURAL REMEDIES FOR INFLAMMATION.** By Christopher Vasey. In this practical guide to natural remedies for inflammation, Vasey explores 18 anti-inflammatory herbs, such as bay laurel, basil, turmeric, and devil’s claw, as well as 15 other natural substances, their properties and uses. Illus. in color. 186 pages. Healing Arts. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95. $11.95

**6838267 LIVER DETOX: Cleansing Through Diet, Herbs, and Massage.** By Christopher Vasey, in this practical guide to cleansing and detoxifying the liver, Vasey offers an accessible yet detailed approach to supporting the liver, and shows how bringing the liver back to full health and function has far-reaching effects for the whole body. 119 pages. Inner Traditions. Paperback. Pub. at $18.95. $15.95

**5890800 FREEDOM FROM CONSTIPATION: Natural Remedies for Digestive Health.** By Christopher Vasey. In this step by step guide, Vasey explains how healthy intestines work and the different functions for constipation can take. He details the eight main types of constipation, and offers practical advice on how to correct each with natural and non-aggressive methods. Illus. 186 pages. Healing Arts. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95. $11.95

**656335X THE 7 WONDERS OF OLIVE OIL.** By A. Alech & C. Le Galliard. Includes detailed research and findings from doctors, medical researchers, nutritionists, and chefs around the globe, and explores the role olive oil plays in the Mediterranean diet. Covers tips for cooking with, buying, and storing, and most of all, reveals its health benefits for cancer prevention, Alzheimer’s, stroke, and more. 200 pages. FamilialLife. Paperback. Pub. at $11.95. $9.95

**593887X LIGHT: Medicine of the Future.** By Jacob Liberman. Challenging the modern myth that the sun is dangerous to our well-being, Liberman integrates scientific research and his own personal experiences incorporating the use of light in the treatment of various cancers, depression, stress, visual problems, PMS, sexual dysfunction, learning disabilities, and the human immune system. Illus., some in color. 255 pages. Healing Arts. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95. $15.95

**592779X HOW TO HEAL YOURSELF WHEN NO ONE ELSE CAN: A Total Self-Healing Approach for Mind, Body & Spirit.** By Amy B. Schet. Shows you how to achieve complete and permanent healing by learning to understand and being yourself no matter what. Scher presents an easy to understand, three-part approach to removing blockages, changing your relationship with stress, and coming into alignment with who you truly are. 272 pages. Llewellyn. Paperback. Pub. at $17.95. $15.95

**6623468 KAVA-KAVA: Sacred Brew.** By E.F. Steinmetz. The root of the kava plant has been used for centuries by Pacific Islanders to heal, in religious rituals, for recreation, and to help moderate alcohol. The author provides an in-depth look at the history, botany, chemistry, culture, and use of kava’s sacred brew. Illus. in color. 115 pages. Ronin. Paperback. Pub. at $15.95. $11.95

**5875535 THE REFLEXOLOGY MANUAL: An Easy-To-Use Illustrated Guide to the Healing Zones of Hands and Feet.** By Paul Jacob. This ideal guide for beginners as well as experienced reflexologists, clearly showing how all internal body structures and organs are mirrored in the reflex points with numerous charts on performing a full treatment. Fully illus. in color. 144 pages. Healing Arts. 8¼x11. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95. $15.95

**5927714 CHINESE HOLISTIC MEDICINE IN YOUR DAILY LIFE.** By Steven Cardoza. Reveals a self-care approach for treating specific ailments and maintaining wellness. Learn how to reduce stress, improve blood pressure, increase energy, enhance detoxification, and improve physical and mental health. A comprehensive self-help guide for busy people and professionals. 336 pages. Rodale. Paperback. Pub. at $16.95. $12.95

**4539796 THE CANNABIS HEALTH INDEX: Combining the Science of Medical Marijuana with Mindfulness Techniques to Heal 100 Chronic Symptoms and Diseases.** By Dana Blesch. This comprehensive sourcebook combines evidence based insights from more than 1,000 studies to present a convincing case for the powerful healing effects of medical marijuana on more than 100 chronic health problems and diseases. 632 pages. North Atlantic. Paperback. Pub. at $24.95. $16.95

**4615352 THE HAPPINESS EFFECT: The Positive Benefits of Negative Ions.** By Earl Mindell. A complete guide to understanding and using negative ions to achieve a life full of health and happiness. Our daily habits and the facts that ionize the air illuminate the effects negative ions can have on human behavior and health, and offers a comprehensive guide to the latest devices that can scientifically and economically produce negative ions to encourage well-being and happiness. Illus. 94 pages. Square One Publishers. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95. $11.95

**6781403 WHAT YOU MUST KNOW ABOUT HOMEPATHIC REMEDIES.** By Earl Mindell. If you are one of the millions of people who are turning to homeopathic products for relief, here is a simple way to find out more about them. This book shows how to choose the right remedies, how to prepare your own remedies, and how to use the remedies safely and effectively. 320 pages. Square One Publishers. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95. $15.95

**6736555 HEALING WITH HEMP OIL: A Simple Guide to the Powerful and Proven Health Benefits of CBD.** By Earl Mindell. CBD oil is a natural product that can improve your health without side effects. Mindell explains its properties, and how to deal with it’s legal status. 144 pages. Square One Publishers. Paperback. Pub. at $16.95. $12.95

**5730422 HERBS & NUTRIENTS FOR NEUROLOGIC DISORDERS.** By S.J. Kurn & S. Shook. Details safe and easy methods for incorporating herbs, antioxidants, and nutritional supplements into the standard conventional treatment. Covers all six common neurologic disorders: Alzheimer’s, Parkinson’s, multiple sclerosis, stroke, migraine, and seizures. 244 pages. Healing Arts. Paperback. Pub. at $29.95. $22.95

**5859956 THE EARTHWISE HERBAL REPERTORY: The Definitive Practitioner’s Guide.** By Stephen Harrod Buhner with D. Ryan. Takes the guesswork out of the application of medicinal plants and provides an invaluable cross-reference of constitutional types, energetic categories, and specific symptoms that helps the herbalist narrow down the number of possibilities for a specific condition. Anthropic. North Atlantic. Paperback. Pub. at $21.95. $16.95

**5902029 HEALING LYME DISEASE INFECTIONS.** By Stephen Harrod Buhner. Examines the synergy between bartonella, mycoplasma, and Lyme disease, revealing how these bugs can trigger chronic infections or synergize with other treatment. Buhner details effective, holistic methods centered on herbs and supplements, revealing how to treat symptoms and bring the immune system back into balance. 500 pages. Healing Arts. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95. $15.95
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By Leslie J. Franks. Detailing the therapeutic properties of more than 200 gems, stones, minerals, and crystals, Franks reveals how these pieces can access our deepest healing potential. Includesillust., in 184 pages. Healing Arts. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95  **$15.95**

**6548318** THE NEW MATERIA MEDICA: Key Remedies for the Future of Homoeopathy, by Colin Griffin. The most comprehensive reference available on the best new fundamental homeopathic remedies, boasting invaluable information about their combination therapy use. Covers 26 new crystal, botanical, and animal remedies now used by practitioners of the Guild of Homeopaths. 561 pages. Watkins. Import. Pub. at $78.00  **$54.95**

**6778569** THE PRACTICAL HANDBOOK OF HOMEOPATHY, REVISED EDITION: The How, Why, and Where of Which Homeopathic Remedy, by Colin Griffin. Provides comprehensive, trustworthy advice for homeopath at home. Twenty-seven sections cover all aspects of health–from accidents and emergencies to emotional well-being–are supported by a key to frequently asked questions and detailed information on diagnosis, cure. 386 pages. Watkins. Paperbound Import.  **$14.95**

**6759340** CRYSTAL WANDS: For Massage Therapy, Reflexology, and Energy Medicine. By Elke Kriegl. Kriegl explains the healing power found in crystal wands into your bodywork and healing practice and details the techniques with step by step instructions. Kriegl also explores the use of crystal-infused oils and balms to increase the healing effectiveness of massage. Fully illus. in color, 184 pages. Healing Arts. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95  **$15.95**

**6753818** THE HEALING POWERS OF VINEGAR, REVISED. By Cal Orey. In this invaluable resource, you'll find dozens of home remedies for treating allergies, arthritis, sunburn, sore throats and more. Find out how vinegar's curative powers can help prevent, treat and relieve these and other complaints. You'll also find a wealth of natural beauty treatments and household hints, 332 pages. Kensington. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.00  **$3.95**

**5895251** YOU CAN SAY NO TO CHEMO. By Laura Bond. Journalist and health coach Laura Bond and her mother Gemma visited the world's foremost cancer specialists and healers who are getting remarkable results in treating cancer without radiation or chemotherapy. This account shares the most exciting discoveries they made in their travels. 355 pages. Conari Press. Hardcover. Pub. at $18.95  **$14.95**

**5607314** MIDWEST MEDICINAL PLANTS. By Lisa M. Rose. Guide for identifying, identifying, and harvesting the most important wild medicinal plants in the Midwest area of the United States. Fully illus. in color, 312 pages. Timber. Paperbound. Pub. at $27.95  **$21.95**

**6775434** REIKI ENERGY MEDICINE: Bringing Healing Touch into Home, Hospital, and Hospice. By Libby Barnett et al. Highlighting Reiki’s transition into mainstream health care, this concise but informative guide can empower anyone, effective and ancient method to stimulate the natural healing potential of your body and enhance the efficacy of conventional treatment. 126 pages. Healing Arts. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95  **$11.95**

**683818X** THE TAPPING SOLUTION FOR PAIN RELIEF. By Nick Orterner. Orterner presents a startling alternative to treating pain, beyond injections, medications, and surgeries. Dr. Robb lays out a step-by-step plan that will show you how to use tapping, or EFT (emotional freedom techniques), to reduce or eliminate chronic pain, then outlines tips and techniques for treating pain in the body and mind. 172 pages. Adams Media Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95  **$9.95**

**5838772** TOTAL LIFE CLEANSING: A 28-Day Program to Detoxify and Nourish the Body, Mind, and Soul. By Jonathan Glass. Integrating the latest scientific knowledge with Eastern and traditional Chinese medicine with naturopathic principles and contemporary nutritional science, Glass presents a practical 28-day program, divided into four phases, designed to initiate and maximize detoxification and to rebalance your body and mind. Photos. 434 pages. Inner Traditions. Paperback. Pub. at $24.95  **$19.95**

**4587507** STONE MEDICINE: A Chinese Medical Guide to Healing with Gems and Minerals. By Leslie J. Franks. Detailing the therapeutic properties of more than 200 gems, stones, minerals, and crystals. Franks reveals how these powerful pieces can access your energy layers and initiate deep, lasting change. Her comprehensive guide to this unique Chinese medicine features an extensive look at 15 forms of quartz, followed by chapters on transformative stones, protective stones, nourishing stones, and more. 32 pages of color photos. 188 pages. Healing Arts. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95  **$14.95**
Complementary & Alternative Medicine
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6808188 THE POWER OF BREATH: Yoga Breathing for Inner Balance, Health and Harmony. By Swami Saradananda. The most comprehensive and accessible guide to the art of yoga breathing available. The author’s gentle yet powerful instruction will help absolutely anyone, whether you are a longstanding yoga and meditation practitioner, a newcomer to all things yoga or simply someone wishing to boost your wellbeing. Well illus. in color. 160 pages. Watkins. Paperback Import. Pub. at $17.95 * $14.95

6807261 WORKING WITH CHI: Practical Exercises That Expess Healing Energy. By Madonna Gauding. Provides practical ways to harness chi, the vital life-force that runs through every living thing. When the flow of chi is in balance, it can reduce stress, focus concentration, build spiritual awareness, and improve physical well-being. Well illus. in color. 128 pages. Godsfied. Paperback Import. Pub. at $14.99 * $9.45

5952781 HOMEOPATHY: An A to Z Home Handbook. By Alan V. Schmucker. Discusses the history and science of this holistic healing approach and provides a comprehensive A to Z list of proven remedies that are safe for people and animals. Unique in offering remedies to prevent and alleviate both common and serious ailments. Schmucker presents a variety of methods for finding the right remedies and symptoms. 351 pages. Llewellyn. Paperback. Pub. at $19.99 * $14.95

5808062 THE HOME REFERENCE TO HOLISTIC HEALTH & HEALING. By B. Mars & C. Frieder. Here you’ll find hundreds of solutions from time-tested natural remedies proven by the latest research to ease the symptoms of stress-related conditions and improve overall health and well-being. Learn how to: Beat Stress; Sleep Easier; Boost Immunity; Increase Energy; Improve Memory; and much more. Faber. Winds Press. Paperback. Pub. at $24.99 * $19.45

3597088 LIFE PULSE MASSAGE: Taoist Techniques for Enhanced Circulation and Detoxification. By M. Chia & A. Sieburth. The authors detail abdominal massage practices to open restricted breathing zones, drain blood flow to organs, and release stress. Aids in releasing arterial tension to rebalance high or low blood pressure, and detoxify individual organs and body systems. Well illus. in color. 308 pages. Destiny. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95 * $11.95

4615417 YOUR BODY NEVER LIES: The Complete Book of Oriental Diagnostics. By Michio Kushi. Starts by explaining the principles of Oriental medicine, then shows how to detect and understand health problems simply by looking at the mouth, lips, teeth, eyes, nose, cheeks, ears, forehead, hair, hands, feet, and all of the 171 pages. One Square Publishers. Paperback. Pub. at $16.95 * $12.95

6824277 A LIFE WORTH BREATHING: A Yoga Master’s Handbook of Strength, Grace, and Healing. By Max Strom. Teaches us why practicing our breathing is so important, and how it, in tandem with the physical practice of yoga and spiritual meditation, raises us to a more powerful level of awareness. Follow this path to unite with the infinite and peaceful powers of the universe as you awaken to the highest of human consciousness. 214 pages. Skyhorse. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95 * $9.45

6824992 BREATHE: Simple Breathing Techniques for a Calmer, Happier Life. By Jean Hall. It’s common to feel stressed and trapped by the demands of your daily life. Here amasses the power of your breath, you can dramatically change those feelings. Hall draws on breathing techniques from the practices of mindfulness, yoga and meditation to show you how. Illus. 143 pages. Quadrille. Import. Pub. at $12.95 * $9.45


685317X CLEAR YOUR CLUTTER WITH FENG SHUI. REVISED. By Karen Kingston. Kingston’s unique approach lies in understanding that clutter is stuck energy that has far-reaching physical, mental, emotional, and spiritual effects. Clear your clutter and transform your life. 213 pages. Harmony. Paperback. Pub. at $14.99 * $11.95


6785423 YOGA FOR THE CREATIVE SOUL: Exploring the Five Paths of Yoga to Reclaim Your Expressive Spirit. By Erin Byron. Combines expressive arts and yoga therapy into a valuable guide to healing emotional wounds and creating a joyful life. Through drawing, writing, and dancing—as well as yoga postures, meditation, relaxation, and more—it will teach you to cultivate your creative power and bring that power to your daily life. Well illus. in color. 282 pages. Alpha. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95 * $14.95

6768433 MEDICINE HANDS, 3RD EDITION: Massage Therapy for People with Cancer. By Gayle Mac Donald. Teaches us why it is so important to help cancer patients and their families to improve their quality of life. Well illus. in color. 282 pages. Alpha. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95 * $14.95


---
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**DVD 5886872 MEDITATION & YOGA.** Acclaimed yoga instructor Rodney Yee guides you through five easy-to-use sessions that help you develop a meditation practice by addressing the physical challenges commonly encountered in meditation, tension, stress, and impeded breathing. Includes an interview with Yee. 70 minutes. Gaiam. $2.95

**6843484 EVERY BODY YOGA: Let Go of Fear, Get on the Mat, Love Your Body.** By Jessamy Stanley. Breaking all the stereotypes, Jessamy gives an original guide that makes yoga accessible to every body, regardless of age, body type, or experience. After sharing her own story and yoga philosophy, she provides easy-to-follow directions for 50 basic yoga poses and ten sequences to practice at your leisure. Color photos. 222 pages. Paperback. Pub. at $16.95 $4.95

**6771785 ACUPUNCTURE IMAGING: Perceiving the Energy Pathways of the Body.** By Mark D. Seem. A great reference for students, teachers, practitioners, and patients of the diverse energetic and meridian therapies, as well as psychotherapists who are interested in Eastern concepts of medicine. Illus. 111 pages. Healing Arts. Paperback. Pub. at $12.95 $4.95

**DVD 5886910 QIGONG FOR STRESS RELIEF.** With the centuries-old practice of Qigong, you can reduce stress and anxiety quickly and effectively. Instructors Francesco Garipelli and Daisy Lee-Garripoli offer you the best in “energy first aid” with this program—ten easy-to-learn exercises to boost your natural resiliency to stress. 40 minutes. Gaiam. $2.95

**6818498 AWAKENING YOUR IKIGAI: How the Japanese Wake Up to Joy and Purpose Every Day.** By E. Corsi & E. Fantani. An individual yoga practice rooted in the ancient Ayurvedic tradition, Ruesri Dat Ton originated with Buddha’s own physician, Jivaka Kumаратthaka. Here, sixty postures are demonstrated, and the common ailments they address are discussed. Fully illus. in color, 182 pages. Healing Arts. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95 $5.95

**DVD 5886988 TRUDIE STYLER’S WEIGHT LOSS YOGA.** Discover a more gentle approach to weight loss! Trudie Styler’s Yoga Conditioning for Weight Loss; Total Body Yoga; Vinyasa Flow; TRADITIONAL THAI YOGA: The Postures and Healing Practices of Ruesri Dat Ton. By E. Corsi & E. Fantani. An individual yoga practice rooted in the ancient Ayurvedic tradition, Ruesri Dat Ton originated with Buddha’s own physician, Jivaka Kumaratthaka. Here, sixty postures are demonstrated, and the common ailments they address are discussed. Fully illus. in color, 182 pages. Healing Arts. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95 $5.95

**6870392 YIN YOGA: An Individualized Approach to Balance, Health, and Whole Body Wellness.** By Rodney Yee and 25 teachers from around the world have discovered health and healing through yin yoga—and now you can too. Norberg teaches you how to develop your own individualized yin yoga practice, complete with a yin yoga asana sequence, visualization, and ayurvedic health principles. Color photos. 130 pages. Skyhorse. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95 $4.95

**6772838 A YOGA OF INDIAN CLASSICAL DANCE: The Yogini’s Mirror.** By Roxanne Kamayani Gupta. A tantric approach to Yoga and dance, explored by the body and mind behind the yoga of emotions. With extensive photographs, Gupta distills her experience into techniques for yogic study certain to assist students of all levels to achieve a dynamic, beautiful, and graceful practice. 190 pages. Inner Traditions. $5.95

**6847774 THE FENG SHUI COMPANION: A User-Friendly Guide to the Ancient Art of Placement.** By George Birdsall. Just the simple change in the placement of furniture or the addition of an item to your room can have a noticeable impact on an individual’s life. Birdsall provides clear instructions for creating a place in which you want to spend time rather than one in which you are constantly ill at ease. Illus. 206 pages. Destiny. $2.95

**672650X THE TAI CHI SPACE: How to Move in Tai Chi and Qi Gong.** By Paul Cavel. Designed to teach the fundamentals that drive and underpin internal arts training at all levels and stages of development. Each of the 42 principles are aimed at conveying how internal arts techniques function in ways that help you embed them and feel them come alive, regardless of the specific form you train in. Illus. 122 pages. Destiny. Paperback. Import. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95

**DVD 5886783 BEGINNING YOGA WITH CHRISsy CARTER.** Learn form correct and breathing exercises as you move through basic yoga poses and sequences that will help you increase strength, flexibility, and overall fitness. Use each program separately or connect all three into one challenging workout. 60 minutes. Gaiam. $2.95

**DVD 5886966 VINYASA FLOW YOGA.** Increase strength and flexibility while developing focus and clarity with master yoga instructor Seane Corn. Learn how to integrate breath and movement for a complete workout that brings results. Sessions include Hatha, Vinyasa Flow, and Breath Flow. Three hours on 2 DVDs. Gaiam. $2.95

**6726518 YOGA 7 MINUTES A DAY, 7 DAYS A WEEK.** A Gentle Daily Practice for Strength, Clarity, and Calm. By Gertrud Hirsch. Features gentle daily exercises—each including a mantra, a meditation, and a mudra—that focus on various parts of the body. By the end of the week, you have experienced full-body yoga, and every part of your body will feel energized and strong. Illus. 147 pages. Conari Press. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95 $11.95

**DVD 5886929 RELAX & RESTORE.** Learn natural ways to slow your mind and refresh your senses with a collection of stress management practices that infuse through yoga. Tai Chi meditation, these brief programs bring you a variety of ways to relax and renew. 77 minutes. $2.95

**5750644 THE TAO OF HAPPINESS.** By Derek Lin. The teachings of Chuang Tzu are presented throughout and juxtaposed with the changing and dynamic pieces of modern-day Taoist teacher and author Derek Lin. Together, Chuang Tzu and Lin present you with simple lessons that will have a lasting impact on your life, flow, and inner peace. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95 $9.95

**6795511 THE ART OF VINYASA: Awakening Body and Mind Through the Practice of Ashtanga Yoga.** By Friedman & M. Taylor. An essential guide to practicing vinyasa yoga in motion, allowing practitioners to experience a deep and focused awakening. With warmth, humor, and wisdom the authors provide the foundation to establish an internally rooted yoga practice that goes beyond the mat and into the core of one’s life. SHOPWORN. Well illus. 326 pages. Shamatha. $8.95

**6671756 SOURCE POWER:** Duncan Wong Yogi Arts. Widescreen. Highlights the central tenets of Korean Buddhist Gung Fu, Ashtanga Yoga, and Tai Bo, techniques in a world-renowned program geared toward intermediate to advanced levels. Driven by the notion of warrior’s consciousness, it will teach you to link movements in a constant flow, maintaining sharp mental focus throughout. In B&W & Over 3 hours. Acacia. $5.95
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★ 6826552 YOGA MIND. By Suzan Colon. A thirty day program designed to create subtle yet powerful shifts in awareness and attitudes that will lead to real, lasting change. Each day's material developmental component to increase self-awareness and inner balance to use throughout your day. Use yoga to cultivate resilience in challenging times, reduce stress, and improve your relationships. Illus. 276 pages. Shambhala. 8½x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.00 $11.95 ★

★ 5979013 BODY FENG SHUI: The Ancient Chinese Science of Body Reading. By Chao-Hsiu Chen. Teaches how to explore your own and others' destinies by reading the truths of the soul as reflected by the human body. We can all learn to use physical traits as tools for positive self-transformation, redesigning our destiny in the process. We can all learn to use physical traits as tools for positive self-transformation, redesigning our destiny in the process. 182 pages. Llewellyn. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99 $12.95 ★

★ 669912X DECORATING WITH THE FIVE ELEMENTS OF FENG SHUI. By Tisha Morris. Follow the three-step formula to incorporate feng shui into your life. With a room-to-room guide for using the five elements, instructions for healing spaces both inside and outside, and much more, this text will help you find your home in your body, your soul, and your world. 234 pages. Llewellyn. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99 $12.95 ★

★ 680361X CLUTTER INTERVENTION: How Your Stuff Is Keeping You Stuck. By Tisha Morris. Using step by step instructions and easy to understand explanations, Morris shows you how to move into a new phase of life by ridding yourself of all that’s holding you back. Learn about the psychological, emotional, and energetic components underlying your possessions, and discover ways to clear out the negative force field that surrounds you. 234 pages. Llewellyn. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.99 $13.95 ★

★ 6853048 YOGA JOURNAL PRESENTS YOUR GUIDE TO REIKI. Offers expert information on the popular hands-on holistic therapy that encourages relaxation and eases pain by transmitting energy between the practitioner and the recipient. Illus. 240 pages. Adams Media. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95 $17.95 ★

★ 6831028 THE COMPLETE REIKI TUTOR: A Structured Course to Achieve Professional Expertise. By Tammya Honoverg. A one stop guide for practitioners, teachers, and students, providing an in-depth knowledge of reiki. Includes step by step techniques and hand positions for the three degrees and explains all you need to know about reiki practice. Well illus. in color. 296 pages. Gaia. 7½x10¼. Paperbound/Imprint. Pub. at $24.95 $17.95 ★

★ 6678674 YOGA FOR HEALTHY AGING: A Guide to Lifelong Well-Being. By B. Bell & N. Zolotow. The definitive resource on how to use yoga to foster your physical, mental, and emotional health for a lifetime. Two respected teachers explain how yoga can address concerns related to strength, flexibility, balance, cardiovascular health and more, and provide a real-world yoga program to suit your needs. Well illus. 321 pages. Destiny. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95 $9.95 ★

★ 6776476 CHAKRA WORKBOOK: Rebalance Your Body’s Vital Energies. By Pauline Wills. A leading expert introduces the chakras as a part of the ancient Indian healing system and yogic philosophy. Discover where the seven major centers are, how they are linked, and how they influence the body’s well being, then enhance your learning with practical exercises on the body, mind, and spirit. Well illus. 319 pages. Llewellyn. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.99 $12.95 ★

★ 6417277 DRAGON AND TIGER MEDICAL QIGONG, VOLUME 1: Health and Energy in Seven Simple Movements. By Bruce Frantus. A Taoist lineage Master delivers a step by step introduction to the healing powers of Dragon and Tiger Medical Qigong, revealing how this powerful Eastern martial practice can reduce stress and fatigue, increase vitality, mental clarity, and calmness, improve athletic performance; and more. 246 pages. North Atlantic. Paperbound. Pub. at $23.95 $16.95 ★

★ 6856070 FOUNDATIONS OF REIKI RYOHU: A Manual of Shoden and Okuden. By Nicholas Pearson. Offering Reiki tools to transform your life from the inside out, they author shows how the Reiki Ryoho is a healing system that focuses on the inner and spiritual aspects of your being first, allowing you to polish the heart so it reflects the shining light of the soul. 359 pages. Healing Arts. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.99 $19.95 ★

★ 6675470 CHI NEI TSANG: Chi Massage for the Vital Organs. By Mantak Chia. The energies of negative emotions, stress, and tension, all common in modern life, can lead to the blockage of past trauma that accumulates in the abdominal region, causing energy blockages and congestion. This guide reveals how to take full charge of health through the self-healing technique of Chi Nei Tsang. Illus. 452 pages. Destiny. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95 $15.95 ★


★ 684264X CLOSE TO OM: Stretching Yoga from Your Mat to Your Life. By Andrea Marcum. A practical and philosophical yoga guide that promotes and teaches mindfulness in both your yoga practice and in your everyday life, allowing you to create the life you want. Showcasing her signature approachable style, Marcum combines the teaching of poses with the exploration of yoga philosophy. Color photos, 214 pages. St. Martin's. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95 ★

DVD 5886880 MEDITATION FOR BEGINNERS. Harness the power of concentration to sharpen your focus while reducing stress and relieving tension. Instructor Rodney Yee joins meditation coach Marita to guide you through relaxing meditations designed to still the mind and calm the senses. 51 minutes. Gaia. 7½x10¼. Paperbound/Imprint. Pub. at $2.95 $2.95

DVO 6671810 YIN & YANG YOGA WITH SIMON LOW. widescreen. Join one of the U.K.'s most popular yoga teachers for his fresh and rewarding yin and yang practices. These two styles—one relaxing and rejuvenating, the other dynamic and fluid—balance feminine and masculine energy, and solar and lunar energy, while exploring stillness and movement. 90 minutes. Acacia. PRICE CUT to $3.95

DVO 6671748 SHIVA REA: Radiant Heart Yoga. widescreen. Discover three ways to experience yoga's rejuvenating heart-centered focus. Shiva Rea's Prayer Wheel practice generates love and compassion; her Hindaya Narraksha (Heart Salutation) leads to deep relaxation and inner peace; and her Energy Morning Heart yogic practice releases stagnant energy to promote joy and vitality. 35 minutes. Acacia. PRICE CUT to $3.95

★ 6775470 CHI NEI TSANG: Chi Massage for the Vital Organs. By Mantak Chia. The energies of negative emotions, stress, and tension, all common in modern life, can lead to the blockage of past trauma that accumulates in the abdominal region, causing energy blockages and congestion. This guide reveals how to take full charge of health through the self-healing technique of Chi Nei Tsang. Illus. 452 pages. Destiny. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95 $15.95 ★
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**6739369 CRYSTAL MAGIC: Mineral Wisdom for Pagans & Wiccans.** By Sandra Kynes. Explore numerous ways to grow your knowledge and skills, including details on buying and preparing stones, magical associations by color, and astrological influences with this thorough reference and guidebook. Full color. Llewellyn. Paperback. Pub. at $24.99 $17.95

**6846971 THE BODY DEVA: Working with the Spiritual Consciousness of the Body.** By Mary Mueller Shattan. In this step by step guide to understanding and working with the body deva, Shattan explains how our bodies store the traumatic energies, emotions, physical issues, and restricting beliefs that cause us to feel disconnected. Discover what lies unhealed with her help and evolve beyond these limitations into greater health. 205 pages. Findhorn. Paperback. Pub. at $16.99 $13.95

**6737070 ANGEL CHATTER: Heavenly Guidance and Earthly Practice to Connect with Angels.** By Christine Alexander. Whether we personally subscribe to, angels cross those boundaries and find their way into our lives. They remind us that we are not alone; that we are all guided and protected from another world. Her new informative, quirky, and practical guidebook, the author shares her profound knowledge of angels. Illus. 224 pages. Helios. Pub. at $16.99 PRICE CUT to $9.95

**5971586 THE WORLD IS YOUR ORACLE.** By Nancy Vedder-Shults. Reveals the power of ancient divinatory techniques so you can find answers to your life’s questions. Vedder-Shults shows you how to channel your own abilities and tune into the messages surrounding you for specific guidance to your most pressing issues. Well illus. in color. 464 pages. Fair Winds Press. Paperback. Pub. at $22.99 PRICE CUT to $9.95


**6762521 LOVE YOUR INNER GODDESS: Express Your Divine Feminine Spirit.** By Alana Fairchild. Awaken and express your divine feminine spirit with these fun, quick and enjoyable techniques. Includes a CD with guided meditations to get you started. Illus. 96 pages. Blue Moon. Paperback. Pub. at $13.95

**5971551 SACRED GEOMETRY OF NATURE: Journey on the Path of the Divine.** By Francene Hart. Every one of us possesses the potential to receive visionary experiences and integrate them into our lives. Hart’s journey offers a compelling intervention into the sacred geometry of nature, the power of sacred symbols for evolving consciousness, and a visionary artistic path that perfectly blends the mathematical rigor of sacred geometry and the numinous. Fully illus. in color. 211 pages. Bear & Company. Paperback. Pub. at $31.11 $23.95

**6673066 THE TRANFORMATIONAL POWER OF DREAMING: Discovering the Wishes of the Soul.** By S. Larsen & T. Verne. Examining dream traditions from around the world and throughout history, and considering the approaches of psychology, science, and shamanism, this mind-expanding work offers techniques to help you turn your dreams into an alchemical cauldron for inspiration, healing, and transformation. Illus. 338 pages. Inner Traditions. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95 $7.95

**6615511 FULLFILLED: How the Science of Spirituality Can Help You Live a Happier, More Meaningful Life.** By Anna Yusim. Filled with exercises, guided meditations, fascinating scientific research, and inspiring success stories. Integrating the best of Western medicine with universal spiritual principles, Yusim will help you find more meaning, meaning, and some fulfillment in your life. 288 pages. Grand Central. Pub. at $27.00 $14.95


**5880726 TRANCE DANCING WITH THE JINN: The Ancient Art of Contacting Spirits Through Ecstatic Dance.** By Yasmine Henchel. 80 pages. Inner Traditions. Pub. at $22.00 $10.95


**5850459 1,001 PEARLS OF LIFE-CHANGING WISDOM.** By Elizabeth Venetsa. In this collection of words to enlighten your mind and uplift your spirit, you will find inspiation for living every day of your life to the fullest. Selected from the greatest minds in literature, history, philosophy, philanthropy and art, this wisdom is sure to be the catalyst you need to change your mind—and your choices. 384 pages. Skyhorse. Paperback. Pub. at $12.99 $3.95

**6784739 THE SECRET LIVES OF INTROVERTS: Inside Our Hidden World.** By Jenn Granneman. On behalf of those who have long been misunderstood and ignored, Granneman, a fellow introvert, has written a compilation of the secret inner world of introverts. Whether you’re a bona fide introvert or an extrovert anxious to learn how they tick, she reveals how to work with this personality trait. 300 pages. Skyhorse. Paperback. Pub. at $16.99 $5.95


**6843506 EVERYTHING I NEED TO KNOW I LEARNED IN THE TWILIGHT ZONE.** By Mark Dawidziak. A light-hearted collection of life lessons, ground rules, inspirational thoughts, and stirring reminders found in Rod Serling’s timeless fantasy series. This unauthorized tribute is a celebration of the character Al Greeko, the host of the Twilight Zone. Through his writers. Photos. 320 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $26.99 $6.95

**4619439 THE MIRACLE POWER OF JESUS MURPHY: Revealed.** Collects 24 books and pamphlets, including enduring works like The Power of Your Subconscious Mind and How to Attract Money. Murphy, a minister and mystic, taught that with the proper help you can harness through your thoughts and emotive states. By addressing to the forces of your mind, you can remake your world for the better. 929 pages. Tarcher/Penguin. 8x10½. Paperback. Pub. at $25.00 $17.95

**6800074 YOU CAN CREATE PEACE: Change Your Thinking, Change Your Life.** By Mike George. Contains 25 specially designed mental, physical and emotional exercises that will help you create a calmer life. The techniques covered are drawn from around the world and include visualization and meditation. An easy to use guide designed to help you achieve a more balanced way of living. 160 pages. Inner Traditions. Paperback Import. Pub. at $9.95 $3.95
6596304 NONSENSE: The Power of Not Knowing. By Jamie Holmes. Managing ambiguity in our jobs, our relationships, and our daily lives is quickly becoming an essential skill. However, even if you are not sure what you know, you can reach a new level of consciousness and self-awareness.

Penguin. Pub. at $19.99 $16.95


6715184 GIVE AND TAKE: Why Helping Others Drives Our Success. By Adam Grant. In today’s dramatically reconfigured world, success is increasingly dependent on how we interact with others. In this exhilarating and groundbreaking guide, Grant makes the case that by getting ahead, offering advice on the dangers and rewards of giving more than you get, 308 pages. Penguin. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.00 $14.95

4378412 LIVING THE LAW OF ATTRACTION: Real Stories of People Manifesting Health, Wealth, and Happiness. By R. German & R. Hoch. The Law of Attraction asserts that we attract whatever we give our focus, energy, or attention to: the experiences we long for and the hardships we dread. In this volume, authors German and Hoch describe the case in point, the case of getting ahead, offering advice on the dangers and rewards of giving more than you get. 308 pages. Penguin. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.00 $14.95

6598329 YOUR GUIDE TO FOREST BATHING: Experience the Healing Power of Nature. By M. Arno Clifford. Simply being present in the natural world with all four senses fully alive can have a remarkable healing effect. Inspired by the Japanese tradition of shinrin-yoku, this guide will help you explore the natural world in a way you may never have thought possible. 170 pages. Conari Press. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95 $11.95

6525149 THEガイドブック. How a Year Looking on the Bright Side Can Transform Your Life. By Janice Kaplan. Getting advice from psychologists, academicians, doctors, and philosophers, Kaplan makes a promise to be grateful for all the love and beauty there is in the world. Through inspirational stories, you will learn to live a life full of love, happiness, and abundance.

Tarcher/Penguin. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.95 $15.95

7280242 THE POWER OF YOUR SUBCONSCIOUS MIND, REVISED. By Joseph Murphy. Discover how to focus your mind using his proven and practical principle: If you believe in something without reservation and commit yourself to it with all your heart, you can reach subconscious obstacles that stand between you and your goal. 297 pages. P-H. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95 $11.95

6634648 THE ULTIMATE SECRETS OF TOTAL SELF-CONFIDENCE, REVISED. By Robert Anthony. First published in 1979 and newly revised by the author, it reveals the secrets that can change your life. Discover how to tap into your imagination and use it to get what you want, clear your mind of fear, worry and guilt, and change the way you communicate, the benefits of being different, and more. 178 pages. Berkley. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.00 $11.95

6813539 HELL WEEK: Seven Days to Be Your Best Self. By Erik Bertrand Larsen. Larsen’s groundbreaking program shows you how to apply his principles to everyday living. Whether you are pragmatic, inspirational advice, including ways to incorporate exercise, time management, and focused meditation into your daily routine. This volume will inspire you to be the best you can be in all aspects of your life. 250 pages. Gallery. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.00 $14.95

6661344 IKIGAI: The Japanese Secret to a Long and Happy Life. By H. H. Okawa & F. Miralles. According to the Japanese, everyone has an ikigai—a reason for living. And according to half a dozen Japanese villages with the world’s longest-living people, finding it is the key to longevity. This guide takes you to the village to highlight the power of ikigai, where passion, mission, vocation, and profession intersect. 194 pages. Penguin. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95 $16.95

6634990 THE EMOTIONAL EDGE. By Crystal Andrus Morissette. Morissette shows you how to never feel like a victim of circumstance, genetics, or your past again. She’ll help you discover what your emotional age is, and show you how to take the steps needed to become an authentic adult so you stop giving your power away.

HarperCollins. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95 $16.95

6744820 ANTHROPOLOGY OF A MIND: The Basics of Social Science, Evolution, Genetics, or Your Past Again. She’ll Help You Discover What Your Emotional Age Is, and Show You How to Take the Steps Needed to Become an Authentic Adult So You Stop Giving Your Power Away.

HarperCollins. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95 $16.95

6986126 THE NEW YORKER: How to Think Like a Writer. By Phillip Lopate. A guide to developing a writer’s voice, style, and craft.

Tarcher/Penguin. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95 $16.95


6595151 INTUITIVE BEING: Connect with Spirit, Find Your Center, and Choose an Intentional Life. By Jill Willard. Willard guides the reader through her simple and effective “knowing” that we all have—how to unlock intuition and its life-changing effects. She illuminates the intimate connection between our inner voice and spirit, showing how that connection is crucial to better decision-making, information choices, and ultimate abundance in every area of our lives. 247 pages. HarperCollins. Pub. at $25.99 $19.95

4898279 THE ART OF THE DONALD: Lessons from America’s Philosopher-in-Chief. By Christopher Bedford. A collection of maxims and rules distilled from a reporter’s exploration of the man himself. Simply being present in the natural world with all four senses fully alive can have a remarkable healing effect. Inspired by the Japanese tradition of shinrin-yoku, this guide will help you explore the natural world in a way you may never have thought possible. 170 pages. Dutton. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95 $11.95

6862960 KAHLIL GIBRAN’S LITTLE BOOK OF LIFE. By Neil Douglas-Klotz. Discover the essential wisdom of what it means to be alive with over one hundred fables, aphorisms, parables, stories, and poems in that visionary voice of comfort, love, and tolerance. An ideal volume for every season of one’s life. 198 pages. Hampton Roads. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.95 $11.95


6613148 GIVE AND TAKE: Why Helping Others Drives Our Success. By Adam Grant. In today’s dramatically reconfigured world, success is increasingly dependent on how we interact with others. In this exhilarating and groundbreaking guide, Grant makes the case that getting ahead, offering advice on the dangers and rewards of giving more than you get, 308 pages. Penguin. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.00 $14.95

6581145 THE LITTLE RED BOOK OF HOPE. Ed. by Nick & Tony Lyons. An inspired collection of uplifting thoughts about what it means to devote your life to a better purpose, to persevere about the supremacy of the human spirit, and, ultimately, about the redemptive power and vitality of hope.

Inspiration, Motivation & Self-Discovery


6803709 12 RULES FOR LIFE: An Antidote to Chaos. By Jordan B. Peterson. In a time of unprecedented change, when family structures are collapsing, education is commodified into indoctrination, and political society is dangerously polarizing, a clinical psychologist and celebrated professor offers an antidote: the truth—some very ancient truth, applied to life’s very modern problems. 408 pages. Simon & Schuster.Import. Pub. at $18.95

★ 5842700 COGNITIVE BEHAVIOURAL THERAPY: Your Toolkit to Modify Mood, Overcome Obstructions and Improve Your Life. By E.I. Forman & C. Pollard. Filled with activities and experiments to explore and challenge the negative thinking patterns you don’t want to share, this guide will help you recognize the behaviors and thoughts that hold you back, and will help you develop skills to think more positively, act more confidently about yourself. 220 pages. Icon. Paperbound. Import. Pub. at $9.95 $7.95

★ 6726348 THE SECRET OF LETTING GO, REVISED. By Guy Finley. Finley’s encouraging and accessible message is one of the true bright lights in our world today. In this inspirational work he helps readers to let go of anxiety, unnecessary anger, paralyzing guilt and painful heartache. Discover for yourself how to extinguish self-defeating thoughts and habits. 273 pages. Llewellyn. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95 $11.95


6858119 THIS IS WHERE YOU BELONG. By Melody Warnick. The author dives into the body of research around place attachment, the deep sense of connection that binds some of us to our cities and increases our physical and emotional well being. Then she helps us to envision America to its fullest potential in action. What Warnick learns will perhaps help you discover that the place where you live right now is home. 308 pages. Viking. Pub. at $26.00 $9.95

6708315 ANGELS ON EARTH: Inspiring Stories of Fate, Friendship, and the Power of Connections. By Brian Greisen. From a rural farm in Oregon to the congested city of Austin, Texas, and finally to a small town in Oregon. It chronicles false starts, changed minds, periods of chaos and but a lot of surprises, and the profound lessons that are taught to us. 348 pages. Adams Media. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95


5747434 8 KEYS TO PRACTICING MINDFULNESS. By Manuela Mischke-Reeds. Whether you are new to mindfulness or a seasoned practitioner, you’ll find here a simple, commonsensical approach to life with the help of the guidelines presented here. 230 pages. Norton. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95 $6.95

6868290 YOUR IDEA STARTS HERE: 77 Mind-Expanding Ways to Unleash Your Creativity. By Carolyn Cekert-Eckerd. This book offers an inventive problem solver by jump starting the process with stimulating prompts and inspired graphics. The book guides you through a thinking, envision, and develop. Fully illus. Storey. Pub. at $14.95 $4.95

6866169 STOP BREATHE. CHILL. By Beth Sebner. Discover how to focus on the present and stop worrying about the future. Learn the sort of stuff life throws at us every day, whether it’s a situation with friends, issues with family, or the pressures of school. 223 pages. Adams Media. Paperbound. Pub. at $13.99 $4.95

6887405 BETTER THAN PERFECT: 7 Strategies to Crush Your Inner Critic and Create a Life You Love. By Elizabeth Lombardo. Perfectionists are among the most likely Americans to experience depression, anxiety disorder, and addiction. Lombardo explains the force of perfectionism and challenges you with easy and effective exercises. She also shares lessons from the most perfectionists who have found happiness by freeing themselves from the chains of unrealistic expectations. 373 pages. Seal. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.00 $4.95

6828352 GET SMART! How to Think and Act Like the Most Successful and Highest-Paid People in Every Field. By Brian Tracy. Whether you are a student looking for more sales, considering doing a better business plan, or simply finding ways to make extra money, this guide will reprogram your brain to achieve its maximum potential. This guide contains some very simple, practical thinking patterns in order to harness the full potential of your mind. 202 pages. Tarcher/Penguin. Pub. at $23.00 $5.95

6825672 A MINDFUL MORNING. By David Dillard-Wright. Features more than 150 inspiring quotes and short, easy mindfulness exercises to help you begin your day with a clear head and positive energy. 253 pages. Adams Media. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99 $4.95

6825664 A MINDFUL EVENING. By David Dillard-Wright. Gives you the tools you need to power down at bedtime. With nearly 200 inspiring quotes and short, easy mindfulness exercises, you’ll learn how to end your day with a clear head and calming energy. 249 pages. Adams Media. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.99 $4.95

6805533 NOTES FROM A BLUE BIKE: The Art of Improvisation and Improvisationally a Life. By Tsh Oxenreider. Traces a family’s journey from an urban high-rise in Turkey to the congested city of Austin, Texas, and finally to a small town in Oregon. It chronicles false starts, changed minds, periods of chaos and but a lot of surprises, and the profound lessons that are taught to us. 243 pages. Thomas Nelson. Pub. at $22.99 $3.95

★ 5999493 THE EMOTIONALLY ABSENT MOTHER, SECOND EDITION. By Leslie J. Carr. Often, the children of emotionally absent mothers can’t quite put a finger on what’s missing from their lives. Psychiatrist Jasmin Cori has helped thousands heal the wounds hidden left by every kind of undermothering. Self-help and healing for the love you missed with this groundbreaking guide to filling the “mother gap.” 292 pages. The Experiment. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.95 $11.95


★ 6863725 MANIFEST $10,000: Learn How to Manifest $10,000 by Using the Law of Attraction and Improving Your Money Mindset. By Cassie Parks. It guides you through the process of learning to manifest $10,000 into your life in the next 90 days, in a way that feels simple and fun. 98 pages. Morgan James. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95 $11.95
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<td>THE LAW OF ATTRACTION: Make More Than 50 Exercises to Manifest the</td>
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<td>Paperbound</td>
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<td>Paperbound</td>
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<td>Paperbound</td>
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**5998840 MAKE TROUBLE.** By John Waters. When John Waters delivered his subversive advice to the graduates of the Rhode Island School of Design, the speech went viral for its spot-on observations on life as a creative person. Here he boils that wisdom into a concise but inspiring book, joining his wisdom with the dotted illustrations of Eric Hanson. 71 pages. Llewellyn. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99

**5817183 JOYFUL LIVING: 101 Ways to Transform Your Spirit & Revitalize Your Life.** By Amy Leigh Mercere. Experience joy everyday and equip yourself for the ups and downs of life with this practical roadmap to achieving inner and outer happiness. Using a mind/body/spirit balanced approach, Mercere presents over 100 ways to enliven your spirit and step into the blissful life you desire. 344 pages. Llewellyn. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.95

**6789080 BREATHING LOVE: Meditation in Action.** By Jennie Lee. Sharing many personal stories, Lee guides you into more active, conscious loving by overcoming anger and fear, learning to forgive, and dealing with loss. Here she shows you how to open your heart to your true nature as love itself. 230 pages. Llewellyn. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99

**5665577 GETTING GOD OF GOD: Dispel the Myth of Goodness to Find Your Genuine Self.** By Andrea Mathews. An empowering guide to dismantling the false connection between being good and being worthy. Mathews shares innovative tools and techniques for healing, including how to understand and dialogue with emotions, develop intuition and discernment, and make decisions from a place of honest desire and compassion. 253 pages. Llewellyn. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.99

**6783317 EVERYTHING IN ITS PLACE: The Power of mise-en-Place to Create Your Life, Work, and Mind.** By Dan Chamras. Culled from dozens of interviews with culinary professionals, including such renowned chefs as Thomas Keller and Alford Portale, this essential guide offers a simple system to focus your actions and accomplish your work. This journey will show you how mise-en-place can have a place in your life and not just in the kitchen. 292 pages. Rodale. Paperback. Pub. at $14.99

**5493758 TAME YOUR INNER CRITIC.** By Dell a Temple. 392 pages. Llewellyn. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.95


**5741685 LIFE AS SPORT.** By Johnathan Fader. 244 pages. Da Capo. Pub. at $24.99


**6634354 LOUDER THAN WORDS: Harness the Power of Your Autonomous Voice.** By Todd Henry. 212 pages. PShanes. Paperbound. Pub. at $27.95

**5651416 ACORN.** By Yoko Ono. Algonquin. Pub. at $18.95

**5665525 HERO.** By Rhonda Byrne. 228 pages. S&S. Import. Pub. at $5.95

**5752043 CODE TO JOY: The Four-Step Solution to Unlocking Your Natural State of Happiness.** By George Pratt et al. 248 pages. HarperOne. Pub. at $25.95

**5690936 WHEN HAPINESS IS NOT ENOUGH.** By Christo Beckett. 212 pages. HarperPerennial. Import. Pub. at $19.95

**5913290 GET HAPPY! Lessons in Lasting Happiness.** By Anthony Ginz. 156 pages. Harde Grant. Import. Pub. at $19.95


**6587799 NO TIME LIKE THE PRESENT: Finding Freedom, Joy Right Here, Right Now.** By Christina Maslows. 30 pages. Atria. Pub. at $25.00

**538008X TEACH YOURSELF SECRETS OF HAPPY PEOPLE.** By Matt Avery. 242 pages. McGraw-Hill. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.00


**6862603 SECRETS OF IQ TRAINING: 101 Ways to Sharpen Your Mind.** By Ron Bracey. Learn how to train your brain to enhance your reasoning powers, and increase your ability to absorb and analyze information with this thought-provoking guide. Its pages are filled with a range of exercises to boost your brain power to peak efficiency. 144 pages. Shelter Harbor. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.95

**6717838 HOW TO REMEMBER ANYTHING: The Proven Total Memory Retention System.** By Dean Vaughn. His program gives you the power to harness your brain’s capacity for memory. For his latest top secret system that will show you how to remember anything—names & faces, vocabulary, numbers, appointments, dates, your schedule...anything. 242 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95

**6676390 HOW TO DEVELOP A BRILLIANT MEMORY WEEK BY WEEK.** By Dominic O’Brien. A complete tried and tested brain training program for the memory. Learn how to remember birthdays, anniversaries, and appointments, recall names and faces, speak in public without notes with the 52 week by week easy stages. 176 pages. Shelter Harbor. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.95

**6808212 YOU CAN LEARN TO REMEMBER: Change Your Thinking, Change Your Life.** By Dominic O’Brien. Shows how to train your brain to peak performance and develop the ability to instantly recall details. Drawing upon the extraordinary skills of a memory master and featuring 25 exercises, this easy-to-use guide provides a repertoire of practical and effective ways to enhance your memories. 160 pages. Watkins. Paperbound Import. Pub. at $9.95

**6802532 HOW TO BE A GENIUS: Brain Training for the Idle Minded.** By Robert Allen. Celebrate your brain and discover how, with a little help, you can become a brilliant person—and longer you help you accomplish more. Using expert advice, brain teasers, puzzles, problem solving tips and memory development skills, this guide will help you become as smart as Einstein. 168 pages. Collins & Brown. Import. Pub. at $12.95

**6561833 A FIELD GUIDE TO LUCID DREAMING: Mastering the Art of Onenoturalism.** By Dylan Tuccillo et al. This lively dream guide shows step by step how to become lucid, and then to what to do once awake in the dream world. Here’s how to reconnect with dreams, the importance of keeping a journal, timing REM cycles, use reality checks to distinguish between waking and sleeping, and more. 274 pages. Workman. Paperback. Pub. at $12.95

**6808131 THE NOTE FROM HEAVEN: How to Sing Yourself to Higher Consciousness.** By Giﬁa Ben-David. A sacred and simple healing tool for elevating one’s vibration and raising one’s level of awareness. The author presents an innovative method using regressive cell-singing, one of the most direct ways to get in contact with the subconscious mind, that can help release blocked energy, raise one’s vibrations, and improve one’s life. 274 pages. Watkins. Paperbound Import. Pub. at $15.95

**6732658 THE COMPLETE IDIOT’S GUIDE TO BIPOLAR DISORDER.** By J. Carter & B. Dempsey. They’re not just mood swings. You know there’s more to bipolar disorder than heightened ups and downs. But what if you have undiagnosed bipolar disorder? It shares symptoms with other conditions, finding helpful and accurate information on the subject can be difficult. This guide will show you and your loved ones how to live with this condition, only one day at a time. 316 pages. Alpha. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95
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6704263 HOW TO HEAL TOXIC THOUGHTS: Simple Tools for Personal Transformation. By Sandra Ingerman. A therapist and shaman practitioner teaches you to approximate process and transform negative thoughts and emotions that arise throughout the day. Through meditations and other exercises, learn to radiate positive thoughts and shield yourself from those that are destructive. Book Club Edition.

120 pages. Sterling. Orig. Pub. at $14.95 $3.95

6828229 UNDERSTANDING DEPRESSION: A Complete Guide to Its Diagnosis and Treatment. By D.F. Klein & H. Wender. This updated and expanded second edition evaluates available pharmaceutical and psychological treatments; contains excerpts from recent journal articles; explores new findings on the course and causes of the disorder, as well as new treatments. Illustrated with line drawings. Includes self-tests to determine the need to seek psychological help.


6817928 GRAIN BRAIN: The Surprising Truth About Wheat, Carbs, and Sugar—Your Brain’s Silent Killers. By David Perlmutter with K. Loberg. With a blend of cutting-edge research, real-life stories of transformation, and accessible, practical advice, this guide teaches you how to take control of your “smart genes,” regain wellness, and enjoy lifelong health and vitality. Includes a 4-week plan to achieve optimum health along with meal plans and recipes. 323 pages.

Little, Brown. Pub. at $28.00 $6.95

6855296 A LITTLE BIT OF AURAS: An Introduction to Energy Fields. By Cassandra Eason. An introduction to understanding auras; colored energy fields that surround people, animals, plants, and even inanimate objects. The author explains how to see and interpret an aura's energy and what various auras mean. The book includes a “dreamer’s notebook” for dreamers to jot down recollections as they awaken. 260 pages. Skyhorse. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.95 $3.95

6786375 7 WEEKS TO REDUCE ANXIETY: A Step-by-Step Program to Control Your Anxiety, Stop Worrying & End Panic. By Arlin Cunliffe. Helps you uncover the source of your anxiety, and develop personalized solutions to deal with it. Includes a 7-step program that guides you through 200 actionable tips and exercises you can use to help you put these prescriptions into action, plus more than 40 brain-boosting recipes and almost 30 brain-training games. 320 pages. Reader's Digest. Digest. Pub. at $24.95 $5.95

6814700 BRAIN HACKS: 200+ Ways to Boost Your Brain Power. Filled with more than 200 actionable tips and exercises you can use right away to help you achieve and maintain peak mental performance. Highlights include thinking exercises, how to fight right fears, loosen the tophat, count your breaths, get high on endorphins, and more. 255 pages. Adams Media. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.99 $11.95

6813194 BECOME A MEDICAL INTUITIVE: The Complete Developmental Course. By Tina M. Zion. This resource guide provides a complete training experience to become a medical intuitive. Each chapter advances you step by step, to intensify your physical abilities and develop your x-ray vision. A medical background is not necessary to excel as a medical intuitive. 258 pages. Boutique of Quality. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95 $12.95

6785557 THE COMPLEX PTSD WORKBOOK: A Mind-Body Approach to Regaining Emotional Control & Becoming Whole. By Arielle Schwartz. Helps you navigate and overcome the complex terrain of complex PTSD. The exercises and examples included in this workbook will safely guide you to explore the emotions and manifestations of your own PTSD. With Schwartz’s help, you’ll discover a life of wellness and happiness.


6753387 LIVING IN A MINDFUL UNIVERSE: A Neurosurgeon’s Journey into the Heart of Consciousness. By E. Alexander & K. Newell. The authors share how we can tap into a greater mind and the power of the flesh to enhance our lives. Shows how to improve relationships, creativity, guidance, and all aspects of our lives. The reader will gain the power to access that infinite source of knowing and learn that the key to understanding the “other side” of the universe is inside you.

518 pages. Harmony. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.95 $11.95

5893704 MIND HACKING. By John Hargrave. Ever wish you could rewire your brain just as a programmer would a computer? In this 3-step guide to improving your mental habits, you’ll learn how to take charge of your “smart genes,” regain wellness, and enjoy lifelong health and vitality. Includes a 4-week plan to achieve optimum health along with meal plans and recipes. 323 pages.


6782783 AWAKE CLAIRVOYANT FOR YEARS TO COME: How to Attract & Retain More of the Love You Love into Your Life. Travel between lifetimes, connect with the deceased or a child yet to be born, and much more by using your clairvoyant talents. The author reveals the secrets of clairvoyant energy and provides step-by-step strategies for using these clairvoyant styles. 264 pages. Llewellyn. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

5999913 OUTSMARTING ALZHEIMER’S. By Kenneth S. Kosik with A. Bowman. Offers 80 simple lifestyle prescriptions that will help to slow the progression of Alzheimer’s symptoms as much as possible. Includes a personalized three-week plan to help you put these prescriptions into action, plus more than 40 brain-boosting recipes and almost 30 brain-training games. 320 pages. Reader’s Digest. Digest. Pub. at $24.95 $5.95


Harper. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.95 $4.95

5990920 THE BEDSIDE DREAM DICTIONARY. By Silvana Amar. This guide explores hundreds of the most common dream symbols and their meanings and shows you how to interpret your dreams. Includes a “dreamer’s notebook” for dreamers to jot down recollections as they awaken. 260 pages. Skyhorse. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.95 $3.95

6751486 A DICTIONARY OF DREAM SYMBOLS. By Eric Ackroyd. An invaluable, detailed guide to decoding the images in your dreams. Includes a wealth of information on the study of dreams and on the images examined in the dictionary section. Each of the 700 entries gives the range of possible interpretations for a particular dream symbol, along with cross-referencing throughout. 320 pages. Cassell. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.99 $9.95

6785279 101 IDEAS FOR THINKING CREATIVELY: An Introduction to Understanding auras; colored energy fields that surround people, animals, plants, and even inanimate objects. The author explains how to see and interpret an aura's energy and what various auras mean. The book includes a “dreamer’s notebook” for dreamers to jot down recollections as they awaken. 260 pages. Skyhorse. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.95 $3.95

6820123 BORDERLINE PERSONALITY DISORDER DEMYSTIFIED, REVISED EDITION. By Ronald E. Frankel et al. Shares the latest findings on the course and causes of the disorder, as well as up-to-date information on diagnosis and an overview of cutting edge treatment options. For those who have been diagnosed and those who think they may have the illness, and for the family and friends who love and support them. 296 pages. Da Capo. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99 $12.95

676369 THE AWAKENED DREAMER. By Kalia Ambrose. Remember your dreams, interpret what they’re telling you, and use them to get what you want with this easy-to-use guide. You’ll explore dreams and sleep phenomena of all kinds, including recurring dreams, prophetic dreams, teaching dreams, lucid dreams, nightmares, day dreams, and more. 224 pages. Lindberg. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.99 $11.95

6797018 DRUGS OF THE DREAMING. By G. Toro & B. Thomas. The authors demonstrate that oniromedics (plant and animal substances that have been used to facilitate powerful and productive dream experiences) enhance the comprehensibility and effectiveness of the dream/dreamer relationship and hold a powerful key for discerning the psychological needs and desires of dreamers today. 150 pages. Park Street. Paperbound. Pub. at $13.95 $12.95

5996144 A DREAM BOOK OF DREAM SYMBOLS. By Eric Ackroyd. An invaluable, detailed guide to decoding the images in your dreams. Includes a wealth of information on the study of dreams and on the images examined in the dictionary section. Each of the 700 entries gives the range of possible interpretations for a particular dream symbol, along with cross-referencing throughout. 320 pages. Cassell. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.99 $9.95

6751486 A DICTI ONARY OF DREAM SYMB OL S. By Eric Ackroyd. An invaluable, detailed guide to decoding the images in your dreams. Includes a wealth of information on the study of dreams and on the images examined in the dictionary section. Each of the 700 entries gives the range of possible interpretations for a particular dream symbol, along with cross-referencing throughout. 320 pages. Cassell. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.99 $9.95
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**6580408 GOOD TO GO: A Guide to Preparing for the End of Life.** By Jo Myers. One of the few things in life that’s certain is death, and here’s a realistic, practical, and even humorous guide about preparing for it. From cremation to funeral plans, and from choosing executors to dealing with family relationships, it covers it all. 212 pages. Sterling. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95 $4.95

**6846335 WHEN IS BUDDY COMING HOME? A Parent’s Guide to Helping Your Child with the Loss of a Pet.** By Gary Kurz. The author provides thoughtful guidance on soothing a child’s heartbreak after the passing of a beloved four-legged friend—affirming that through their unconditional love, one of them has one of their unique place in heaven. 260 pages. Citadel. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.95 $3.95

**680540X THINGS I’VE LEARNED FROM DYING: A Book About Life.** By David R. Dow. In a poignant, lyrical account of how illness and loss can ravage a family, Dow examines the heart-wrenching reality of death and the questions it evokes. With grace and intelligence, he offers readers hope without cliché and affirms our basic human needs by giving voice to the anguish we all face. 273 pages. Twelve. Pub. at $25.00 $12.95 $6.95

**6827470 THE WAY WE DIE NOW: The View from America’s Front Line.** By Edmund O Mahony. Dying has become medicalized and sanitized, but doctors cannot prescribe a “good death.” Dr. O Mahony asks us to consider how we have gotten to this age of spiritual poverty and argues that giving up control over death can help restore its significance. 292 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $26.99 $6.95

**678142X LIVING AT THE END OF LIFE: A Hospice Nurse Addresses the Most Common Questions.** By Karen Whitley Bell. Presents a comforting guide to the challenges faced by someone coping with declining health—and by those who love and care for them. This second edition includes two new sections: one on ensuring quality care while coping with decline, the other on the challenges of living with a treatable but incurable illness. 262 pages. Sterling. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.95 $9.95

**5894891 HOW TO SURVIVE LIFE (AND DEATH).** By Michael Lennox. In a few short years, Kopecky had not one, but three near-death illnesses. 262 pages. Sterling. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.95 $9.95

**6595222 THROUGH THE FLAMES.** By Allan Lokos. Lokos shares his terrifying story of being on board a plane when it crashed and exploded in flames. He was severely burned and told by many doctors that he would not survive. In this inspiring account of his 16-year journey of recovery, he takes his experience to examine the challenge of human suffering and to address the question of how we can survive in the midst of pain and uncertainty. 242 pages. Tarcher/Penguin. Pub. at $25.95 $4.95

**6747742 A GOOD DEATH: Making the Most of Our Final Choices.** By Sandor Myeroff. To take on our ultimate human end, the award-winning journalist charts the history of the right-to-die movement in Canada and abroad through the personal stories of brave campaigners. She asks the tough question none of us can avoid: How do we want to die? HarperCollins. Pub. at $25.99 $21.95 $6.95

**6708560 THE CONVERSATION: A Revolutionary Plan for End-of-Life Care.** By Angela E. Volandes. Through the stories of seven patients with seven very different end-of-life experiences, Dr. Volandes shows what people with serious illnesses—who are approaching the end of their lives—need most is not new technologies but a conversation between families and physician. 220 pages. Bloomsbury. Pub. at $26.00 $8.95 $3.95

---

**6679293 THE FOREVER LETTER: Writing What We Believe for Those We Love.** By Elena Zaitseva. With compelling stories, personal anecdotes, and writing tips, Zaitseva guides you through the process of creating a forever letter. Inspired by the centuries-old Jewish tradition of the ethical will, a forever letter is a perfect way to share your most precious possessions: your values, your life, and your love with people who matter to you most. 221 pages. Llewellyn. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99 $12.95

**6873766 LIFE AND DEATH: Inspirational Messages and Meditations to Overcome Pain and Find Your Inner Peace.** By Tim Bolen. Free by the gift. The way to move through and beyond the grief process requires that you are open and that you take action. This guide will help you heal the emotional trauma and find that balance. Four one-minute tracks on 1 CD. Findhorn. Pub. at $9.99 $4.95

**6683371 BEING MORTAL: Medicine and What Matters in the End.** By Atul Gawande. Reveals the suffering that results when medicine neglects the wishes of patients beyond mere survival. Richard Olney and humanist values challenge the medicalization of conversation on aging and death, suggesting that the ultimate goal is not a good death but a good life—all the way to the very end. 267 pages. PublicAffairs. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.00 $11.95

**459781X DO DEAD PEOPLE WATCH YOU SHOWER? And Other Questions You’ve Been All But Dying to Ask a Medium.** By Concetta Bertoldi. A medium exposes the naked truth about the fate and happiness of our loved ones with no holds barred honesty and delightful humor, answering questions that range from practical to the outrageous. 280 pages. Harper. Paperbound. Pub. at $13.99 $4.95

**6742823 MODERN DEATH: How Medicine Changed the End of Life.** By Halder Warraich. Takes a close look at how we die today, from the call to the coroner, from the first level up to the very definition of death itself. Dr. Warraich provides an enriched understanding of how dying today differs from the past, what our ancestors got wrong, and how to change. Riveting, honest, and humane, this eye-opening work transforms this most final of human experiences. 324 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $26.99 $8.95

**5998166 PEACEFUL PASSAGES: A Hospice Nurse’s Stories of Dying Well.** By Janet Wehr. The author shares stories of her experiences in witnessing death during her 15 years as a hospice nurse. Her first-hand account gives illumination and comfort to the challenges faced by someone coping with declining health—and by those who love and care for them. This second edition includes two new sections: one on ensuring quality care while coping with decline, the other on the choices of living with a treatable but incurable illness. 262 pages. Sterling. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.95 $9.95

**6712261 MAKING FRIENDS WITH DEATH.** By Laura Pritchett. A lighthearted, irreverent exploration of the one thing that is certain in all lives—death. Interpersed with a variety of workbook-like exercises, it will prove to be a go to companion for anyone who would rather be able to great death as an old friend, rather than a spooky stranger. 250 pages. Viva Editions. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.95 $12.95

**6804713 GRIEF WORKS: Stories of Life, Death, and Surviving.** By Julia Samuel. Helps us stop feeling awkward and uncertain about the complexities of death and move toward talking honestly and openly about grief. The way to move through and beyond the grief process requires that you are open and that you take action. This guide will help you heal the emotional trauma and find that balance. Four one-minute tracks on 1 CD. Findhorn. Pub. at $9.99 $4.95

---

**6792055 EMBRACING THE END OF LIFE: A Journey into Dying & Awakening.** By Palt Lind-Kyle. Lind-Kyle shares the idea of death as a journey of three steps—resistance, letting go, and transcendence. Offering dozens of exercises, practices, and meditations, she helps you prepare with your friends and family, and with your trusted, more expansive self. 350 pages. Llewellyn. Paperbound. Pub. at $22.99 $17.95

**5885307 LET’S TALK ABOUT DEATH.** By S. Gordon & I. Kacandes. For years, the authors shared a no-holds-barred discussion about death and dying, addressing their own views on complicated ethical issues and interpersonal issues to which there are “no right” answers. The result is this frank, personal, and probing work that encourages us to engage that most uncomfortable of topics. 286 pages. Prometheus. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.00 $4.95
**Communication Skills**

- **6753663** HOW TO READ A PERSON LIKE A BOOK: Observing Body Language to Know What People Are Thinking. By Gerard I. Nierenberg et al. Designed to teach you how to interpret and respond to the nonverbal signals of business associates, friends, loved ones, and everyone you meet, this straightforward, comprehensive text—on love, on a date, or on a family outing, the simple technique of reading body language is a unique skill that offers real and important benefits. Illus. 118 pages. Square format. Hardie Grant. Pub. at $4.95

- **6854254** WIN YOUR CASE: How to Present, Persuade, and Prevail—Every Place, Every Time. By Gerry Spence. A renowned and successful trial lawyer shares how to win in any arena—the courtroom, the boardroom, the sales call, the salary review, the town council meeting—using successful courtroom methods he has developed over more than half a century. An indispensable guide to success in every walk of life. 287 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99

- **6812740** THE LONELINESS CURE: Six Strategies for Finding Real Connections in Your Life. By Kory Floyd. Helps you rediscover the power of socializing in person and finally find the affection you’ve been longing for. This valuable guide will help you assess your needs, and offers six compelling strategies for attracting more intimacy into your relationships and everyday life. 272 pages. Adams Media. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.99

- **5913632** SNAIL MAIL. By Michelle Mackintosh. Inspired by Japanese stationery and letter-writing culture, Mackintosh shows you how to improve your handwriting, make your own paper, envelopes, wax seals and pressed flowers; put together care packages for a loved one who you assess your needs, and offers six compelling strategies for getting the truth from relatives, co-workers and others—every time. 272 pages. Square format. Hardie Grant. Import. Pub. at $19.95

- **6860053** WHEN STRANGERS MEET. By Kio Stark. Teaches readers how to start talking to strangers, and includes adventurous challenges for those who dare. Stark reveals the hidden processes by which we decide whom to trust and in passing, and the unwritten rules by which these encounters operate. 107 pages. S&S. Pub. at $16.99

- **6854401** NEGOTIATING WITH GIANTS. By Peter D. Johnston. Travel across time through riveting, real-life David and Goliath negotiation stories, uncovering the secrets and strategies of successful smaller players so that you too can get what you want against the odds. 273 pages. Negotiation Press. Paperback Import. Pub. at $24.95

- **5969735** TEACH YOURSELF PERSUASION AND INFLUENCE IN A WEEK. By Di McLanachan. A simple and straightforward guide to becoming a more persuasive communicator, giving you everything you really need to know in just seven short chapters. From increasing your authority, you’ll develop your ability to understand how people make decisions to increasing your authority, you’ll develop your ability to influence and persuade others. 124 pages. Teach Yourself. Paperback Import. Pub. at $11.95

- **6852457** NEVER BE LIED TO AGAIN: How to Get the Truth in 5 Minutes or Less in Any Conversation or Situation. By David J. Lieberman. Provides the tools to determine, with uncanny accuracy, if you are being lied to. The most authoritative and effective technique available to tell the truth within minutes. SHOPWORN. 204 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperback. Pub. at $15.99

- **5777933** BODY LANGUAGE: The Signals You Don’t Know You’re Sending, and How to Master Them... By Glenn Wilson. Learn how to read the body language of those around you, and manage the intricacies and emotions you give to others. Full of practical tips and strategies underpinned by principles from psychological and social studies. Use and interpret non-verbal messages to: write better and more effectively. 590 pages. Square format. Hardie Grant. Import. Pub. at $7.95
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**6659713** THE POWER OF NO: Because One Little Word Can Bring Health, Abundance, and Happiness. By James & Claudia A. Alcher. If you find yourself in the wrong thing, or in a lively, practical guide will help you take back the power. Drawing on his own stories as well as those of their readers and students, the authors make an inspiring and engaging case to say “No.” 221 pages. Hay House. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95 $4.95

**5932408** THE ART OF BODY TALK: How to Decode Gestures, Manerisms, and Other Non-Verbal Messages. By G. Hartley & M. Karitch. The authors share their highly successful Feel the Magic Analyze Decision program of understanding body language, but with an exciting twist—they give you the tools to read to see what’s behind those eye movements, gestures, and tics. You will easily be able to perceive the emotions and spot the messages people are really sending. Photos. 239 pages. Career Press. Paperback. Pub. at $16.99 $13.95

**5811732** PITCH PERFECT: How to Say It Right the First Time, Every Time. By B. McGowan & A. Bowmam. A media coach and award-winning correspondent shares his secrets of pitch-perfect communications, showing you how to craft just the right message and deliver it with confidence. Along the way, he lays out his Seven Principles of Persuasion, helping you steer clear of common communication pitfalls. 266 pages. Harper. Paperback. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

**6764177** PITCH PERFECT: How to Say It Right the First Time, Every Time. By B. McGowan & A. Bowmam. A media coach and award-winning correspondent shares his secrets of pitch-perfect communications, showing you how to craft just the right message and deliver it with confidence. Along the way, he lays out his Seven Principles of Persuasion, helping you steer clear of common communication pitfalls. 266 pages. Harper. Paperback. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

**6637698** WINNING ARGUMENTS: What Works and Doesn’t Work in Politics, the Bedroom, the Courtroom, and the Classroom. By A. A. Craig & Y. Jones. A former teacher, lawyers, managers—indeed, anyone looking to persuade their opponent. Fish reveals how successful argument can be used to win over important opinion. 212 pages. Harper. Paperback. Pub. at $14.99 $6.95

**678488X** WINNING ARGUMENTS: What Works and Doesn’t Work in Politics, the Bedroom, the Courtroom, and the Classroom. By Stanley Fish. From the U.S. to the U.K. to the logic of toddlers, Fish delves into a range of topics—including those hot-button issues that dominate today’s headlines—to reveal how successful argument can be used to win over popular opinion. 212 pages. Harper. Paperback. Pub. at $19.99 $6.95

**4619315** THE ART OF PEOPLE: 11 Simple People Skills That Will Get You Everything You Want. By Dave Kerpen. Here, through 53 bite-size, easy to execute tips, you’ll learn to master the 11 People Skills that will get you more of what you want at work, at home, and in life. Those who truly understand and connect with their colleagues, their customers, their partners are the ones who can teach, lead, and inspire. 276 pages. Crown. Pub. at $27.00 $19.95


**3601420** THE LIKE SWITCH: An Ex-FBI Agent’s Guide to Influencing, Attracting, and Winning People Over. By Jack Schafer & M. Karlins. All the tools you need to instantly read people, turn strangers into friends, and influence how they perceive you. You’ll learn how to make great first impressions, improve your “Likeability Quotient,” determine the truthfulness of a person on phone or online, and more. Illus. 270 pages. Touchstone. Paperback. Pub. at $19.99 $9.95

**676374X** HOW TO TELL WHAT PEOPLE ARE THINKING: From the Bedroom to the Boardroom. By Peter Collett. Shows you how to understand what people are saying and what you’re unwittingly revealing about yourself, and provides insights into people’s innermost thoughts. Packed with both famous and everyday examples, this is an entertaining guide to our society’s language of unconscious communication. Photos. 310 pages. Harper. Paperback Import. Pub. at $15.95 $9.95

**6708355** THE INTELLIGENT CONVERSATIONALIST: 31 Cheat Sheets That Will Show You How to Talk to Anyone About Anything. Anytime. By Imogen Lloyd Webber. From the history of money to who signed the Magna Carta this volume is a cure for the conversationally challenged. Choose a few cheat sheets presented here and bone up before any social event and never get shut out of the conversation again. 396 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperback. Pub. at $13.95 $9.95

**6791743** THE LIKE SWITCH: An Ex-FBI Agent’s Guide to Influencing, Attracting, and Winning People Over. By Jack Schafer & M. Karlins. All the tools you need to instantly read people, turn strangers into friends, and influence how they perceive you. You’ll learn how to make great first impressions, improve your “Likeability Quotient,” determine the truthfulness of a person on phone or online, and more. Illus. 270 pages. Touchstone. Paperback. Pub. at $19.99 $9.95

**6707489** THE FINE ART OF FLIRTING: By Joyce Jillson. Whether you’re a shy beginner or an advanced coquette, Jillson’s flirting tips are for you. The authors share their highly successful guide to our society’s language of unconscious communication. Photos. 239 pages. Career Press. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99 $11.95

**6806149** EMOTIONAL UNAVAILABILITY. By Bryn C. Collins. Using case studies, quizzes, and jargon-free, easy to understand concepts, Collins profiles the 5 types of emotionally unavailable partners, and then offers the skills you need to change these painful associations. 292 pages. McGraw-Hill. Paperback. Pub. at $16.00 $11.95

**6619123** THE COMPLETE IDIOT’S GUIDE TO COPING WITH DIFFICULT PEOPLE. By Arlene Kramar. This lively and engaging work can begin to connect with others in a positive, meaningful way. 242 pages. Prentice. Paperback. Pub. at $15.95 $9.95

**6680238** EMPATHY: Why It Matters, And How to Get It. By Rorn Krmaznic. In this lively and engaging work, Krmaznic argues that our brains are wired for social connection and that empathy, not apathy or self-centeredness, is at the heart of who we are, and he reveals how each of us can begin to connect with others in a positive, meaningful way. 242 pages. Perigee. Paperback. Pub. at $15.95 $9.95

**6601929** THE COMPLETE IDIOT’S GUIDE TO COPING WITH DIFFICULT PEOPLE. By Arlene Kramar. This lively and engaging work can begin to connect with others in a positive, meaningful way. 242 pages. Prentice. Paperback. Pub. at $15.95 $9.95

**6806149** EMOTIONAL UNAVAILABILITY. By Bryn C. Collins. Using case studies, quizzes, and jargon-free, easy to understand concepts, Collins profiles the 5 types of emotionally unavailable partners, and then offers the skills you need to change these painful associations. 292 pages. McGraw-Hill. Paperback. Pub. at $16.00 $11.95

**6864624** THE ART OF PUBLIC SPEAKING. By Dale Carnegie. A go-to guide for those who want to better their speaking abilities and stop putting their spectators to sleep. Discover how to captivate any audience today with the following tips: confidence; charm; precision; preparation; delivery and more. 512 pages. Civitas. Paperback. Pub. at $12.99 $9.95

**3601420** THE LIKE SWITCH: An Ex-FBI Agent’s Guide to Influencing, Attracting, and Winning People Over. By Jack Schafer & M. Karlins. All the tools you need to instantly read people, turn strangers into friends, and influence how they perceive you. You’ll learn how to make great first impressions, improve your “Likeability Quotient,” determine the truthfulness of a person on phone or online, and more. Illus. 270 pages. Touchstone. Paperback. Pub. at $19.99 $9.95
Relationships

6843646 GRACIOUS: A Practical Primer on Charm, Tact, and Unsinkable Strength. By Kelly Williams Brown. Whether it’s standing up for what you believe in while also listening to other points of view, making a surprise guest feel welcome, or just maintaining your serenity while waiting in an endless queue—graciousness is a quality everyone should use a little help with. 238 pages. Rodale. Pub. at $22.95. $16.95

6713173 LOVE IN THE PALM OF YOUR HAND: How to Use Palmistry for Successful Relationships. By Ghanshyam Singh Birla. The lines of our palms act as continuous printouts of our experience, thoughts, and emotions. Over 4000 years Vedic science of morphology known as Samudrika Shastra. The correct analysis of these printouts, developing an unparalleled ability to interpret them. 148 pages. Destiny. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95. $4.95

5921392 THE ROAD TO CHARACTER. By David Brooks. In The Social Animal, Brooks explored the neuroscience of connection and how we can flourish together. Now, in this volume, he focuses on the deeper values that inform our lives. Blending psychology, politics, spirituality, and confessional, he provides an opportunity for us to rethink our priorities, and strive to build rich inner lives, marked by humility and moral depth. 300 pages. Random. Pub. at $28.00. $6.95


O/S HIP I’M FREE OF YOU! HOW TO NAVIGATE A LOVE IN THE PALM OF YOUR HAND: HOW TO USE PALMISTRY FOR SUCCESSFUL RELATIONSHIPS. By Ghanshyam Singh Birla. The lines of our palms act as continuous printouts of our experience, thoughts, and emotions. Over 4000 years Vedic science of morphology known as Samudrika Shastra. The correct analysis of these printouts, developing an unparalleled ability to interpret them. 148 pages. Destiny. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95. $4.95

5921392 THE ROAD TO CHARACTER. By David Brooks. In The Social Animal, Brooks explored the neuroscience of connection and how we can flourish together. Now, in this volume, he focuses on the deeper values that inform our lives. Blending psychology, politics, spirituality, and confessional, he provides an opportunity for us to rethink our priorities, and strive to build rich inner lives, marked by humility and moral depth. 300 pages. Random. Pub. at $28.00. $6.95


6580688 CONVERSATION STARTERS FOR EVERY GRANDPARENT. By Kim Chamberlain. A very practical handbook for seniors who babysit, visit, or just talk with grandchildren. Includes tips on how to ask appropriate questions, avoiding sensitive issues, and developing listening as well as speaking skills. 134 pages. Skyhorse. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95. PRICE CUT to $2.95
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5773768 LOVING THE G-SPOT: The Definitive Guide on the Secret Center of Feminine Pleasure. By Marcia Duranta. A manual to the enigmatic G-spot, including detailed instructions that show, step by step, the path to female ecstasy. Along the way, it reveals tricks to activate new erogenous centers, using techniques you've never forget. Adults only. 120 pages. Skyhorse. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.99. $5.95

6761194 THE SEX BIBLE FOR PEOPLE OVER 50: The Complete Guide to Sexual Love for Mature Couples. By Laurie Betito. Addresses the common physical sexual issues that couples 50 and older encounter and gives you practical, real-life advice for working with them via modified positions, new foreplay techniques, and extended foreplay, and sex toys. Adults only. 298 pages. Plume. Paperback. Pub. at $16.00. $5.95

5770501 LESBIAN SEX SECRETS FOR MEN, REVISED. By R.L. Plummer & M.D. Haste. This savvy guide answers the most intriguing and intriguing questions about making love to a woman you love. From the titillating to the taboo, and from kisses to climaxes, here is the ultimate road map to the hot spots and nether regions of the female body. Adults only. 298 pages. Plume. Paperback. Pub. at $16.00. $5.95

5770501 LESBIAN SEX SECRETS FOR MEN, REVISED. By R.L. Plummer & M.D. Haste. This savvy guide answers the most intriguing and intriguing questions about making love to a woman you love. From the titillating to the taboo, and from kisses to climaxes, here is the ultimate road map to the hot spots and nether regions of the female body. Adults only. 298 pages. Plume. Paperback. Pub. at $16.00. $5.95

5770501 LESBIAN SEX SECRETS FOR MEN, REVISED. By R.L. Plummer & M.D. Haste. This savvy guide answers the most intriguing and intriguing questions about making love to a woman you love. From the titillating to the taboo, and from kisses to climaxes, here is the ultimate road map to the hot spots and nether regions of the female body. Adults only. 298 pages. Plume. Paperback. Pub. at $16.00. $5.95

OVS 811890 KAMA SUTRA: TOUCH & THE INTIMATE KISS. By J. Larousse & S. Sade. This savvy guide answers the most common questions about the male member that you never dared to ask. Learn ingenious techniques for giving a great hand job, blowing his mind (and more), finding the best intercourse positions for every shape and size, and more. Includes adult illus. In 112 pages. Quiver. Pub. at $9.99. $7.95

6752088 PENIS GENIUS. By J. Lafouette & S. Sade. This savvy guide answers the most common questions about the male member that you never dared to ask. Learn ingenious techniques for giving a great hand job, blowing his mind (and more), finding the best intercourse positions for every shape and size, and more. Includes adult illus. In 112 pages. Quiver. Pub. at $9.99. $7.95

6750207 THE NEW SEX BIBLE FOR WOMEN. By A.J. Hawrick. Whether you’re younger or older, married or not, this comprehensive guide will assist you with giving oral sex, finding new positions, or opening bulges, in addition to new research on desire, orgasms, and sexual anatomy. Hawrick covers everything from masturbation, oral sex, and positions to satisfy, self-esteem, and sex aids. Adults only. 255 pages. Tarcher. Pub. at $27.99. $14.99

6750207 THE NEW SEX BIBLE FOR WOMEN. By A.J. Hawrick. Whether you’re younger or older, married or not, this comprehensive guide will assist you with giving oral sex, finding new positions, or opening bulges, in addition to new research on desire, orgasms, and sexual anatomy. Hawrick covers everything from masturbation, oral sex, and positions to satisfy, self-esteem, and sex aids. Adults only. 255 pages. Tarcher. Pub. at $27.99. $14.99

684765X OVERCOMING CONFLICT: HOW TO DEAL WITH DIFFICULT PEOPLE AND SITUATIONS. By Bob Phillips. Get the confidence you need to solve arguments, settle disputes, and restore harmony with this guide. You’ll learn the ten common myths about conflict, how to properly discuss differences and issues, the importance of observing body language and the power of non-verbal influence. 236 pages. 2CDs. Hachette. Pub. at $30.00. PRICE CUT to $17.95

5954126 WILL I EVER BE FREE OF YOU? HOW TO NAVIGATE A HIGH-CONFLICT DIVORCE FROM A NARCISST AND HEAL YOUR FAMILY. By Karyl McBride. The abundance of real-life examples will be relatable to readers and will provide a much-needed resource that understands their situations. This volume should be required reading for anyone divorcing in the circumstances, and will give the information about a highly specialized area. 237 pages. Atria. Pub. at $25.00

684765X OVERCOMING CONFLICT: HOW TO DEAL WITH DIFFICULT PEOPLE AND SITUATIONS. By Bob Phillips. Get the confidence you need to solve arguments, settle disputes, and restore harmony with this guide. You’ll learn the ten common myths about conflict, how to properly discuss differences and issues, the importance of observing body language and the power of non-verbal influence. 236 pages. 2CDs. Hachette. Pub. at $30.00. PRICE CUT to $17.95

5954126 WILL I EVER BE FREE OF YOU? HOW TO NAVIGATE A HIGH-CONFLICT DIVORCE FROM A NARCISST AND HEAL YOUR FAMILY. By Karyl McBride. The abundance of real-life examples will be relatable to readers and will provide a much-needed resource that understands their situations. This volume should be required reading for anyone divorcing in the circumstances, and will give the information about a highly specialized area. 237 pages. Atria. Pub. at $25.00

684765X OVERCOMING CONFLICT: HOW TO DEAL WITH DIFFICULT PEOPLE AND SITUATIONS. By Bob Phillips. Get the confidence you need to solve arguments, settle disputes, and restore harmony with this guide. You’ll learn the ten common myths about conflict, how to properly discuss differences and issues, the importance of observing body language and the power of non-verbal influence. 236 pages. 2CDs. Hachette. Pub. at $30.00. PRICE CUT to $17.95

5954126 WILL I EVER BE FREE OF YOU? HOW TO NAVIGATE A HIGH-CONFLICT DIVORCE FROM A NARCISST AND HEAL YOUR FAMILY. By Karyl McBride. The abundance of real-life examples will be relatable to readers and will provide a much-needed resource that understands their situations. This volume should be required reading for anyone divorcing in the circumstances, and will give the information about a highly specialized area. 237 pages. Atria. Pub. at $25.00
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6761151  HOT SEX TIPS, TRICKS, AND LICKS. By Jessica O'Reilly. URL. With over 100 tips, techniques, and variations for endless experimentation, you'll take your sexual experience to new heights. Adults only. Well illus. in color. 143 pages. Quiver. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.99 $4.95

588506  365 SEX MOVES: Positions for Having Sex a New Way Every Day. By Randi Fox. Boldly go where you've not gone before and discover new twists and tricks to add to your current repertoire! Filled with color photographs and get-to-the-point descriptions for positions such as The Standing Ovation; Like a Prayer; The Stagecoach. Bound for Glory; and more. Adults only. Fully illus. in color. 336 pages. Quiver. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.99 $3.95

6813569  SATISFACTION GUARANTEED: 350 Best Sex Tips Ever. By Lisa Sussman. A frank, practical, and humorous guide for the woman who demands concise and insightful advice about her sex life. This manual will tell you everything you need to keep sex exciting. Whether you're interested in a marathon session or a spontaneous quickie, get ready for an action packed ride. Adults only. 295 pages. Carlton. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95 3.95

6813488  50 SHADeS OF BONDAGE & DISCIPLE: A Beginner’s Guide to BDSM. By Renee Dubois. Fire up your sex life by learning how to gather, ironing some power play and trying teasing titillation for a spanning good time. Kit includes a 128-page guide and an imitation silk restraint/blindfold. Adults only. Published at $16.95 $8.95

687358A  A CALL GIRL'S BEST SEX TIPS. By Renee Dubois. Here are more than 500 professional erotic tips guaranteed to please your partner. From novel sex positions to tantalizing touches and rubs, you'll discover new twists and tricks to add to your current repertoire. Adults only. Published at $14.95 $4.95

6734871  ASTROSEX: Sexual Secrets Revealed Through the Stars. By Sarah Bartlett. You'll find an in-depth description of male and female sexual preferences for each star sign with tips on erogenous zones, preferred positions, and arousal fantasies. With more than 350 atmospheric and sensual color photos, including steamy sex positions, this guide provides a visually seductive experience. Adults only. 135 pages. Skyhorse. Pub. at $19.95 $4.95

5609805  NEVER SLEEP ALONE. By Full-Finger Kids. Wi ller's humorous take on "to find The One, you must become The One," offering handy how-tos on spice it up and rediscovering passion between you and your partner. 51 minutes. Braun Media. 3.95

DVD 3553  SPICING IT UP AT HOME: Dr. Berman Can Help! Every couple needs inspiration to keep it fresh in the bedroom, and in this DVD program Dr. Laura Berman lets you in on the secrets to a satisfying sex life throughout the years. You'll learn new ideas for spicing it up and rediscovering passion between you and your partner. 51 minutes. Braun Media. $9.99

5845327  SEX YOURSELF: The Woman’s Guide to Mastering Masturbation and Achieving Powerful Orgasms. By Carlyle Jansen. Teaches women how to reach orgasm and how to have better orgasms by themselves. Learn how to have the amazing experiences you've always wanted to have alone can be re-created with a partner, helping to enhance your sexual relationships. Try new techniques and accessories to have mind-blowing orgasms in brand new ways. Adults only. Illus. in color. 176 pages. Quiver. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.95 $7.95

676116X  LESBIAN SEX BIBLE. By Diana Cage. A fresh, funny, irreverent, and inclusive look at lesbian sexuality, encouraging women to talk freely about sex and to deepen their overall sexual experience. Filled with explicit techniques and tips for the hottest sex imaginable while also providing frank advice about lesbian dating and relationships, gender, identity, and sexual culture. Adults only. Well illus. in color. 192 pages. Quiver. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.95 $7.95

6793517  GUIDE TO GETTING IT ON! NINTH EDITION. By Paul Joannides. Down to earth, fun, honest, and packed with helpful, titillating illustrations, this guide is your best ally when it comes to having really good sex. “In our vast library of sex books, this is by far and away the most human, enlightening, and entertaining read of the lot” Cosmos Magazine UK. Adults only. 624 pages. Goofy Foot Press. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95

569938X  DON'T PUT THAT IN THERE! And 69 Other Sex Myths Debunked. By A.E. Carroll & R.C. Veremak. With the help of an authoritative research and a breezy, accessible tone, this volume is full of enlightening, practical, and quirky facts that will debunk some of the most perplexing misconceptions we hold about sex and sexuality. Adults only. 272 pages. Skyhorse Pub. Paperbound. Pub. at $13.99 $4.95

4619690  101 THINGS TO DO WITH A VIBRATOR. By Marisa Bennett. Explores the hottest sex secrets, electrified! From small buzzing eggs to full-size, humming, swiveling, and tickling vibrators, this volume examines not just the kinds of sex toys but all of the sexy, sweet, and naughty things to do once you have them. Adults only. Illus. in color. 165 pages. Skyhorse. Pub. at $14.95 $4.95

883538X  THE CLITORAL THREAT, SECOND EDITION. By Rebecca Chalker. Offers the only mainstream, in-depth exploration devoted solely to women's genital anatomy and sexual response. Female readers--straight, lesbian, and bisexual--will learn new routes to sexual pleasure and new ways to enhance their sexual response. Illus. 222 pages. Seven Stories. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.95 $13.95

8614751  AMAZING SEX POSITIONS. By Richard Emerson. Your passport to a satisfying and fulfilling sex life offering 101 sexual positions, all clearly described and photographed in full color. Adults only. 128 pages. Carlton. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95 $11.95

5998352  THE ULTIMATE GUIDE TO PROSTATE PLEASURE. By C. Gleckman & A. Emirizn. Just as G-spot exploration can transform a woman's experience of orgasm, growing numbers of men are enhancing their sex lives with P-spot arousal and orgasm. This guide offers a new level of pleasure, covering everything from partner play with handy how-tos on massage, petting, positions, and more. Adults only. 346 pages. Cleis. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.95 $12.95

2691904  SPECTACULAR SEX MOVES SHE'LL NEVER FORGET. By Sonia Borg. Teaches you men how to find the ultimate sexual charge in your relationships. 365 SEX MOVES: Positions for Having Sex a New Way Every Day. By Randi Fox. Boldly go where you've not gone before and discover new twists and tricks to add to your current repertoire! Filled with color photographs and get-to-the-point descriptions for positions such as The Standing Ovation; Like a Prayer; The Stagecoach. Bound for Glory; and more. Adults only. Fully illus. in color. 336 pages. Quiver. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.95 $3.95

6849776  THE SEX MYTH: The Gap Between Our Fantasies and Reality. By Rachel Hills. Drawing together emotionally intimate and intellectually provocative stories, Hills lays bare the Sex myth—the defining significance we invest in sexuality that once meant we were dirty if we did sex, and now means we are defective if we don't. 257 pages. S&S. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.00 $3.95

6753034  HOW TO DRIVE YOUR MAN WILD IN BED. By Tina Robbins. Sex is one of the great joys in life. Whether you've been bored in bed or consider yourself a great lover, you can be both with the help of this book. You'll find all the hints and tricks you'll need to take sex for her from okay to "oh YES!" Offers incredible scenarios with step by step instructions for helping her achieve orgasm. You'll always know what to do next, and with every move you'll find yourself in a new sexual mood, from torrid to tender. Adults only. Well illus. in color. 160 pages. Quiver. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.99 $4.95

5649090  ORGASM IN 5 MINUTES: 1001 Roads to Happiness. By Tina Robbins. Shows what and men women need to know to understand and facilitate the female orgasm. It teaches how all women can have an orgasm each time they make love, even without the participation of their partners. Adults only. 272 pages. Seven Stories. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.95 $4.95

5626545  ORAL SEX FOR EVERYBODY: Giving and Receiving for Men and Women. By Tina Robbins. Offers a practical, unhindered guide to making sex imaginative and pleasurable. Teaches you foreplay, the erroneous zones, tricks to create a sensual ambiance, fantasies without limitations, and much more. Adults only. Illus. 156 pages. Skyhorse. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.95 $5.95

* These are our most popular titles. To see more titles visit erhbc.com/636
**SOLD OUT**

**6849512 THE GREAT WORK OF THE FLESHE:**

Sexual Magic East and West. By Sarane Alexander. This extensive study of sexual magic in the Eastern and Western mystery traditions charts its presence across religion and society, explaining how a couple can extract from each other by way of virility and femininity, multiplying their pleasure and the meaning of social and spiritual worlds. Adults only. 226 pages. Destiny. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.95. $4.95

**6731244 A FRENCHWOMAN'S GUIDE TO SEX AFTER SIXTY.**

By Marie de Hennezel. Drawing on interviews with older French women and men, the author offers an abundance of advice on how to enjoy, and satisfying sex life in your sixties, seventies, and beyond. 199 pages. Greystone. Paperback. Import. Pub. at $17.95. $12.95

**568697X 500 KISSES.**

By Janette Scobie. Offers 500 kissable suggestions to have your lips declared “Too Hot to Handle” and bring your lover to new heights! Adults only. 480 pages. Cider Mill. Paperback. Pub. at $12.95. $4.95

**6734723 ORGASM.**

By Susan Crain Bakos. Packaged with 50 sexy games you can try with your partner, overnight companion, or on your own, this guide will help you achieve multiple, extended, toe-curling orgasms. Adults only. Color photos. 112 pages. Quiver. Pub. at $9.99. $7.95

**5824411 NATURAL SEX BOOSTERS, SECOND EDITION: Supplements That Enhance Stamina, Sensuality and Sensuality for Men and Women.**

By Ray Sahelian. Offers an easy-to-follow A-to-Z guide to the many powerful sex boosters available today. Provides a clear and scientifically backed discussion of each substance, explaining what it is, what it does, and how it is taken. Adults only. 137 pages. Square One Publishers. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95. $11.95

**5937965 THE REAL SCIENCE OF SEX APPEAL.**

By HowStuffWorks. The award-winning team of HowStuffWorks.com reveals the steamy science behind sex and love, from intimacy and sex, to finding your partner, to enjoying and exploring it all. Discover how aphrodisiacs and sex appeal work; whether love is taken. Adults only. 216 pages. Celestial Arts. Paperback. Pub. at $13.95. $9.95

**5940834 THE LOVERS' GUIDE TO HOMEMADE VIDEO: Tips and Techniques for Making Your Own Erotic Movies.**

By Serena Valles with C. Martinez. Inside every person dwells a being who feels curious about or enjoys watching him or herself naked in erotic situations. This guide will help you discover exciting, erotic possibilities, from filming to striptease, to creating a stimulating session of nude photography, and much more. Adults only. Well illus., most in color. 141 pages. Skyhorse. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.96. $9.95

**5988276 KAMA SUTRA WORKOUT: Work Hard, Play Harder with 500 Sensual Sexercises.**

Ed. by Alice Home. Swap the gym for the bedroom and get toned, flexible, and fit with creative Kama Sutra positions designed to work your body and widen your mind. Adults only. Fully illus. 384 pages. Dorling Kindersley. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.95. $11.95

**5998360 THE ULTIMATE GUIDE TO SEX AFTER 50: How to Maintain—or Regain—a Spicy, Satisfying Sex Life.** By Joan Price. In this definitive guide to sex after 50, you'll discover the secrets to regaining your sexual enthusiasm, a stronger and more exciting sex life, even if you’ve abandoned the search or given it up years ago. Plus, the secrets to regaining your sexual energy after a divorce or serious illness or injury. Adults only. 396 pages. Cleis. Paperbound. Pub. at $22.95. $17.95

**5974153 HOW TO BE KNOTTY: The Essential Guide to Modern Rope Bondage.** By Jude Schell. Whether you’re in search of partner games for sexy–obsessive or you’ve just mastered the basics of bondage, this guide will give you all the skills, confidence, and inspiration necessary to make your next move into the exciting world of intermediate rope bondage, where erotic fantasy meets reality. 231 pages. Green Candy. Paperbound. Pub. at $30.00. $21.95

**6734693 BONDAGE.** By Morpheus. A quick and handy reference that takes you through the basics of BDSM, tying techniques, safety considerations, and an overview of kink culture. Adults only. Color photos. 112 pages. Cleis. Paperbound. Pub. at $11.95. $8.95

**5937795 THE NEW NAKED: The Ultimate Sex Education for Growth-Ups.** By Harry Fisch with K. Moline. Fire up your sex life and your relationship with this smart, refreshingly candid guide. Packed with easy to follow advice, stories from real couples, the secrets to foreplay success and something you’ll never think would merge with living art. Fully illus. in color. 286 pages. Sourcebooks. Paperback. Pub. at $14.99. $3.95

**4387217 MALE MULTIPLE ORGASM.** By Sonja Fokas. This guide reveals how to understand your body and have an amazing sex experience. Perfect for men who are interested in sexual activity and have the confidence, and inspiration necessary to make your next move into the exciting world of intermediate rope bondage, where erotic fantasy meets reality. 231 pages. Green Candy. Paperbound. Pub. at $30.00. $21.95


**5800878 HER SWEET SPOT: 101 Sexy Ways to Find and Please It.** By Jude Schell. Discover your ever-evolving sexual potential with this fearless and sexy bedroom guide for women who love women. Dip in to find ideas for every mood, preference, and proclivity—from outrageous to tender to straight-up carnal. Adults only. 216 pages. Celestial Arts. Pub. at $18.99. $3.95

**6161499 TANTRA: The Indian Cult of Ecstasy.** By Philip Pawson. The extraordinary current of Tantrik wisdom is explained here, revealing the most essential patterns of human symbolic expression. 166 illus., 37 in color. 126 pages. Thames & Hudson. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95. $4.95

**5921864 THE SACRED SEX CODE: A Guide to Sex and Spirit in the East and West.** By Cassandra Lorius. This comprehensive guide to the Eastern and Western traditions charts its presence across religion and society, explaining how a couple can extract from each other by way of virility and femininity, multiplying their pleasure and the meaning of social and spiritual worlds. Adults only. Well illus., most in color. 400 pages. Skyhorse. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95. $6.95

**5770009 APROPHRODISIACS: An A-Z.** By Linda Louisa Dell. Discover nature’s Viagra in an encyclopedia of sexual aids and agents of desire. Available as a separate title and as part of this new, comprehensive title, these aphrodisiacs may surprise you, including sauerkraut, mango, eggs, asparagus, nutmeg, endive, and more! Color photos. 138 pages. Skyhorse. Pub. at $16.99. $5.95

- See more titles at erhbc.com/636
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**753048X ANAL PLEASURE & HEALTH, 4TH REVISED EDITION: A Guide for Men, Women, and Couples.** By Jack Morin. Take a tour of the anus, complete with informative diagrams and exercises that open the door to new sources of comfort and satisfaction. You’ll learn habits that cause everything from hemorrhoids to chronic pelvic pain, and new ways of achieving anal sex and enhanced pleasure through this humblist of portals. Adults only. 238 pages. Down Press. Paperback. Pub. at $16.95


**635340X HOW TO F*CK A WOMAN: An Insider’s Guide to Love & Relationships.** By Ali Adler. Twenty percent explicit instruction, eighty percent relationship advice, and one hundred percent hilarious, Adler’s guide brings together essential advice for men (and women) who insist they don’t need it) and the women who want their lovers to understand them, both mind and body. Adults only. 295 pages. Weinstein. Pub. at $22.00

**6575694 THE SMART GIRL’S GUIDE TO PORN.** By Violet Blue. Millions of women enjoy porn as part of their self-defined healthy sexual lifestyles, even more than use sex toys. Here, an acclaimed sex educator tells women how to find the porn they’ll like, from favorite turn-ons and workshops-friendly DVDs to podcasts and porn groups on the Web. Adults only. 137 pages. Cleis. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95

**6759899 THE ULTIMATE GUIDE TO FELLATIO, 2ND EDITION.** By Violet Blue. Covers every tip, trick, and technique for giving skilled and unforgettable fellatio, from telling to your partner about oral sex to male pleasure spots. Includes hot stories from bestselling author Allison Tyler to help get you in the mood. Adults only. 251 pages. Cleis. Paperback. Pub. at $16.95

**587415 DOMESTIC SEX GODDESS.** By Kate Taylor. A sex book for couples in long-term relationships, with or without children. It’s for couples who would like new ideas to take to bed that bring back the initial excitement but don’t require days of planning or preparation. Women who want real-life tips can fit them in around a busy day and eight hours of sleep a night. Adults only. 144 pages. Firefly. Paperback. Pub. at $24.95

**5803403 YONI MASSAGE: Awakening Female Sexual Energy.** By Michaela Riedl. Yoni is the Sanskrit word for the female genitalia, describing not only the anatomy, but also the encompassing energetic and spiritual dimensions. The massage practices provided here are designed to allow women to overcome long-held inhibitions. Adults only. 166 pages. Destiny. Paperback. Pub. at $13.95

**5998379 THE ULTIMATE GUIDE TO SEX AND DISABILITY: For All of Us Who Live with Disabilities, Chronic Pain & Illness.** By Miriam Kaufman et al. Offering invaluable tips for the full span of disabilities—from chronic fatigue and back pain to spinal cord injury and cerebral palsy—this in-one reference delivers everything you need to know to create a life that works for you. 345 pages. Cleis. Paperback. Pub. at $18.95

**686192X TANTRIC SEX AND MENOPAUSE: Practices for Spiritual and Sexual Renewal.** By D. Richardson & J. McGeever. Providing a guide for women who are approaching, experiencing or have gone through menopause, this book offers a more integrative approach to menopause allows each woman to deepen her trust in the perfect functioning of the female body, and embrace her natural sexual response and reconnect with her inner self. Illus. 206 pages. Destiny. Paperback. Pub. at $13.95

**6863621 GET ON TOP: OF Your Pleasure, Sexuality & Wellness.** By Milena Hoddler with A. Zissu. Teaches women everything they need to know about their bodies, while changing the way they think about them, offering an actionable guide for women to take control of their sexual health. 242 pages. S&S. Paperback. Pub. at $16.00

**6817553 LOVE WORTH MAKING: How to Have an Intensely Great Sex in a Long-Lasting Relationship.** By Stephen Snyder. Integrating the latest research on human sexuality with compelling stories from his thirty years of experience, Dr. Snyder will help people of all ages and backgrounds get back into a sexual groove and empower you to find the sexual rules that you need to understand them; how they work; what rules they follow; and how they connect to the rest of you. 292 pages. St. Martin's. Pub. at $26.99

**6582176 BETTER SEX IN NO TIME: An Illustrated Guide for Busy Couples.** By Emily Dubberley. Rekindling the fun of sex for long-term couples, top sexpert Josey Vogels presents timed suggestions for flirting, sensual toys, and unforgetable fellatio, from talking to your partner like a dirty book. Adults only. 126 pages. Down Press. Paperback. Pub. at $3.95

**6774253 TANTRIC SEX.** By Barbara Carrela. Calm your mind through simple meditation and intensify your senses—just what you’ll allow you to escape into more intimate, mindful, and sensuous sex than ever before—with these tantric sex techniques. Adults only. Photos. 40 pages. Quiver. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99

**5898832 EVERYDAY SEX IS WRONG.** Ed. by Russ Kick. This massive anthology features a panoply of experts, everyone from prostitutes to professors, legends from newcomers, sexual revolutionaries to sexologists, thrillers to novelists and beyond, who provide a widely varied, unexpected, and unlimted look at everyone’s favorite subject. 360 pages. Disinformation. 8¼x10¼. Paperback. Pub. at $24.95

**599801 THE ULTIMATE GUIDE TO STRAP-ON SEX: All You Need to Know About Masturbation.** By Jenny Block. Masturbation is a many-splended thing, and with Block’s modern guide to getting it on with yourself, you can take self-pleasure from mundane to mind-blowing! Includes the science of the clitoris, and lots of up-to-date positions for how to incorporate toys. Adults only. 180 pages. Cleis. Paperback. Pub. at $16.95

**5997801 THE ADVENTUROUS COUPLE’S GUIDE TO STRAP-ON SEX.** By Violet Blue. With sty and wit, this helpful yet titillating guide breaks down the mystique of strap-on sex and explores everything you need to know to give other people a good time. Offers plenty of suggestions for positions, toys, harnesses, role-play scenarios, and reading your partner’s signals. For couples who have been together a while. Adults only. 113 pages. Cleis. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95

**6756948 THE ULTIMATE GUIDE TO SOFTCORE, 3RD EDITION.** By Violet Blue. Covers every tip, trick, and technique for giving skilled and unforgettable softcore, from telling to your partner about oral sex to male pleasure spots. Includes hot stories from bestselling author Allison Tyler to help get you in the mood. Adults only. 251 pages. Cleis. Paperback. Pub. at $16.95

**6750912 THE ULTIMATE GUIDE TO PENTHOUSE AND FORUM, 3RD EDITION.** By Violet Blue. Covers everything from Penthouse to Forum to the Ecstasy and Pain of BDSM. Includes hot stories from bestselling author Allison Tyler to help get you in the mood. Adults only. 251 pages. Cleis. Paperback. Pub. at $16.95

**5803403 YONI MASSAGE: Awakening Female Sexual Energy.** By Michaela Riedl. Yoni is the Sanskrit word for the female genitalia, describing not only the anatomy, but also the encompassing energetic and spiritual dimensions. The massage practices provided here are designed to allow women to overcome long-held inhibitions. Adults only. 166 pages. Destiny. Paperback. Pub. at $13.95

**6582176 BETTER SEX IN NO TIME: An Illustrated Guide for Busy Couples.** By Emily Dubberley. Rekindling the fun of sex for long-term couples, top sexpert Josey Vogels presents timed suggestions for flirting, sensual toys, and unforgetable fellatio, from talking to your partner like a dirty book. Adults only. 126 pages. Down Press. Paperback. Pub. at $3.95

**6774253 TANTRIC SEX.** By Barbara Carrela. Calm your mind through simple meditation and intensify your senses—just what you’ll allow you to escape into more intimate, mindful, and sensuous sex than ever before—with these tantric sex techniques. Adults only. Photos. 40 pages. Quiver. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99

**5898832 EVERYDAY SEX IS WRONG.** Ed. by Russ Kick. This massive anthology features a panoply of experts, everyone from prostitutes to professors, legends from newcomers, sexual revolutionaries to sexologists, thrillers to novelists and beyond, who provide a widely varied, unexpected, and unlimted look at everyone’s favorite subject. 360 pages. Disinformation. 8¼x10¼. Paperback. Pub. at $24.95

**599801 THE ULTIMATE GUIDE TO STRAP-ON SEX: All You Need to Know About Masturbation.** By Jenny Block. Masturbation is a many-splended thing, and with Block’s modern guide to getting it on with yourself, you can take self-pleasure from mundane to mind-blowing! Includes the science of the clitoris, and lots of up-to-date positions for how to incorporate toys. Adults only. 180 pages. Cleis. Paperback. Pub. at $16.95

**5997801 THE ADVENTUROUS COUPLE’S GUIDE TO STRAP-ON SEX.** By Violet Blue. With sty and wit, this helpful yet titillating guide breaks down the mystique of strap-on sex and explores everything you need to know to give other people a good time. Offers plenty of suggestions for positions, toys, harnesses, role-play scenarios, and reading your partner’s signals. For couples who have been together a while. Adults only. 113 pages. Cleis. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95

**6756948 THE SMART GIRL’S GUIDE TO PORN.** By Violet Blue. Millions of women enjoy porn as part of their self-defined healthy sexual lifestyles, even more than use sex toys. Here, an acclaimed sex educator tells women how to find the porn they’ll like, from favorite turn-ons and workshops-friendly DVDs to podcasts and porn groups on the Web. Adults only. 137 pages. Cleis. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95

**6759899 THE ULTIMATE GUIDE TO FELLATIO, 2ND EDITION.** By Violet Blue. Covers every tip, trick, and technique for giving skilled and unforgettable fellatio, from telling to your partner about oral sex to male pleasure spots. Includes hot stories from bestselling author Allison Tyler to help get you in the mood. Adults only. 251 pages. Cleis. Paperback. Pub. at $16.95

**587415 DOMESTIC SEX GODDESS.** By Kate Taylor. A sex book for couples in long-term relationships, with or without children. It’s for couples who would like new ideas to take to bed that bring back the initial excitement but don’t require days of planning or preparation. Women who want real-life tips can fit them in around a busy day and eight hours of sleep a night. Adults only. 144 pages. Firefly. Paperback. Pub. at $24.95

**5803403 YONI MASSAGE: Awakening Female Sexual Energy.** By Michaela Riedl. Yoni is the Sanskrit word for the female genitalia, describing not only the anatomy, but also the encompassing energetic and spiritual dimensions. The massage practices provided here are designed to allow women to overcome long-held inhibitions. Adults only. 166 pages. Destiny. Paperback. Pub. at $13.95
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2770970 THE LITTLE BLACK BOOK OF SEX POSITIONS, By Dan & Jennifer Barchi. Exposes in glorious detail the sexiest moves that will blow your mind-blowing ecstasy for you and your lover. You will be flexing muscles you never knew you had with sex positions you've always wanted to try like the Laptop, Spread Eagle, Downward Do, and more. Adults only. Fully illus. in color. 224 pages. Skyhorse. 5x7. Pub. at $16.95  PRICE CUT to $3.95

5974976 THE GAY MAN'S KAMA SUTRA, By Terry Sanderson. Applies the spirit and intention of the original Kama Sutra—the expression of pleasure through sex—to the lives of men. Every aspect of gay sex is explored, and important issues such as finding a partner, emotional problems and safe sex are also included. Adults only. illus. in color. 144 pages. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95  PRICE CUT to $3.95

5957455 THE V-WORD, By Amber J. Keyser. Both funny and exhilarating, the seventeen stories included in this volume are about first-time sex that is meaningful, cringe-worthy, gross, forgettable, and transformative. Adults only. 224 pages. Skyhorse. 5x7. Pub. at $14.95  PRICE CUT to $3.95

5600875 SEX POSITIONS DECK: Pick a Card, Any Card for a Wild Night. By Lisa Sweet. Offers you and your lover 101 sizzling new ways to spice up your sex life. Slip one of these fully illustrated cards into her purse, hide one under his pillow, or pick a random card when you're craving spontaneity. The possibilities are endless. Amorata Press. Pub. at $19.99  PRICE CUT to $14.99


6767810 HOW TO BE A GREAT LOVER: Girlfriend-to-Girlfriend Totally Explicit Techniques That Will Blow His Mind. By Lou Paget. One of America’s most popular sexperts offers a fun, refreshingly modern, totally explicit guide to mastering a man’s body. Illus. 235 pages. Broadway. Pub. at $20.00  PRICE CUT to $12.00


KIT 5654446 BECOMING CLITORITE: Where Orgasm Equality Matters—And How to Get It. By Laurie Mintz. Explores the way everyday sexism has transformed in the common understanding of the female anatomy and offers concrete advice on how to feel entitled to your own pleasure. With her help you will develop sexual communication skills that will lead to the best condom experiences and sex-quick tips. 224 pages. HarperOne. Pub. at $26.99  PRICE CUT to $14.95

675662X BEST SEX WRITING OF THE YEAR, VOLUME 1: On Consen... By Jon Pressick. Ranging from discussions on consent and disability, to the shock response to the Steinem article, to our seemingly insatiable love of sex toys, this collection of essays challenges and satisfies. Includes Mollena Williams, Joan Price, Emily DiDonato, and more. Adults only. 224 pages. Cleis. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.95  PRICE CUT to $9.95

6671186 ORAL SEX SHE'LL NEVER FORGET: 50 Positions & Techniques That Will Make Her Orgasm Like She Never Has Before. By Sonia Borg. Getting a woman to orgasm has more to do with the movement of your lips than what you do with your hips. This ultimate oral sex guide teaches you all of the moves you need to go down on a woman skillfully with 50 unique oral sex experiences from start to finish. Adults only. Well illus. in color. 150 pages. Quiver. 8x10. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.99  SOLD OUT

6761117 ANAL SEX BASICS: The Beginner’s Guide to Maximal Pleasure For Every Body. By Carlyle Jansen. The days of boring sex routines are over. It’s time to get a little taboo, starting with the absolute basics of anal play and anal sex. Includes instructions for safe, comfortable and pleasurable experiences. Adults only. Illus. in color. 176 pages. Quiver. Paperbound. Pub. at $22.99  PRICE CUT to $9.95

5959653 THE ORAL SEX POSITION GUIDE. Text by Emily Dubberley. These 69 positions make fellatio and cunnilingus fun, fantasti, and unforgettable. From mild to wild, each move teaches you how to take your oral sex skills to the next level, with benefits like maximum clitoral stimulation. This comprehensive guide to oral anal play. Adults only. Color photos. 144 pages. Quiver. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.99  PRICE CUT to $6.95


6761118 THE NEW SEX BIBLE: The Complete Guide to Sexual Love. By Jessica O’Reilly. Your comprehensive primer to thrilling and fulfilling sex incorporating the latest research, techniques, and positions for full-body pleasure. Offers up to date information on core sexual topics such as oral pleasure, orgasms, and intercourse along with spicy new positions, daring twists on the old, and expanded information on kink and sex toys. Adults only. Well illus. in color. 223 pages. Quiver. Pub. at $27.99  PRICE CUT to $7.95

5896134 THE KAMA SUTRA SEDUCTIONS DECK: Exploring Love, Sexual Pleasure, and Mutual Gratification. By Sehera Giron. Featuring 64 cards, each containing an erotic pose from the sacred art of the Kama Sutra, this take-anywhere deck is sure to bring you pleasure beyond your wildest dreams! Detailed instructions explain just how to maneuver into each pose. Perfect for foreplay or a complete evening devoted to the bed. Adults only. 224 pages. Crown. Pub. at $14.99  PRICE CUT to $7.99

KIT 5896134 THE KAMA SUTRA SEDUCTIONS DECK: Exploring Love, Sexual Pleasure, and Mutual Gratification. By Sehera Giron. Featuring 64 cards, each containing an erotic pose from the sacred art of the Kama Sutra, this take-anywhere deck is sure to bring you pleasure beyond your wildest dreams! Detailed instructions explain just how to maneuver into each pose. Perfect for foreplay or a complete evening devoted to the bed. Adults only. 224 pages. Crown. Pub. at $14.99  PRICE CUT to $7.99

KIT 5684446 BECOMING CLITORITE: Where Orgasm Equality Matters—And How to Get It. By Laurie Mintz. Explores the way everyday sexism has transformed in the common understanding of the female anatomy and offers concrete advice on how to feel entitled to your own pleasure. With her help you will develop sexual communication skills that will lead to the best condom experiences and sex-quick tips. 224 pages. HarperOne. Pub. at $26.99  PRICE CUT to $14.95

5986378 THE NEW JOY OF SEX, COMPACT EDITION. By Alex Comfort. Comfort has completely revised and reorganized this landmark discussion of sex that was the hallmark of the sexual revolution when it was first published in 1972. This 1993 edition addresses today’s concerns about sex and health, and brings out even more clearly that there really is no good sex without love. Adults only. Well illus. in color. 224 pages. Crown. Pub. at $12.95  PRICE CUT to $2.95
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**5803306 TAOST FOREPLAY: Love Meridians and Pressure Points** By M. Chia & K.D. North. Guides lovers through simple acupressure massage routines connecting all the points and channels that increase pleasure and spark arousal. Also explains how to reveal and overcome incompatibility with the Taoist zodiac. Adults only. 166 pages. 3rd Printing. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.95 PRICE CUT TO $6.95

**3580849 THE GAY MAN’S KAMA SUTRA.** By Terry Sanderson. Applies the spirit and intention of the original Kama Sutra—the expression of uninhibited pleasure through sex—to the lives of 21st-century gay men. Every aspect of gay sex is explored, and important issues such as finding a partner, emotional problems, and safe sex are also included. Adults only. Illus., many color. 144 pages. Carlton. Paperbound Import. Pub. at $12.95 PRICE CUT TO $6.95

**6752922 GOOD SEX: Getting Off Without Checking Out.** By Jessica Graham. A straightforward and informative guide that shows you how to bring mindfulness into sex. From a sex-positive and nontraditional stance Graham explores nonmonogamy, the benefits of pornography, sexual trauma, consent, and much more. Adults only. 96 pages. North. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.95. PRICE CUT TO $9.95

**5803268 SLOW SEX: The Path to Fulfilling and Sustainable Sexuality.** By Diana Richardson. Adults only. 168 pages. Destiny. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95. $7.95


**6644415 YOUR DONES: How You Can Prevent Osteoporosis & Osteopenia Without Drugs.** By Lara Fitzzimo & J.W. Wright. The authors uncover the real culprits responsible for the osteoporosis epidemic. This scourge is afflicting people—especially women—in ever-growing numbers. They show that osteoporosis drugs like Fosamax or Boniva are dangerous, and offer a natural way to sustain bone health. Illus. 496 pages. Praktikos Books. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.00. $8.95

**6854966 THE WONDER DOWN UNDER: A Traveler’s Guide to the Anatomical Spleen and Reality of the Vagina.** By E.S. Dahl & N. Broehmann. A comprehensive guide to a miraculous and complex part of the body that too few of us, regardless of gender, are all that familiar with. With wisdom, humor, and scientific aplomb, the authors take readers on a fascinating journey of female sexual organs and sexual health. Illus. 304 pages. Quercus. Pub. at $26.99. $19.95

**675933X SHE: A Celebration of Greatness in Every Woman.** By M.A. Radmacher & L. Kalloch. An examination of qualities illustrating the greatness and strength that we have gathered in some fierce and feisty females along with their best advice for our sisters. 406 pages. Rodale. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95. $14.95

**685321 PREGNANCY, OMG! The First-Ever Photographic Guide for Modern Mamas-to-Be.** By Nancy Redd. With warmth, humor, and candor, and partnered with the advice of medical experts, this resource guide tackles embodiement, pregnancy, and the less widely discussed issues that many pregnant women face while offering practical tips and techniques to ease even the strangest problems. Provides women the resources they need to make informed and empowered choices. Illus. 260 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.99. $14.95

**6788839 THE ELDEST DAUGHTER EFFECT.** By L. Schuitemaker & W. Enthoven. Shows how firstborn girls become who they are and offers insights that can allow them more freedom to move. Being an eldest daughter has certain advantages, but the overbearing sense of responsibility that tends to follow in the way. 192 pages. Findhorn. Paperbound Import. Pub. at $15.99 $12.95

**6787479 HOW TO STOP FEELING LIKE SHIT: 14 Habits That Are Holding You Back from Happiness.** By Andrea Owen. Crystallizes what’s been bubbling as subtle but potent habits that keep us from experiencing life to the fullest. Owen kick’s women’s guts out of autopilot and empowers them to create happiness, more fulfilling lives. 197 pages. Seal. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99. $12.95

**6701043 A LADY AT THE TABLE.** By Sheryl Shade et al. An entertaining read that will give any woman the knowledge she needs to maneuver any dining situation—from a casual meal at home to a seven-course dinner at a five star restaurant. It includes how to set a table, how to pronounce more than 100 different food names, how to use obscure eating utensils, and more. 200 pages. Thomas Nelson. Pub. at $29.99. $7.95

**6695444 THE MENOPAUSE BOOK, SECOND EDITION: The Complete Guide.** By P. Wingert & B. Kantrowitz. Expertly separating fact from fiction in the latest “breakthrough” medical studies, the authors show you what to pay attention to and what to ignore. Learn about heart health, moods, and exercise, and why midlife can be a natural springboard to staying healthy. Illus. 532 pages. Workman. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95. $14.95

**6851148 THE MOMMY JOKE MAKER: 28 Tools to Reclaim Yourself & Reinforce Your Relationship.** By Dana B. M. Mid. An uplifting and inspiring guide to inspire your sensual side and ignite your sexual spark. Also explains how to reveal and reconnect your sensual self-confidence, reconnect with your bodies, and reignite the spark in their relationships. Myers offers 28 inspiring and practical tools, interactive exercises, and real-life anecdotes that’ll leave women feeling like a saucy, sexier mama. 316 pages. Viva Editions. Paperbound. Pub. at $1.95. $9.95

**666163 THE BLOAT CURE.** By Robynne Chutkan. Chutkan helps you identify the root cause of your bloat, whether it’s the artificial sweeteners in your sports drink, the cough medicine you’re taking, an undetected thyroid problem, or another of the 101 common causes of bloat. Chutkan explains how to rehabilitate your system and get your GI tract running like a well-oiled machine. 205 pages. Avery. Pub. at $20.00

**665325 UNMENTIONABLE: The Victorian Lady’s Guide to Sex, Marriage, and Manners.** By Therese Onell. You guide to the secrets of life as a Victorian lady, giving you detailed advice on how to maintain your youth, how to please your husband, and how to manage your household, health, and much more. A scandalously honest and humorous guide to the secrets of Victorian womanhood. Illus. 307 pages. Little. Brown. Pub. at $25.00. PRICE CUT TO $13.95

**6715893 THE ESTROGEN FIX: The Breakthrough Guide to Being Healthy, Energized, and Hormonally Balanced.** By Mary Field Bellerby et al. By Mache Seibel. Proves that every woman has an ideal time to more safely begin estrogen replacement. When administered at this time, estrogen can lower your risk for breast cancer, heart disease, Alzheimer’s, diabetes, osteoporosis and more. 237 pages. Rodale Paperbound. Pub. at $20.12. $15.95

**6610692 THE WOMEN’S HEALTH BIG BOOK OF 15-MINUTE WORKOUTS.** By Solene Yeeager & the eds. of Women’s Health. This is the last exercise manual you will ever need. It will take away all of your excuses and get you in shape—fast. It includes how to set a table, how to pronounce more than 15 minutes to prepare. Well illus. in color. 404 pages. Rodale. Paperbound. Pub. at $26.99. $5.95

**67666X WOMEN’S WAYS OF KNOWING, TENTH ANNIVERSARY EDITION.** By Mary Field Bellerby et al. Explains why women still feel silenced and ignored in matters of sex and offers a voice for women’s authors’ collaboration and research developed. Here they also address many of the questions that they have been asked repeatedly in the year since this volume was first published. 296 pages. Rodale. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.99. PRICE CUT TO $2.95

**6780760 THE ESTROGEN WINDOW.** By Mache Seibel. A definitive guide on hormonal health for menopausal women. Dr. Seibel explains the right time and method to begin estrogen replacement, which can be crucial for improving women’s health. This book reveals how previous studies were inaccurately analyzed leading to a culture of fear and confusion about hormone replacement. 238 pages. Rodale. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.99. PRICE CUT TO $9.95

**6580122 THE WISDOM OF MENOPAUSE, REVISED EDITION.** By Andrea Owen. With this comprehensive resource, Dr. Northrup explains what women can make menopause a time of personal empowerment—emerging wiser, healthier, and stronger in both mind and body than ever before. Includes a new section on sex after fifty and how, if need be, you can rejuvenate your sex life. 745 pages. Bantam. Paperbound. Pub. at $22.00. PRICE CUT TO $2.95
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264 checklists of what to do and in what order. Covers legal proceedings, jail.

Among others, that require a certain classic guide details how to carry oneself in any situation: weddings, formal age of impulse, social awkwardness, and conversational disrepair. This


Disease.

By Wes Denham. Explains how to make decisions that are in the perspective. By embracing these, you will be able to let go of the stress and tension that gets in the way of being happy. 288 pages. Adams Media. Paperback. Pub. at $15.99

After Prison.

224 pages. Alpha. Paperback. Pub. at $17.95

By Jacob Burak. Combining the latest behavioral science with a deep social awareness, Burak demonstrates a crucial finding: we are not nearly as smart or as rational as we think we are. He points out in this study that we need to adjust our thinking to become better at handling adversity. The empowering manifesto and refreshing slap in the face we all need to live more contented, grounded lives. 212 pages. HarperOne. Pub. at $24.99

By Rona ld Epstein. Reveals how implementing mindfulness can impact medical practice in myriad positive ways. Through gripping clinical stories, Epstein gives patients a language to communicate with what we need to know to prevent, prepare for, and survive the unthinkable. Illus. 294 pages. Tarcher/Penguin. Paperback. Pub. at $15.00

BEYOND BARS: Rejoining Society

5965234 THE BIOLOGY OF DESIRE: Why Addiction Is Not a Disease. By Marc Lewis. A renowned neuroscientist explains why the “disease model” of addiction is wrong and illuminates the path to recovery. Cognitive neuroscience and addiction. Marc this makes a convincing case that addiction is not a disease and shows why the disease model has become an obstacle to healing. 238 pages. PublicAffairs. Pub. at $26.99

THE SUBTLE ART OF NOT GIVING A F*CK: A Counterintuitive Approach to Living a Good Life. By Mark Manson. In this generation-defining self-help guide, Manson shows us that the key to being happier is to stop trying to be “positive” all the time and instead become better at handling adversity. The powerful manifesto and refreshing slap in the face we all need to live more contented, grounded lives. 212 pages. HarperOne. Pub. at $24.99


6868940 INSIGHT INTO CHILD AND ADULT BULLYING: Waverley Abbey Insight Series. By Helena Wilkinson. Written from personal and professional experience, this study will provide comprehensive and practical insight into the bullying cycle for both sufferers and supporters alike. Key insights include recognizing the signs of bullying; establishing strategies to combat bullying; and taking the first steps towards recovery. 139 pages. GWR. Paperback. Pub. at $11.95

ATTENDING: Medicine, Mindfulness, and Medicine. By Ronald Epstein. Reveals how implementing mindfulness can impact medical practice in myriad positive ways. Through gripping clinical stories, Epstein gives patients a language to describe what they value most in health care, and to work with health professionals to refocus their approach. 287 pages. Scribner. Pub. at $26.00

BY THE BOOK OF HIGHS: 255 Ways To Alter Your Consciousness Without Drugs. By Brian & Peter Borton. Focuses on three fundamental principles of a satisfying life: sweetness, the importance of feeding your body, soul, and mind; and how you can carve out purposeful space, which allows for perspective. By embracing these, you will be able to let go of the stress and tension that gets in the way of being happy. 288 pages. Adams Media. Paperback. Pub. at $15.99

6689490 DOWNSIZING THE FAMILY HOME: What to Save, What to Let Go. By Mami Jameson. Through a reader’s difficult and emotional journey of downsizing their home or their parent’s home, the author shares hands-on wisdom, guidance and insightful advice. Chapters include Get the Right Mind Set; Endowment; Plan E for Estate Sale; The Really Tough Stuff; and more. 237 pages. Sterling. Paperback. Pub. at $16.95

6576280 ATTENDING: Medicine, Mindfulness, and Medicine. By Ronald Epstein. Reveals how implementing mindfulness can impact medical practice in myriad positive ways. Through gripping clinical stories, Epstein gives patients a language to describe what they value most in health care, and to work with health professionals to refocus their approach. 287 pages. Scribner. Pub. at $26.00

6727581 HOW TO FIND A BLACK CAT IN A DARK ROOM: The Psychology of Intuition, Intuitive Development. By Hansen Trust. By John Burak. Combining the latest behavioral science with a deep social awareness, Burak demonstrates a crucial finding: we are not nearly as smart or as rational as we think we are. He points out in this study that we need to adjust our thinking to become better at handling adversity. The empowering manifesto and refreshing slap in the face we all need to live more contented, grounded lives. 212 pages. HarperOne. Pub. at $24.99

GENERAL HEALTH & SELF-HELP

6576280 ATTENDING: Medicine, Mindfulness, and Medicine. By Ronald Epstein. Reveals how implementing mindfulness can impact medical practice in myriad positive ways. Through gripping clinical stories, Epstein gives patients a language to describe what they value most in health care, and to work with health professionals to refocus their approach. 287 pages. Scribner. Pub. at $26.00

6727581 HOW TO FIND A BLACK CAT IN A DARK ROOM: The Psychology of Intuition, Intuitive Development. By Hansen Trust. By John Burak. Combining the latest behavioral science with a deep social awareness, Burak demonstrates a crucial finding: we are not nearly as smart or as rational as we think we are. He points out in this study that we need to adjust our thinking to become better at handling adversity. The empowering manifesto and refreshing slap in the face we all need to live more contented, grounded lives. 212 pages. HarperOne. Pub. at $24.99

INSIGHT INTO CHILD AND ADULT BULLYING: Waverley Abbey Insight Series. By Helena Wilkinson. Written from personal and professional experience, this study will provide comprehensive and practical insight into the bullying cycle for both sufferers and supporters alike. Key insights include recognizing the signs of bullying; establishing strategies to combat bullying; and taking the first steps towards recovery. 139 pages. GWR. Paperback. Pub. at $11.95

PAPERBACK IMPORT

6588940 THE BOOK OF HIGHS: 255 Ways To Alter Your Consciousness Without Drugs. By Brian & Peter Borton. Focuses on three fundamental principles of a satisfying life: sweetness, the importance of feeding your body, soul, and mind; and how you can carve out purposeful space, which allows for perspective. By embracing these, you will be able to let go of the stress and tension that gets in the way of being happy. 288 pages. Adams Media. Paperback. Pub. at $15.99

6689490 DOWNSIZING THE FAMILY HOME: What to Save, What to Let Go. By Mami Jameson. Through a reader’s difficult and emotional journey of downsizing their home or their parent’s home, the author shares hands-on wisdom, guidance and insightful advice. Chapters include Get the Right Mind Set; Endowment; Plan E for Estate Sale; The Really Tough Stuff; and more. 237 pages. Sterling. Paperback. Pub. at $16.95

6576280 ATTENDING: Medicine, Mindfulness, and Medicine. By Ronald Epstein. Reveals how implementing mindfulness can impact medical practice in myriad positive ways. Through gripping clinical stories, Epstein gives patients a language to describe what they value most in health care, and to work with health professionals to refocus their approach. 287 pages. Scribner. Pub. at $26.00

6727581 HOW TO FIND A BLACK CAT IN A DARK ROOM: The Psychology of Intuition, Intuitive Development. By Hansen Trust. By John Burak. Combining the latest behavioral science with a deep social awareness, Burak demonstrates a crucial finding: we are not nearly as smart or as rational as we think we are. He points out in this study that we need to adjust our thinking to become better at handling adversity. The empowering manifesto and refreshing slap in the face we all need to live more contented, grounded lives. 212 pages. HarperOne. Pub. at $24.99

GENERAL HEALTH & SELF-HELP